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CHAPTi:~ 1

INTRODUC'rI ON

The purpose of this study ia to investigate the new quest cf the
historicul Jesus as it ha.a been carried out by four pupils of P.udolf
Bultmann.

These four pupils are:

Gerhard 1·:beling, and Ernst Fuchs.

II

!I

Ernst Kasemann, Gunther Dornknr.un,
They are 1>art of a group of former

I3ultmanu pupils who have called themselves the " Alte Marburger," or
"old Marburgers," from the fa.ct that they all studied together under
Bultmann at the University of Marburg.
The "new quest" is the only term that needs definition.
quest

or

quest."

The new

the historical Jesus is to be distinguished from the "old
13ec«use the Christian faith has been talking about Jesus for

over nineteen hundred yearr;, the so-called "old quest" for the historical
Jesus is in comparison quite a modern phenomenon.

The

11

old" or original quest for the historical. Jesus began with

Hermann Samuel Reimarus in the late eighteenth century.

The opening

sentence of Albert Schweitzer's classic work, The Quest ef the Historical
~ . reads:

11

Before Rcimarus, no one had atteu1pted to form a histori-

cal conception of the life of Je&us."

l

Prior to this tio:e no scholar

was concerned with the quest of the historical Jesus because Christians
generally assumed tho.t the picture of Jesus which-was found in, the. Gospels

1 JU'bert Sohwoitzer, The ·~ueot of tha lJistoricnl ..Tesua (New York:
Macmillan Company, 1964), P• 13. The book was first published under
the Cerir.an title Von Reimarus zu ~rede in 1906, and came out in English
translation fQr the first time in 1910.

2

was a historically accurate picture.

With the rise of modern historio-

graphy and the historicnl-critical method of reoearch t he Scriptures were
reread with the hope that they would now provide a picture of the historical Jesus which was historically ti"'Ue and free from the dogmatic elements
in the image of Christ traceable to the church's doctrine.

the search f'or the "Jesus

or

This began

history," a Jesus who could be found by a

diligent historical plumbing of the Gospels.

It was the hope of the nine-

teenth century acholarG thut once a true picture of Jeaus as He r eally was
had been put together by harmonizing the various Gospel accounts of Him,
the f a ith of Christiana would no longer be dependent on the dogmatic traditions of the church for its knowledge

or

the Jesus of hiutory.

'l 'ho result of this quest for the Jesus of history as it took place

in tho ni neteenth and early twentieth centuries was innumerable biographies and chronologies of Jeaus and Mia ministry.
The death blow to t he original quest was dealt first in 1896 by
Martin K~er in his book, Der aogennante hiatorische Jesuo und der geschichtliche, biblioche Christus (The So-called Historical Jesus and the
Hiatoric Biblical Chri.ot.

2

"
It was Kahler's
thesis . that the Gospels are

not to be taken as source books for developing a "Life of Jesus" but are
primarily the faithful preaching of the first century church.

are tlle sermons of the early churcll.

The Gospels

KMhler had taken the historical rug

out from under the quest in the interest of preserving the certainty

or

faith&

2r1artin xaiuer, Tl1e So-called Bistorioul Jesus and the liistoric Biblical Christ, translated and edited by Carl R. Braaten (Philadelphia:
li'ortrees Preas, 1964) •

Schweitzer's book, published ten yearG later in 1906, sealed the
fate of the old quest by showing that the Jesus of Nazareth who emerged
from the nineteenth century quest
I

~

-oaPier

\·ras

not the Jesus of history but a

figure built out of the philosophical idealism and liberal

theology of the nineteenth century.

The Jesus of the original quest had

come out looking amazingly similar to nineteenth century man&
It took quite a while for the old quest to die completely.

In some

quarters it never did succumb to its critics and went on in the face of
overwhelming academic condemnation.

The rise of "dialectic theology" in

the 1920's and the increasing emphasis on a theological interpretation
r ather than a historical interpretation of Scripture moved critical
scholarship beyond the old quest and into a new era of New Testament stud~
ies.

Form Criticism and the rise of 11 kerygmatic theologyn with P.udolf

Bultmann sealed off the old quest of the historical Jesus as an adventure
of the past which could not ac;ain be Ulldertaken with integrity.

Bultmann's influence has dominated the German theological world over
the past thirty years since the demise of the old quest.

It was his stress

on the kerygmatic Christ against the Jesus of history which eve.n tually
caused his pupils to break away from him and take up what has since been
called the new quest.

In 1953 Bultmann wrote:

Je:;,-us Christ confronts men nowhere other than in the Kerygma, as he
had so confronted Paul and brought him to decision • • • • Cne may
not seek to b"8t boyoud the Kerygma and use it to reconstruct tho
historical Jesus • • • • That would be the Christ according to the
flesh of the past. Hot the historical Jesus, but Jesus Christ, the
preached Christ, is the Lord.}

~

ll

~Rudolf Bultmann, Glnuben und Veretehon1 Gesammelte Aufsatze

(Tllbingen: J.C. B. Mo~, 1933), P• 208. llere and elsewhere in the theoia
where the German has been translated and quoted in English, tho

4
This oet the stage for the now quest which was to wait yet another thirty
yearf; be fore it began.

In 1953 Ernat K1isemann addr~oacd a reunion of the Alto Marbur5er
and delivered a pa.per titled "The Problem of the Historical Jeaus." 4

In

II

this essay Y.asemann warned that unless the historical Jesus was once again
made the proper object of hiotorical and theological research the :hristian f a ith v,ould be in dnnger of l apoing into a docetism whose Christ

would be a myth.

II

!<asemann r eiterated the impossibility of the old quest

and said he was not calling for a repetition of past errors.

He said that

it waa possible to lr.now the historical Jesus throui:;h the parables and
sayinga of the Gospels a s lonli as it was acknowledeed that the Gospels
were the preuching of the early church and not historical records.

The

kerygmo. which had for ao long prevented inquiry into the historical Jesus
t1aa

now to be the koy to the new study.
Thus K~scmann inaugurated the modern or new quest of the historical

Jesus.

His opening contribution met with the immediate approval of many

scholars who aou~ht to join the new quest.

Especially those of the

Bultmann school began to pr-:.duce articles and books on the subject.

translation, unless otherwise indicated, is the writer•~. The German
reads: "Jesus Christus begegnet dem Menschen nirgends anders als i m Kerygma,
so wie er dem Paulus selbst begegnet ist und ihn ~ur }Aitscheidung zvang •
• • • Man darf also nicht hinter daa Kerygma zurUckgehen, t;?S als ' '-tuclle'
benutzend, um einen 'historis~hen~Jeaus' • • • zu rekonstruieren. Das
w&re gerade der )(.e,•1'0l ~,• G'lif"'a., der vergangen ist. ~icht der
hiotorische Jesus, sondern Jesus Christus, der Gepredie te, 1st der Herr."
4

Ernst Kl:wemann, "'I'he Problem of the Historical Jesus," in Essays on
New Testament Themes, in Studies in Biblical Theology XLI, translated by
W. J. r,1ontague (London: SCM Press,

1964).

5

Bultmann himself remained aloof from the new quest until 19.59 when he
addressed the Heidelberg Academy of Sciences with an essay that criticized the new quest and his former pupils who po.rticipated in it.5
Bultmann contends the historical Jesus, whether in a new or old quest,
is beyond the gr asp of responsible rese,irch and is unnecessary to faith
anyway.

Since 1959 the debate over the validity of the new quest ha.a

gone on in all quarters of biblical, oystematic, and historical studies.
The whole topic is still very much a live issue at tnis time in 1966.
Beca use of t he im~ense literature which has appeared in the short
11

s pan of thir t een years since Kasemann•a address, any study of the new
quest mus t necessari ly self-impose some limitations.

We have chosen to

atudy the four Alte Ilarburger mentioned on page one.

!dlsemann was chos en

1

because he i naugura ted the new quest and has since become critical of its
direction.

Bornkamm was selected because he is the only one of t h e ~

Marburger who haa produced a full-length book in the new quest.

'!!beling

and J.i'uchs were chosen because of their unusual approach to the problem

and their emphasis upon a "lingi.dstic" interpretation cf the histerical

Jesus.
The economy

or

the study regrettably necessitated dealing with

Bultmann'a position only in a rather ~angential :fa shion.

It is ackDow-

ledged that his position in the matter needs full exploration if the new
quest is to be seen in total perspective.

5Rudolf Bultmann "Tho Primitive Christian Kerygma and the Historical
Jesus," in The Historical Jesus and the Kerygmatic C~rist, C~saye...on the
New Quest of the Historical Jesus, tranulated and- edited by varl .c...
Braaten and RGy A. Harrisville (new York: Abingden Press, 1964), PP• 15-42.

6

As the Table

or Contents

eeparately in Chapter I!.

II

indicates, Kaee~ann hos been treated

II

i<aaemunn has set the stage for the new queat.

He has certainly contributed to the new quest itself• but it is uoeful
to present his contributi ons as being formulary.

Bornkamm• f.beling, and }'uchs are treated in Chapter III as the
essential contributors to the substance of the new quest.
is e >camined under four subhea di ngs :

Their work

the validity of the new quest , the

means of access to the histor1.cal Jesus, the purpose of Jesus' earthly
ministr y , and the relationship of the Jesus of his tory to the Christ of
t he kerygma .
Chapter IV represents a sampling of the reactions tc the new quest

i n theolo&
-ians c:>ther than the four Alte Marburger of this study.

This

sampling is moilnt to be neither definitive nC1>r whell;y representative

although it has tried to include the major criticisms and dC:>fenses which
the new quest has occas ioned.
Chapter V i ncludes a summary of the similarities and differences
runoug the Al tc Marbur~r.er and a. brief conclusion which represents the

reaction of the writer to the new quest.
'i'hi3 study was undertaken because of its current importance to the

field of New Testament atudiea and because of its perennial relevance to
the field of ayster.aatic theology.

'.J:he doctrine of the two natures of

Christ which has underlain the church's christology since the days of the
Ccu."lcil of Nicaea in 325 and the Council of Chalcedon in 451 has once more

been under a cloud since the rise ef kerygmatic theology.

" ann is
!<asem

right in saying that there was a danger that the under~t.:uiding of Christ
as true \iOd and true man would be lost to a d<i>cetic Christ-idea.

The new

I

7
quest set out with the hope of correcting that situation, and this motivation alone justifieo a clot'le study of the attempt.

At the bottom of this

inquiry into the new quest lies the cenviction that the doctrine of
chris'c;ology is ensential to the Christian doctrine of soteriology.

If

Jesus is really the Christ 1 then nothing must hinder the Chriatian understanding and confrontation of Him us Jesus of ifozareth as well as Resur-

rected Lord.

CHAPTER II
THE PO!N'l' OF DLTM~TURB FOR 'rlif. NC1J 'tiJ~T

C:rnst

r:kLscmann

After all cross-currents of modern New Testar.mnt ocholarship are
cluu~ted and the vnrious influences of schelarahip upon the ? ew 4uest

ackno\,ledged, Erns t Kllsemann emer ges ao t he key i mpetus for the renewed
concern for the historical Jesus .

It Has i:~semann's progr ammatic essay ,

" Das Problem des historischen Jesua, 11 delivered on October 20, 1953 to
his f~iends and colleagues nt t he reunion of t he Alte Marbur~er, 1 which
set i n motion once again the quest for the historical Jesus which had
generally been moribund in German scholarship since the early years
the twenti eth century.

or

Now the quest was tc.> be t aken up anew but wit h

notable differences from the old quest of the nineteenth century.
new quest, with t he insights of forri1 criticism and half a century

The

or

added

hiatorical-criticul research beh:i.uci it, intended to a.void the mistakes of
the previous research and at the same time to uct as a corrective to
what

\1as

felt to be an unbalanced emphasis in the kerye;matic c hristoloe;y

of P.udolf Bultmann.

K~scorum in 19.5.3 laid the foundation for the new quest

upon which Bornkamm, ~-:beling , ond Fuchs were soon to build.
The State of Scholarship in the Mid-Twentieth Century
1\ t

the outset Kl!semann aclmowledi es the determinat ive influence of

l Ernst 1,~asemann, "Das Problem des liistorischen Jesus," Zci tschrift
i'Ur Theologie und tarche, 51 ( 195~), 25-53.

9

three men and their worl~s upon the present situation of exegetical and
systematic theologians.

T1artin Klii1ler with his book, The So-called

Historical Jesus and the Uistori~, Biblical Christ, Albert Schweitzer
with his book, 'l'he ~,ueot for the Historical Jeoua, and Rudelf Bultmann
with hin two books, Jesus and the "iord and FriC!'litive Christianity in its
Contempere.ry Setting turned scholarohip away from the nineteenth century
.Kehler
"
made the case for the New Testrunent to

"Life of Jesuslf research.

be understood as a book cf sermons and not as an objective chronicle of
Jesus' li!'e; Schweitzer showed the i mpossibility of any and all attempts
to outline a history or bioeraphy of Jesus; and Bultmann underutood the
Chris tion faith as being

or

11

faith in the exalted Lord for \-Thich the Jesus

history a a such is no longer considered of decisive importance.•12

,,

/..ccordine:, to Kasomunn, the impact of these three men resulted in
severe skepticism wnong criticul scholars regnrding the Jesus of history
und the possibility of knowing 3.Ilything about Him.

Certainly the nineteenth

century's hope of separating the Jesus of history from the church's dogmatic proclamations about llim was demoliahed.

II

As Knsemann summarizes the

issue, critical scholarship saw the old quest as

a failure. It was precisely that radical criticism which stood, and
stands, incontestably in methodological continuity with the Enlightenment, which arrived at this result. It found that at the very beginning, not of primitive Christianity, but of its preaching, there
stand.a, sharply formulated, the Church's dos~a as the expression of
its fuith; and that there is no access t o the historical Jesus other
than by wa:y ef the community'& faith in the Hisen Lord.;>

2 F.rnat 1dlser.iann, "The Problem of the Historical Jesus," :asa.ys on New
Testament Themes, in Studies in Biblical Theology XLI translated by
l·l . J. Montague (London: SCM Pross, 1964), P• 16.

-

}Ibid., P• 59.

10

·ro say that tho JeGua e f history is inaccessible to modern man except
through the faith of the early Christian communities is devastating to
the old queot'o doaire to peel b~ck tradition and find the real Jesus of
history.

To say that the faith of these early communities is available

to us only through their preaching which is handed down to us in the form
of the New Testameut, as do KMhler and Bultmann with K8semann assenting,
hao serious implications for the view of the modern critical scholar toward the synoptic Gospels.
After rejecting the GoDpele as a source of historically neutral,
objective factG a.bout the hiat0ry and chronology ef Jesus and His life,
modern criticnl scholarship was forced by the fruits of its own work to
conclude t hat the Gospels are the preduct of early Christian community's
tradition.

Thia tradition sought to give an account of the life of its

Lord which grew out of its f a ith in Him.

At first these traditions ex-

isted in the form of iaolated steries and sayings, some of whi.ch had been

spoken by Jesus Himself, but most ef which were vignettes about Jesus told
by Jeaus' faithful followers and which were already interpretationG of
what they had seen und heard.

II
Kasemann
makes a strong point that even

from the very first these otorios and sayings were preserved and passed
on not out of an uninvolved, histerical deeire for rec0rd keeping but al\tays

out of kerygmatic conce,rn and interest.

Tho starting point for all

modern exegesis must be here at this point according to K~aemann if the
contributions of recent scholarship are tG be given their due.

Thio es-

pecially holds true for any contemporary examination of the Goapels with
regard to Jesus.

K~semaun states quite clearly that preaching ia the

motivation and form ef the Goapel'a accounts of Jeaus:

ll

But of the individual sayings and stories it must be said that frem
their first appearance they were used in the aervice of the community's preaching and were indeed preaerved for thia vory reason.
It was not historical but kerygmatic interest which handed them on.
From this standpoint it becomes comprehensible that t his tradition,
or at least the overwhelming mase; of it, c r,m not be cl:l.lled authentic.
Only a few words of the Sermon on the Mowit and of the conflict with
t ho Pha risees, a number of parables und some scattered materiol of'
vnrious kinds go back with any real degree of probability to the Jesus
of history himself. Of his deeds, we know only that he had the reputation of being a miracle-worker• that he himself referred to his
power of exorcism and that he was finally crucified under Pilate.
The preaching ubout him hns almost entirely supplanted his own preaching, as c t..n be ~een mos t clearly of all in the CQ!'.llpletely unhistorical.
Gospel of John.

Once modern scholarship found itself committed to this view of the Gospels,
it felt compelled to explain how o.nd why such a treatment of the Gospel's
his tory of Jesus developed.
next two s ections.

Exposition on this concern will follow in the

It i s sufficient in tlliG opening treatment of the stntc

of mid-t\:e.otieth century critical ochelnrship to note the way in which the
GoopelG nre viewed.
KHsemrultl maintains that the above description is representative of the

way in which current theology hao reaponded to the laborG of critical scholarship in the immediate past.

Yet K~emannt during t he period of the early

1950'0 when he first began to articulate his thoughts in these matters, also sensed a reaction aeain~t t his quite radical departure from the tradition-

al views of the Jesus or history and the historical nature of the Gospels.
Much

or

this reaction is a F;;: t.inst the extreme conclusions of Bul troann in

these matters.

Kllsemann shares somo of' the misgivincs, and sees this re-

action being expressed to<W.;Y along the following three lines of inquiry.
First, en attempt is beins made in some quarters to show that the

4

ill2••

PP• 59-6o.

12

Synoptics contain much more authentic material than is granted by the
moat extreme New Testament critics.

Second, an argument is being given

for the reliability of the .Pussion and I·: aster narratives if not totally
at least in part.

This ia in apite of the acknowledged differences in

the liter3ry accounts of the Gospels at many points.

In both these first

two instances the hope is to prevent a radical break between kerygma and

tradition which has been the unhappy conclusion of the most extreme
approaches to the Gospel accounts of Jesus.

The intention is to show

that the kerygma does include the tacts ef the tradition, and that these
facts are essential to the kerygma 1 a contc,nt.
commitment to the idea of a

11

Third, there is a gro'ding

aalvation history" which runs parallel to

universal history and which, throu~h the agency Qf the history of faith
and the Church, expresses God's activity in establishing a new creation.5
K~semann notes that it is quite ironic that these three positions
should describe the emer6ing situation of theological. thinking in the
present day ef New Testament studies.

It ia ironic because those who are

new reactin6 to the conclusions drawn by radical criticism are the same
ones who welc0med its~ openly when radical criticism first undercut the
attempts of the nineteenth century to separate the real Jesus from church
tradition and dogmatic proclamations.
.

Now it is feared the pendulum cf

.

criticism has swung too far and there is a great danger cf losing the
historicity of the GGspels and of Jesus altogether in a surge of skepticism.

Thus, one of the fundamental questions taday is the relationship

between history and the Gospels •

.5Ibid., P• l?.

-

1}

History i n the Gospels
History t1hich iG the mere recitation of f'acta and figures is not
history at all.

r, H

naaemann says:

if we desire to obtain kno~lodge of past history, we have to fall
back on what has been narrated. History is only accessible to U3
throucrh tradition and only comprehensible to us through interpretation. ·ro be acquainted merely with what actually happened ia of
little use to us by itself.b

This is di rected against all who would still approach the New Testament
with the hepe of finding there the unimpeachable facts of Jesus' life
on earth and by finding those facts establish once and for all the uproof"
of who and what He was.

..,"

l\asemann

saya that such bare facts would eGtab-

liah nothing even if they were available.

He argues that the decision

bet ween !a.ith and unbelief ia not 1nade because someone has shown Jesus to
be a miracle worker• or ba6 established the reliability of the empty tomb
t raditions.

Such bare facts do not constitute a historical record and it

i6 futile for anyene to approach the New Testament in this way because

even the writers of the Gospels did not understand history that wa::,. 7
'rhe historical record which is found in the Now Testament has inter-

laced the confession of the early Christian community with the facts and
the figure of Jesus of Nazareth.

This was not done inadvertently or be-

cause the New 'l'estament writers did not have regard for historical objectivity. The history of Jesus was se intermixed with the confession
the early community that it has no independence of' its own.

6

ill.!!•, P• 18.

7

illg•t P• 19.

or

Kaaemann
puts
"

14
·t hi s sharply when he wri tea:
The community takes so much trouble to maintain histori cal continuity
with him who once trod this earth that it allows the historical
events of this earthly life to pass tgr tho moat part into oblivion
and r eplaces them by its own meDsage.
Al t hough t hi s may sound irresponsible and offensive to modern ears, this
is not surprisi ng when Kllsemnnn'a interpretation of history is considered.

n

i s precisely because the Hew Testament writera wanted to convey the

his t orical truth about Jesus that they did not leave the telling of Hie
life t o s o- called "puro'' history.

pel writers hnd to
Hi s hi.story

11

3t4Y

'l'o tell who Jesus really was the Gos-

more than mere facts would indica te, so they made

true 11 by interpreting it kerygmatically.

II

Kasemann puts this

well when he writes:
For mere history becomes significant history not through tradition
as s uch but through interpretation, not through the simple est abliahment of f acts but through the understanding of the events of the paot
which have becooe objectified and frozen into facts • • • • Mere
history only takea on genuine hiatorical significance in so far as
it can address both a question and an answor to our contemporary
situation; in other words, by finding interpreters who hear and utter
this question and anawer. For this purpose primitive Christianity
allows mere history no vehicle of expression other than the korygma. 9
The history which is in the Gospels was and is meant to be a living and
contemporary account of what for the writers were already in a sequential
sense past events.
that the story

or

It was with the intention of keeping t he history alive
Jesus was taken up into the story of the faith.

If it can be concluded that this is the way in which the New Testament Gospel writers carried out the taak of relating the history of Jesus,
it cannot be concluded that the results vere uniform.

8

~ · • p. 20.

9Ibid., P• 21.

Certainly it is to
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be granted the Synoptic writers that they considered themselves to be
honestly relating authentic tradition about Jesus in their accounts.

Yet

it is quite apparent that there is considerable divergence when the Gospel of John is compared with the Synoptics and even when the Synoptics are
compared with each other.

Some have argued that this varied picture of

the same tradition shows the discontinuity or even the incredibility of
the history which is contained in the Gospels.

K~setnann turns the fact

of the dioparity of Gospel accounts into an argument for the vitality and
continuity of the historical record.

lie says:

The truth is that it is this variation which makes continuity possible
at all • • • • The varintion in the New Testament kerygrna demonstrates
that primitive Christendom held fast the profession of its faith
throughout all changes of time and place, although these changes
forced upon it the modification of received tradition.lo
In the next section we ahall consider KM.sernann's treatment of the difi'erencee in approach used by the .four Gospels.

Here we are content to estab-

lish tho point th.at in his view the Gospels all portray the factual elements
of Jesus' life to some extent.

John does this in a very different manner

from the .Gyuoptice, and Hark to a degree that is much less narrational than
either Matthew or Luke.
Does the fact that the GoGpela do not agree concernin£; the hiotorical
record of Jeaus thereby deny even the existence of the historical Jesus1
This is a conclusion which Kasernwm never draws.

But the question does

auBgest the limitations of the historical view we can have of Jesus.
K~semann writes:

16
It does not deny the existence of the historical Jesus. But it
reco 6'tlizes that we can only gain access to this Jesus through the
medium of the prir.iitive Christian gospel and the primary effect of
this gospel is not to open up the way for us but to bar it. The
hietorical Jesus meets us in the New Testament, our only real and
original docurn~ntation of him, not as he was in himself, not as an
isolated individual, but as thet:ord of the community w!,icilbelieves
in him.11
The Gospels t·1itness to a historical. Jesus and ao His existence as such i:s
not doubted.

But they never witness to Him as merely Jesus of Uazareth,

but alwnya

the one who is the Lord.

11.S

It is because of the view of the

early Christian community of Jesus as the Lord that the picture of the
earthly Jesus ia certainly colored by this confession and nearly consumed
by

it.

K~oernann feels that perhaps even the designation

should be discarded because it ia so misleading. 12

11

Jeous of history11

It suggests the Jesus

of the old nineteenth century quest who is impossible to find.

11

Kaaer:nann

never doniea that there was a Jesus of history, but be does say that t his
J esus cannot be known by retelling bare facts alone.
p:

the genuine historical task.:;

This can even impede

The history in the Gospels is ·always the

history of Jeous encased in the kerygmatic confession of the early Christian community, and neither Jeaus nor this history can be separated from
that confession.

We conclude this section with Ki:.semarm's own «ords:

This is why we only make contact blith this life history oi' Jesus
through the kery0ma of the community. The community neither could
nor ,,ould separate this life history from its own history. Therefor~
it neither could nor would abstract from its Easte~ faith and distinguish between the earthly and the exalted Lord. By maintaining
the identity of the two, it demonstrated that any questioning directed

llibid., P• 23.

-

1 2i:bid.

13Ibid., P• 24.
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only to\1ard the hiatorica.l Janus seemed to it to be pure nbstraction.14
Historification (Hiatoriaierunj5and tho Gospels
In spite of ~hat ha.a just been said in the previous section about
t t1e dubious nature of any query into the history of Jesus, KJ.laemrum does

not see this as u mandate to give up all historical pursuits in this area.

By making the case for the special presence of history in the Goapels as
strongly as he did , K~sema.nn wanted to show the impossibility of that research which would hope to uncover the real Jesus of history and in so
doing substit ute empirical belief in Him for faith's own commitment in
truot to Jesus.

Nevertheless K~semann did not wish to suggest that nothing

could be known of the Je~us of history.

Some things can be known, but the

wa rning is to those who would make this knowledge a proof upon which faith
could depend.

l<~semann says:

We cannot base our faith on him whom we are accustom<1d to call the
Jeous of history. ThiG does not mean that we could, even if we
wished, abstain from the atter.ipt to gain greater clarity and wider
consensus. Neither as historians nor as theologians could we take
this course. There are no grounda for lapsing into a defeatist
scepticism; there are at least some things about which we can have
the maximum possible certainty nnd which free us from the necessity
of judzing the faith of the community to be arbitrary and meaningless. But this kind of knowledge merely entitlos us to prevent the
Christian message from dissolving into myth.16

Klisemann believes that something oan be known about the historical Jesus.

For him this belie! is not based en a pietiatic wish that this be so, but

14Ibid.
l5By )listorification (Historisierung) K~semann means the adoption of
historically unauthentic material into the historical record in such a
wes as to give the adopted material veracity in its new context • .!!?!5!•,
PP• 2.5-26.

16Ibid., PP• 59-62.

18
ia based on his view of the New Testament and the w:;cy in which the Gospels treat the history of Jesus.
K~semann maintains that preaent day concern wit h the life of Jesus
is a valid purauit because the New Testament itself is concerned with
His life. 17 This is evident in the way the Gospels were put together or
redacted by the Evangelists.

'l'he historical data whic¥ are genuine frag-

ments from the life of Jesus and which have been taken over into the con-

fession and evangelical proclamation of the early community of believers
have also been supplemented by unauthentic tradition ~hich is held to be
faithfully a ttributable to Jesus even if not actually attributable.

This

process K~semann c~lls historification or Historisierung.
What prompted the Goepel writers to include into their writing traditions whit:h they ma;y or may not have known to be accurate with regard to
Jesus' life?

To ask such a question is once again to slip into a modern

concept of history \·1 hich expects historians to be concerned with the objective facts and to report them in an unbiased manner devoid of interpretation or personal reaction.

According to Kasemann
this is not the way
"

the Gospel . writers approached their tasks.

From the very outset the writ-

ers of our four Gospels who collected, collated, edited, selected, and rejected from traditiono.l materials that were circulating about this man
Jesus of Nazareth whom they knew as the Risen Lord meant to present a picture of the Jesuo which corresponded to their kerygmatic belief' in Him.
In other words this means tbe Gospels were written with a theolo&ical
pias which ,.,as current at tho time.

l?Ibid., P.• 25•

Kllsemann has written in this regard:

19
For if primitive Christianity identifi es the humiliated with the
exalted Lord, in so doing it is confessing that, in its presentation
of hie story, it is incapable o! abstracting i'rot1 its faith • • • •
Primitive Christianity is obviously of the opinion that the earthly
Jesus cannot be understood otherwise than from the far aide of
Eaotor, that is, in his majesty as Lord of the community and that,
conversely, the event of Easter cannot be adequately comprehended
if it is looked at apart from the earthl.Y Jesuo. The Gospel is
always involved in a war on two fronts.18
It is K~oemann'a ooncorn f o r ~ of theoe fronts, the kerygmatic and the
historic~l, that prompts him to raise again the question of the hiotorical
J esus.

Just as the early church was "not minded to allow myth to take the

place of history nor a heavenly being to toJi:e the place of the Man of
Nazax-eth, 1119 so is Kiaemann concerned with the nearly overpowering influence of 111odern kerygmatic theology which tends to downplay or even exclude
t he hi&t orical.

The motivation of the Gospel writers was at lonst in part

to offset docetic tendencies in the faith;
in the new quest ia the same.
To say that what

\'IC

2()

,,

the motivation of Kasemann

The battle of the two fronts goes on still.

have in the Gospel accounts of Jesus and His life

is the result of the historii'ication by the writers cf those Gospels is
not to say that the GospclG are fnlse.

~uite to the contrary certain

materials were included in the Gospels because they coincided with ~hat
faith already confessed about Jesus.

If anything, this historificntion of

the Gospels increased what was believed to be true about the earthly Jesus
even if the exact details o! Jesus' life which may have been missing were
supplied and embellished by the writer who bolieved the earthly Jesus to
be the kerygmatic Chriot.

18Ibid.
l9Ibid.
20
Ibid.
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Under K~semann's scrutiny each of the four Gospels prove~ to be quite
distinctive upon compa rison wi th each other regardins the process of
historifica tion.

Each treats t he known material and traditions about Jesus

in a highly individuv.liatic wa;y, only Matthew has clearly and intentionally employed the means of historification in the strict sense of Ktisemann• 6

under standing of tha t term.
The Gospel of John has departed the most radically from the generally
conceived historical traditions, and the writer has adapted the material
t o his

0 \·111

theological purposes in a much more drastic wcy

Synoptic writers.

t:1an

have t he

John has made no use of apocalyptic elements in his

Goopel and has cast it in a thorough-going eschatological mold.

21

For

John the portre.,yal of Jesus' history wv.s the meana of presenting "the
hi s tory of t he ;eraeGentia of the Logos on earth. 1122 John's use of t he
hi s torical ma terials avuilable to him was a means to his theological end.
Dy subjecti ng his material to 0xtreme historification he by no means

thought or meant to be altering the truth of Jesus of llazareth whom he knew
as Chriot.

KM.semunn \.,rites of John's treatment of history:

1:·or him the merely historical only has interest and value to the
extent to which it mirrors symbolically the recurring experiences
of Christio.n faith. It provides him with the opportunity and the
.framework of writing for his own day the history of the Christus
praesena. 23

K~semann does not deal extensively with John's treatment of Jesus• life
but merely gives rather general guide lines to the methodology of John.

K~se~ann does this in order to support his contention that the Gospels
21

Ibid., P• 28.

22lbid.

-

2}Ibid., P• 22.
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treat t he history of Jesus f r om a theological, confess ional ntarting
point which is believed t ,) be his torically true if not factually accurate
in every detail .
tfark is also motivated by theological and confessional beliefs.

There is in his Gospel a mini mum of discourse material, u.s comp~red to
}lt;1.tthe\'1 or John, but in Marl.. there is on emphasis on the miracle stories
of Jesus.

but

11

Yet his oonc0rn is not to portray ,Teous as a r.ti.racle wor~<er

he sees in the earthly life of Jesus the glory of the risen Son of

God bursting victoriously into the demon~controlled world and revealing
equally to the oar·~h and to the principalities and powers their eternal

Lord. 11

24

Jesus io s0en as nn eschatological figure by !fork as wel l as by

John even t hough thE: way of hnndling this motif i s quite different in
Mark .

John depicts Jesus as a ruther straight-f orward :person whose nature

and misGion io quite apparent to all, but Mark's Jesus is surr ounded by

mystery and suspenae .

Citing Dibeliu:s, Klisemann calls the Gospel of Mark

"the book of the secret epiphanies of Je.sus. 1125

ti

Kasemann ulso says,

drm·1ing on Wredo' s classic~,l work of 1901, Das Messiasgeheimnis i n den

Evangelien, that tho life history of Jesus

11

becomea almost the subject of

a mystery play; the Son c f God, who has come down to earth, lifts his
incognito from time to time, until at :i1:aster he allows it to drop away
altogether."

26

So in Mar k, too, the process of historif ication has been employed
to

o..Ttlplify the truth that was known about Jesus.

This 111eane that "t he

historical life of Jesus is no longer the rocuG of Mark's attention."
2 '•1bid.,

P• 28.
25~., P• 22.
26Ibid.
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"It merely provides the stage on which the God-man enters the lists
against hia enemies.

The history of Jesus has become mythicized. 1127

II

For Kasemann to say that the history of Jeaus has been mythicized is in
no way

·1;0 say

that :i.t ia not true.

It may oven be a more accurate por-

trayal of who Jesus was because it also tries t o say who He is.
It is tho Gospel of Mutthew wW.ch according to Kl;.semann provides
instructive examplea of tha historification of traditional materials for
the purpose of advancing tho life history of Jesus in a truthful m£mner.
He cites the infant narratives (Matthew 1-2) as being particularly instructive.
The stories of the birth and infancy of Jesus as included by Matthew
in his Gospel are deGigned to do two things.

(1) to aho·tJ that the birth

of J esua i s the fulfillment of the prophecies of Scripture; a.~d (2) to
show that Jesus ia tho second und la.at Noses.
Jesus

28 The identification of

with Moses is especially strong in Matthew.

In both cases their

births ca·..tsed unrest w11ong the rulers• and in both cases safety from death

was sought in Egypt. 29

Additional parallels between Hoses and Jesus could

be drawn. but Hat thew• s intention is clear.

J,'or K~emann it is also clear

that the Hoses legends have provided the tradition about Jesus with
ita characteristic features, while the comparative study of religion
enables us to add that auch a transfer of motifs i~ a frequent
phenomenon and that we have before ua a typical example of legendary
overpainting and of mythologizing.30

27Ibid.
28
Ibid., P• 26.

-

29tbid.
30Ibid.
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Matthew 1 s intention according to KliGemann was to present Jesus as the
Savior of His people just as Moses in his tixe was the savior of his
people.

'rhe one important dii'i'erenco is of cou1·se that Jesus was to be

the last Moses and the only real Savior.

M&tthew, like John and Mark,

also presupposes that the life of Jesus is meant to be understood eschatologically and he uses the Moaos legends toward this end.

This is

one aspect of the historif'ico.tion of the life of Jesus au Eatthew pre-

sents it.
Niracles in 1''. atthew a re also treuted eschatologically.

They are

"oigns of tho age of salvation" in Hatthew 9-10 which reveal the m0rcy
of God

..l

ii1

t ho Last Day s.>

Jesus Himself', as the 3econd Moses, was also

the one \-/ho brought the Messianic •rora.'l.

Ho was a rabbi, and yet no

ordi nary rubbi, for he spoke in veiled parableG and was continually
leveling judgment upon Jewry.

32 Thus Jesus

·tities 1:JM.ch are mixed and not always clca1~.

eeer;1ed to have sevcro.l ick:oII

KAsema. n sums up the life

of Jesuo as presented in the Gospel of Matthew:
the \·1hole life hiatoJ:y of Jesus as Matthew prcaonts it is not only
seen from the standpoint of eschatology, but basically shaped 'by it.
It is precisely here that the story of Jesus has been interwoven
with traditione.l material which can only be described as beinG in
itself unhistorical, legendru:-y and mythical.33
The use of hiatori.fioation b,y Hatthow aa with the othor .Zvangelists i~
intended to outline the life of Jesus, not in a chronological, biographical manner but frou1 the stance of the ke1'ygi:w. hold by the primitive

32Ibid.

-

}3Ibid.
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Christian community.

Aa such, it is meant to be o. true portrayal of

Jesus.
Tho Lucc-m corpus is different from the theological intentions o!
the other three Gospels.

!llthough similar in basic content to both Murk

and Ha.tthew, Luke's intention is not eschatological, but truly historical.
"
KaEJemann
scys the Gospel of Luke is the first life of Jesus, 34 and as

such it intends to trace " the great stages of the plan of salvntion. 11 35
Luke replaces primitive Christian eschatology with saJ.vation history.
KH.somann suggests that the Go~pel of Lul<e and the Book of Acta,

taken together have no interest in apocalyptic eschatology but attempt
to demon~trate a historically verifiable continuity between the Jesus of
history and the "ever extendin6 development" of the ministry of the

6
Apostle a. 3 K!foemann supports his argument for Luke' a noncscha.tological
approach to the life of Jesus with the simple statement that one does not
\·lri te

a history of the church as l,uke hao done if one expects the end of ·

the world. any du:y. 37
Even though Luke io not eschatologically oriented in his writing,
he still hns theological interests to adva.~ce and does not hesitate to
subject his material to historification to accomplish that purpose.
His Jesus ia the founder of the Christian religion. The Cross is
a misunderstanding on the part of the Jews, who have not properly
understood Old Testament prophecy, and the Resurrection is the
necessary correction of ttds human error by the Great Disposer. The
teaching o! Jesus brings us a loftier ethic, the miracles are
heavenly power bursting into the world, wonders which provide

34Ibid., P• 29.
,,Ibid.
,;6

~ · • P• 28.

-

37!.bid.
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evidence of divine majesty. The story of Jesus becomes something
absolut,ay in tho past, nnmoly, initium Chriatianiarni--oere history
indeed.

~,"
nasemann concludes that Luke's replacement of eschatolor.ry with salvation
history as tho theologicol motif of his Goopel is itoelf a confirmation
of the fact that the historification of the Gospel accounts of Jes us• life
is al111ays done with regard to the eschatologica1 ,n,ew of Jesus which is

operative in the writer's t:!.ma.

In Luke's case the eachatologicul. view

Has suspended in favor of tho histor:i.co.l.
Kam~mann • s understanding of the Gospels is important i'or they are the

source of any historicaJ. information about Jesus.

The process of histo-

rification Nhich the Evangelists used in writing their Gospels must be
unders tood if there is to be

UDY

intelligent searching of Scripture for

the historicttl. Jesus in this day of acutely critical scholarship.

That

the Gospels have been subjected to historification and the theological
biaE)os of the writers in no way suggests that they arc meanin~ess as
true accounts of the Jesus of history.

It does auggest that they will

have to be understood in a way that is consonant with the writers' intentions and tho confession of faith which prompted him to write.
Why the Jeaus of History?

If the Gospels with the exception of Luke are not devoted to the
hiotory of ,Jesus, it is nevertheless certain that they are- concerned with
the Jesus of history.

Why?

K8somann

suggests that the Evangelists

looked upon Jesus as Himself the eschatological event of all time and
history, and to understand Him as such they had to see llim in the context

''
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of Hia earthly life where all events foretold by the pro.Phets of old
intersected.

;,a we have seen, the birth, life, and death of Jesus do

not stand in isolation from the kerye"Tlla. which confessed the Risen Lord.
The :f'acts of Jesus' lif'e a.s such had no importance for the LVangelists
apart from the faith of the early Christian community.
The Jesus of history was important to the Gospel writers because

in this particular ma.n frot:1 Nazareth God's eec hatolo(5ico.l dealings with
man \·Jere manifest in a concrete time und place in the hi,story of the
world.

In J esus both the "once" and the

11

once for all" of Ood's salvatory

activity a.re brought together. 39 The life of Jesus was no ordinary life
even though it was lived out in a fully human roanner .

The fuctors of

His existence, eucb as birth, lite and death, lido not ap;pear as happenings
l-1ithin the 01•dioary course of nature but aa events of salvation history. 1140

Precisely becauae Jesus wao helcl to be the "once" and the

or

11

once for all11

Galvation history, the early Chriotian community
wrote Gospels

did not after r~astor aimply let the life story of
Eaater did not render this eXJ)Crience super•
i'J.uous; on the contrary, it confirmed it. So far as it is desirable
or possible to spea.lt of a variation in faith before and after
Saster, we can only say thut out of the "once" came the 11once for
all" and out of tl1e isolated encounter with Jesus, limited as it had
been by death, came the presence of the exalted Lord, aa described
in the Fourth Gospe1.41
a1.11d

Jesus go by the board.

Any understanding of Jesus as Risen Lord could not divorce itself from
the earthly life of Jesus if it were to be a. genuine understanding.
K~emann finds in the Gospel of' J ·ohn another answer to the question
nwhy the Jesus of hietory•in

-~-,
-

39Ibid., P• 31.
40

P• 30.

41Ibid.,
P• 31.

I<llsemann notes that John has practically

27
emptied the life story of Jesue of any hi.otoric':1.l cont ent and taken tho
inforcnation which he did have about the earthly Jeaus and styli~ed it

theologically i:::o as to roalte it quite unlike tho ~ynoptic accounts.

{luite

unabas hedly John describca the life of the earthly Jesus as being one
with the exalted Lord.

There is no pretenae of writing a Gospel of

photogrt\phio objectivity, yet John does maintain relv.tionship with the

historical l ife of Jesus.
order to protect the

11

II

l<asemann su~gests that John has done this in

condescenaio11 11 of God• G revelation in tb.e earthly·

Jesus :from charges of clocotism or enthusiasm which •.:ore e n'.erging in
cortain ~ectors of the early 8hris tian commwiities.

42

But more is a.t

stake here for John than his own theolos ical acceptance by his contempoRevol u tion itoel f i s being thre,;1.tened.

ro.rios .

K~semann writes 01· t he

Oospol cf John:
·.!hatever violence it rna,y have done to biogra?hical history, i t found
it ne ither possible nor desirable to abandon history altogether,
because with history et,mda or falls not ouly the divine condescension of revelation but also earthly corporeality a.a the sphere of
revelation.43

Theref ore, John clearly understands t hat without the earthly Jesus the
revela tion of God, the intervention of liis -0schatological activity into

the lives of men ior their oalvntion hangs in the air as

t\

docetic R17th.

The exalted Lord has to be understood as bowid up with the humiliuted
4L~

Lord in one person and as one Gospel £or John.

The Synoptic Gospels alao give anawe~ to the question, " ~lhy the Joaus
of hiatory?11

1d:usemann points out they are much more faithful than is

42Ibid., P• 32.
l3

-

' Ibid.
44Ibid.
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J ohn in their h..Hndli n(i of the tradi tionnl material circulating about
the Jesus of history evon though they too have oubjected the l ife of
Jesus to the process of historification.

'rhe :Synoptics, nccording to

II

Kasema.nn , dwell on the his tory of J esus becauoo the subject of that
his t ory, Jesus , i a responsible for bringi ng into the worl d a new kairos,
a new af;e which ut once qualifies and tranacend5 all chronoloc;ical time. 45

Thi6 i o important for the r.lynoptic writers because they know t hat their
own lives h~ve been unalterably affected by this Jo5us 9 and t hey no\.,

can under s t and thei r own lives only ir. relation to His life.

K}lsomann

putc. this well where he writes:

they l the Synoptic writers& want to draw a ttention t o t he kairos
,..,hichoegan with Jesus, is-detcrti.ined by him and predestinates
every subsequont situa tion and decision. They want, if I may so
express it, to s how that the extra nos of Galvation is 11 given"
to rm.th. To cleave fi r :nly to history kg one way of givins expression t o the extra nos of salvation.

'i'he life of Jes us is the concrete "given" upon t1hich and because of which

there was for the early Christians a Risen Lord whom they knew and confessed in faith.

To lose t he Je3us of history l<:ould be to lose the

"given'' of faith -itself.

In addressing themoclves to the history of Jesus i n order to com-

prehend more fully the Jesus of hi story who was Lord, the Goepel writers
were ongaeed in expressing their faith and their ow,n history.

In spite

of the different versions ot Jesus' life which the GospelG give they are
fl

all agreed on one bnsic point, Kasemar.n oeys:
T~ey were agreed only in one judgment: namely, that the life
history of Jesus was constitutive for faith, because the earthly

45Ibid., P• 31.
·46

~ • • P• .33•

.
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and the exalted Lord are identical. The Easter faith was the
foundation of the Christian kerygma but was not the first or only
source of it£> content. Rather, it was the Easter f i:.d th which took
cognizance of the fact that God acted before we became believera,
and which testified to this ffct by incapsulatine the earthly history
of Jesus in its proclamation.•?
To lose the earthly Lord would be to fall into docetism, and to substitute tho earthly Lord for -tho exalted Lord would be to negate the truth
of the kerygmo..

'l'he Gospel writers clearly aaw the need to keep both

elements in balance, and it was for this purpose they composed their
theologic<1l histories of Jesus.
Jesus o.nu llis Ministry

Given tho variety of testimonies in the Gospels about the eurthly
life of J esuo, what can we conclude, if anything, concerning the form
and function of Jesus' earthly ministry?

K~semann examines this question

by surveying the New Testament evidence which seem.a to indicate that Jesus

was either a rabbi or a prophet.
\Jas

Jesus a rabbi?

Kl:;.semann cites the first (Hatt. 5:21-22),

second C,tiatt. 5:27-28), and i'ourth (Hatt. 5:3}-34) antitheses of the Sermon
on the Mount as passages which scholarship generally agrees are authentic
sayings of Jesus. 48

Ii' these sayings were really spoken by Jesus, the

possibility of understanding Jesus and llis mission as that of rabbi is
immediately undercut.

No rabbi would ever speak aa docs Jesus in these

sayings, claiming his own authority over that of Moses who was~ lawgiver in Judaiam from whom all rabbis received their authority.

47Ibid., PP• 33-34.
48

!.~i-.!!•, P• Yl •

It was

the responsibility of the rabbi to expound the great laws of Moses and
to do so by the authority of Moses.

If anyone would ever be so bold as

was Jesus when He said, "But I say to you," he would be either ostracized
or elae looked upon as the bearer of the Messianic Torah.

The fact that

Jesus was eventually crucified by the Romans because of the Jewish conspiracy which demanded His death indicates the reception Jesus had from
Judaism.
K~semann readily admits that Matthew cast Jesus ill the role of a
rabbi, a.nd had his own theolo{5ical reasons for doing so.

But because of

the critical suspicion under which nearly all of the Gospel traditions
£all with regard to their authenticity, Kgsemann ia reluctant to base a:n.y
conclusions in this matter on the bald statements of the text as such.
Rather than depend upon what Matthew says about the identity of Jesus,
I<l:.semo.nn examines what Matthew sa:s about Jesue• activity and thinks this
to be a more accurate blll'ometer of truth about the earthly Jesus and liis
identity.
11

In examining Jesus• activity Rasemann comes up with further evidence
which goes against the argument that Jesus was a rabbi.

In addition to

the argument that no rabbi would ever set his authority over that of Moses,
is the argument that no rabbi would have anything to do with John the
Baptist.

Yet Jesus was baptized by John.

Also no pious Jew, much less a

rabbi, would break with his own family the way Jesus did.

49

Idlsemann ci tea two more conVincing arguments against the case for

Jesus being n rabbi. The first is based on the suggestion which the

49Ibid., P• 4o.
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Synoptics give that Jesuo

WWJ

n

a teacher of wisdom.50 K\asemann presents

Matt. 10:26f'. as a probable authentic saying
nature of Jesus' teaching.

or Jesus

which indicates the

II

Kaaemann believes this and numerous other

sayings like it make a strong case for Jeaua being understood as a teacher o! \dsdom more than as a

rabbi.

K~emann says

the two are incompatible:

the portrayal of the teacher of wisdom accords but ill with that of
the rabbi, because the former liveo by immediacy or contemplation,
such as is familiar to us from the parables of Jesus, while the
latter's existence is determined by meditation and by the bond
which keeps him tied to Bcripture.51
If Jesus did understand Himself as a. teacher of wisdom, the full implications of that role become clear in the second argument I<l:tsemrum advances
against the idea that Jesus wao a rabbi.
In Matt. 10:28 Jesus says it is by the Spirit of God which fills

Him that He is able to caat out demons.

fl

Again Kaaemann does not take

this saying in its present form as necessarily 00mins directly from
Jeaus' own lips.

What is important is that in this saying ,Jesus indicates

He regarded Himself aa being inspired. 52 K~semann cites as further evidence of this the "Amen" sayings of Jesus.

Prefacing His own words with

what is usually a response spoken by others, Jesus gives evidence in a

way that ia peculiar to Him alone in the whole New Testament that He was
more than a rabbi.

11

All of this adds up to the conclusion for Kasernann

that Jesus was not a rabbi.
It ia by this immediate assurance of k.~owing and proclaiming the
will of God, which in him is combined with the direct and unsophisticated outlook of the teacher of wisdom and perhaps lies ·behind

.50Ibid.,.. P•
5lib1,.d.

52Ibid.

-
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it, that Jesus is distinguished from the rabbis. It does not matter
whether he uaod the actual words or not; he must have regarded himself as the instrument of that living Spirit of God, which Judaism
expected to be the gift of the End.5,
If Jesus and His ministry do not conform to the normal patterns of the
robbinate but aeems to be more like a teac~er of wisdom, perhaps it can
be said that Jesus was a prophet.

Was Jesus a prophet? Kaaemann
rejeci;s this designation for the
"
person and office of Jesus ae readily as he dismissed the suggestion
that Jesus was a rabbi.

Just as no rabbi would go against the authori ty

of Moses ao would no prophet challenge the jurisdiction of Moses for fear
4
of being called a false prophet.5 In addition t{:semann says "no prophet
could be credited with the escha.tological significance which Jesus obvious-

ly a.scribed to His own actions. 1155 Here 0;.semann c i tes Matt. ll:1~6 in
suppor t of his contention that Jesue is no mere prophet.57
K~aema.nn calla Matt. 11:12 u much-puzzled-over saying which was al•
ready unintelligible by the time of the Evangelists, but Which is believed
to be authentic.

In short, the passage says the Kingdom of Heaven from

the time of John the Baptist until now has suffered violence and men of
violence are trying to overcome it.

fl

K~~emann suggests this passage means

tho Kingdom of God or Heaven has already dawned with the introduction

given it by John the Baptist, but it is still being obstructed.

Only Jesus

5}Ibid., P• 42.

54Ibid.

-

55Ibid.•

56The SCN Press edition incorrectly cites Matt. ll:25f here. The
correct reference ia Matt. ll:12t and is correctly given in the German
edition.
57Kll.semonn, Essays on New Testament Themes, P• 42.
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can look back over the Old Testament as a completed record of salvation
and include John the Baptist as tho initiator of the new ago.58 If John
was the last of the prophets, the one who uahers in the very Kingdom of'
God, then who is this Jesus?

11

Kaaemann answers that Jesus is "he who

brings with his Gospel the kingdom itself; a kingdom which can yet be
obstructed and snatched away, for tho very reason that it appears in the
defenceless forrn of the Gospe1. 1159 Jeaus was neither a rabbi nor a
prophet but the one whose word itself was bringing the Kin6dom to those
who heard.
Furthermore, KRsemar.n saya that when Jesus says,

11

But I say," as

llo did in the Sermon on the Mount, the only category which does justice
to llis claim (quite independently of whether lle used it Himself and required i't of others) ia that in which !tis disciples themselves placed
Rim--namely, that of MeGsiah.6o
It

KaGe~ann does not go on to say that he believes Jesus thought of
Himself as the Messiah.

Kllscmann says it is his conviction that all

passages dealing with Messianic prediction are kerygmatic additions inserted by the community of faith.

61 Ho holds that all Son of Man pre-

dictions are also the faithful reflections of the chriatology of the

5Sibid., P•

- ..

43.

59Ibid.
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P•

38.
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post-Y
.;aster community which were added by the Evangelista through the
hiatorification of the existent materials.

It is Ktisemo.n.~'s conclusion

that this is all consistent with what we Y.now of Jeaus' action and it is
not surpri sing that Jesus Himself should not dwell on the importance of
His own person.

fl

Kasemnnn says it is to be expected that Jesus

would have placed not his person but his work in the i'orefont of
his preaching. But hie community would have ahown that they
understood the distinctive nature of his mission precisely by responding to his proolamation with their own acknowledgement of him
as Messiah and Son of God.62
Thia loada us to Kll.semann•s own conclusions about how the Jesus of history
iG to be understood both in Uis person and His work.

I<Hsema nn feels that "we must look for the distinctive element in the
earthly Jesus in his preaching and interpret both his other activities
and his destiny in the light of this preaching.n63 And what did Jesus
preach?

K~aemann says Jesus preached that the Kingdom of God was breaking

into the world in His own words and calling those who heard to decide for
either obedience or disobedience in the face of it.
For the most part Jesus' preaching is available to us in His parables
which are in the Gospels.

~semann says it is the parables to which the

new quest for the hiGtorical Jesus must look for the most reliable information about the Jesus of history.

When he says this, Kl{semann lmojs full

well that even the parables offer no absolutely reliable information about
Jesus because many of them in their present form have been theologically
edited by the early community and the context in which the parables vere
originally spoken is generally unknown.

-

~bid., P•

44.

Yot Klisemann is willing to say

..
35
al.though we may be for the moat part ignorant of the original
circumstances in which the individual. parables were spoken, we do
know him who uttered them well enough to be aware of the eschatological orientation of his message and to realize that we may not
abstract from it. For Jesus did not come to proclaim general moral
truths, but to tell of the basileia that had dawned and of how God
was come near to man in grace and demand. He brought, and lived
out, the liberty of the children of God, who only remain the Father's
children and only remain free so long as they find in this Father
their Lord.6 4
K!lsemann has not given us a fully developed picture of the Jesus of
history.

Be has s hown how the traditional categories of rabbi and prophet

do not apply to Jesus even though Ile is made to look like both rabbi and
prophet by the Evangelista.

Kasemann
hns not taken it upon himself to
"

givo an all- inclusive label to Jesus and His ministry, but he has directed
us to the preaching of Jesus which he considers the only source available
to us t od~ for determining who Jesus was und what He did.

The preaching

of Jesus and Ilia activity while on earth all give clear indications as i'ar

as Kaaemann is concerned that Jesus of history and the Risen Lord whom the
post-Easter ker:,gma proclaimed are one and the same.

To have the one is

to be concerned with the other for they cannot be separated.

Therefore

concern for the Jesus of history is both justified and essential in the
Christian faith.
Suggested Directions for Future Inquiry
This chapter suggested in the opening paragraph that in his programmatic essay of 195} K~oemann provided the impetus for reopening the
subject of the historical Jesus.

This is true, with ao,ne iruportnnt

quali!ications which we have tried to outline in the preceding pages.

Ill

KHaemann himself has not written a. great deal in the new queGt for the

historical Jeous, but he hna been an importnnt source of methodological.
orientation for the quest.

Scholarship has produced new insights which

have been stimulated by KHsemann'a invitation of the early l950's to reopen the quest.

However, much of what has resulted in the new quest has

not been received favorably by !<Haemann and he has also beco~e one of the
ne,-, quest's sternest critics.

"

\-lhat Y..asemann has had to say critically

about the new quest of the historical Jesus wo shall reserve for the
final c hapter after some examination of the fruits of the new quest have
been p1~esented in Chapter III.

At this point we wish now to summarize

the position of K~emann ae of 1953 when he first outlined the restrictions and tlireotiono with which any future inquiry into the life of Jesus
must \·1 ork.

r

t·Jithout mincing words KHsemann says in straight-forward lanll','Uaf,re

thut any hope of writing a modern life of Jesus is futile and based on a
misunderstanding of the whole issue.

He writes:

In writing the life of Jesus, we could not dispense ~ith some account
of his exterior and interior development. But we know nothing at
all about the latter aud next to nothing about the former, save
only the way which led from Galilee to Jerusalem, from the preaching
of the God who is near to us to the hatred of official Judaism and
execution by the Romans. Only an uncontrolled imagination could
have the self-confidence to weave out of these pitiful threads the
fabric of a history in which cause and effect could be determined

in detau.65
Kllsemann is of this opinion becauae of the light modern scholarship has
Ghed upon the make up of the only sources we have about the liie or Jesus,

the Gospel~.

..
YI
Although the Goepel writers themselves honestly believed their work
to be a faithful portrayal of the life of Jesus, modern textual criticism
has shown that much of the material they drev upon was borrowed from
other literary sources extant in the firot century and applied to Jeaus. 66
Form Criticism has so thorou~ly cast in doubt those words and actions
which in the Gospels are attributed to Jesus that Kisemann says the
preoent t ask of the modern scholar is not tic establish the unauthentic1ty

of individual unitn of tradition but to show, if possible, their genuineneaai67

Kllaemann is not suggesting that what is required for the new quest
of the historical Jesus is a newer and more intense attempt to show the

form critics to be wrong.

This ia a back~ard step into the nineteenth

century which the vast evidence of modern research ~ill not pennit to
the responsible scholar.

Yet K!lsemann ie not advocating complete despair

Although it is truo that radical scholarship has set up standurds

either.

which rule out various passages as possibly being authentic Jesus traditions, scholarship has as yet no "conspectus o! the very earliest stage
of primitive Christian history, 1168 and no "satisfactory and water,-tight
criteria for this materia11169 which could establish authenticity.

66Ibid.,

67

P• 34.

68

P• ,36.
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There-

!ore Kllsernann concludeu all we can any with reasonable certainty is that
a given tradition may well be authentic when
there are no grounds either for deriving a tradition from Judaism
or for ascribing it to primitive Chri~tianity, ruid eapecially when
Jewiah Ch1•istianity ho.s mitigated or modified the received tradition, as having found it too bold for itG taste.70
Because this is un argument from the negative, it might seem of little
value.

Kl:1.semann does not share such pesai.dlism, and declares that "the

frontiers here lie wide open to the most diverse bypotheses."?l 'r'hose
who wish to pursue a so-called new quest for the historical Jesus nre
only restricted by the boundaries of reaponsible scholarship, and these
are boundaries which do not restrict freedom but grant it.
Ktisemunn is not at all willing to relegate the Jesus of history
or the study of that history to pious declamations or irresponsible
scholarship.

If the present day Christian faith and its theologians

were to abandon interest in the earthly Jeeua this would signal a failure
to recognize the reality of the primiti.ve Christian concern with the
identity of the exalted and the humiliated Lord.

It would also be a

failure to recognize that there are in the Synoptic tradition pieces o!
tradition which are authentic and which legitimately claim the attention
of the historian.

Kllsomann summarizes his own position in the matter:

My own concern is to show that, out of the obscurity of the life
story of Jesus, certain characteristic traits in his preachin6
stand out in relatively sharp relief, and that primitive Christianity united its own message with theae. The heart of our problem
lies here: the exalted Lord has almost entirely swallowed up the
image of the earthly Lord and yet the community maintains the
identity of the exalted Lord with the earthly. The solution of
this problem caonot, however, if our finqings are right, be

71Ibid.

-
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appx-oo.ohed

i,;i th

any hope of succeeo o.long the line of supposed

historical bruta ructa but only alon{S the line of the connection
und tenaion~eeii'ihe preaching of Jesus and thut of his community. '1"ha question of the historical. Jesus u, in its legitim0.te form 0 the questio.n of tho contit1uity of the Gospel within
tho disc~~tinuity of the timeG and within the variation of the
k~ryzmo..
Klisomann bas outlined the problems lmd pointed thtt direction for any new

queot of the historical Jesus.

It rerncdns no\t to ev~J.uate the resr;,onae

which baa been ma.deb;; others i n the quest.

72!oid., P• 46.
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CHAPTEH III
ALTE MARBURGER:

THE NiG'.I QUF..ST

Gllnther Bornkamm
Validity of the New Quest
In view of the failure of the old quest for the historical Jesus, it
is legitimate to ask Bornkamm and the other Alte Marburger what validity
there is in taking up the quest again, and what is truly new in the new
quest.

Bornkamm himself' is quick to point out that the new quest is not

simply the old quest rcsuoeitated.

The 11Lif'e of Jesus" research that was

carried on in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, largely by
positivistic theologians, is dead and buried and responsible scholarship
will not bring it bacl~ to life.

Bornl<amm ma.'-<es this judgment on the basis

of what we know today through modern f'orm..critical scholarship as to the
way in which the Synoptic Goapels were first put together, and on the basis
of a new view of history which has its oriontation in existential philosophy.
Bornkamm's perspective on mainstream New Testa.~ent research in the
twentieth century leads him to conclude that all attempts to filter out
the "real" Jesus of history from the Christ of dogma are doomed from the
start.

Thie ia simply because the New Testament writers themselves never

made this distinction and did not write with it in mind.

Throughout the

Gospels the Jesus of history and the Jesus of faith are so intertwined
as to be indistinguishable.

certain words

or

Likewise all attempts to find absolutely

Jesus that are uncorrupted by tradition or editorial
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redacti ng will only lead to disappointment and fuilure• according to
Bornkamm.

Bornkamm warns those who would approach the queot for the

historical Jesus with such hopes:
Nathematical certainty in the exposition of a bare history of Jesus,
unembelliahed by faith; ia unobtainable, in spite of the fact that
the critical discernment of older and more recent layers of tradition belongs to the work of research. We possess no single word of
Jesus and no single story of Jesus, no matter how incontestably
genuine they may be, which do not contain at the same time the confession of the believing congregation or at least are embedded therein. This makes the search after the bare facts of his tory difficult
and to a large extent futile.l

Thus the new quest is no attempt at constructing a biography, psycho-analysis , or chronicle of the oar.t hly Jesus as was so often tried by those involvod in the old quest.

For Bornknmm modern s.c holarahip simply rules

this out as an impossibility.
If t hen the quest as traditionally conceived is ruled out, what
enables Bornkamm to to.ke it up again?

It is a new view of history as it

exists in the New Testament that both enables a new quest and validates
it for present day soholarship.

To approach the Gospels with the question "What really happened?"
is to misunderstand the New 'I'eGtament view of history.

This analytical•

imparti ally objective approach to history is a relatively recont development in the history of roan, and although it

may

be a legitimate concern

today, the Gospels do not respond to t his kind of probing.

Bornkamm SU&._

gests that the Gospel writers were concerned with who Jesus !!,:am not
1a~ther Bornkamm, Jesus of Nazareth, translated by Irene and I<'ra.ser
McLusky with James M. Hobinoon (New York: Harper & Brothers, 1959), P• 14.
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who lli:. ,-, as.

2

They were not concerned with preserving the words and

teachings of Jesus with the exactitude of a modern archivist, but they
freely incorporated and remodeled the information they had about Jesus
to fit their confession of faith in Him as both Jesus of Nazareth and
Risen Lord.

History is viewed tbeologicully and not photographically

for the Gospel writers, and therefore facts and faith are interwoven in
such a way that they express the post-1!:aster church's faith in Jesus as
Christ and do not simply present a personality sketch of Him.

For

Bornkamm then the new quest is to seek the history of Jesus as it is
embedded in the kerygma of the church and not apart from it, because it
does not exist apart from the kerygma.

The Gospels in which this history

i e recorded are themselves written from a kerygmatic viewpoint.
Yet in spite of this overwhelmingly kerygmatic approach to history
that predominates in the Gospels Bornkarnm still maintains the Gospels

2£!. concerned with the pre-Easter, pre-Good Friday history of Jesua. 3
They have this concern because faith muat always begin with history,
since f tdth io not something hanging in the air or spun out

or

dreams.

Bornkamm maintains the Gospels were written to show precisely that the
faith of the early oo~munity was not myth but wao based on phyoical, historical events. 4 Tbis was always done with an eye toward faith, and not
toward hiatory in itaelf.

The history about which the Gospels speak ia

alwo.ya past history but with a meE.liling that is always present.
2

ill!!• t P• 17.

-
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Because

the Gospels take this approach, the new quest is a valid concern of
scholarship today.
Bornkamm sees the new queat as both valid and instructive because

it asks the right questions and looks in the right places for the answers.
To ask again today about the Jesus of hiGtory is to ask who
New Testament writers.

He~

for the

Since they conceived the answer to that concern

in terms of f aith, their answer will be our answer too, says Dornkamm.
And the place to look is in the kerygma which is the early community's

expressi on of faith.
the Jesus of history.

i•/e

do have access to the kerygma and in it is found

The new quest is valid as long as it remembers that

The Gos1els do not apenk of tho history of Jesus in the way of reproducing the cour:;e of his career in all its hap1,enings and stages,
i n its inner and outer develop~ent, nevertheless they do speak of
history as occurrence and event.5
'l"nis emphasis of history as "occurrence and event" must be closely con-

sidered.
Means of Access to the Historical Jesus
so-called secular history of the firot century gives us no historical facts concerning the person and li!e of Jesus.

For thia information

we are totally dependent upon tho New Testament accounts.

Bven caGUal

students of the Bible can observe that in the New Testa.~ent it is only
the four Gospels which deal in a direct way with the history of Jesus.
In view of Bornkamm's belief about the pervasive influence of the
kerygma on the composition of the Gospels one might initially despair
to find anything in them which might be called historical.

Bornkamm

I
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counsels against such despair.

He so.yo the Gospels

bring before our eyes, in verJ difforen.t fashion frora what is
customary in chronicles and presentations of history, tho historical person of Jeous with the utrnost vividness. ~iUite clearly what
the Gospels report concerning tha meoaa.ge, the deeda and the hietory
of Jesus is still distinguished b1 an authenticity, a freshness,
and a distinctiveneso not in any w~ effaced by the Church's Easter
faith. These features point ua directly to the oarthly figure of
Jesus. 6
As soon as he has said this, Bornkamm reminds us again that he is not
stumbling back into the pitfalls of the old queot.

'fhe history of Jesus

which is transmitted in the Gospels ie transmitted in the form of individual pericopae that have been editorially linked together.

The linkage

itself is of secondary interest ns Bornkamm's attention is oot directed
to an outline of a chronology or itinerary of Jesus' ministry.

Each

pericope is complete in itself, each one contains the total impact and
knowable

11

history" of Jesus completely. 7 The Sermon on the Mow1t, the

Commissioning of the Diociples, and tho Parables are examples of these
pericopae which have been strung together, using historical events to
encase the ker.,i1111a.

8

Valuing the contributions of modern historical criticism which dis-

play the form and function of the Gospel pericopo.e, Bornkamm goes on to
insist it is in tho pericopae that the history of Jesus is discerned.
For the pericopae, even though trimmed and shaped by tradition, give
evidence in word and deed of the character and impact of Jesus and His
ministry.

It is through a study of various pericopae that we can now

discuss the purpose of Jesus' ministry aocordin~ to Bornkamm's evaluation.
6

1.2!!!•' P• 24.
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The Purpoao of Josua• Earthly Ministry
It is ;perhaps worthwhile to note that in the 191 pages of his
famous book Jesus of Nazareth, which is Bornkwnm's chief contribution
toward the ne,1 quest, Bornkamm devotes only ten pages to what would
normally be considered the biographical facts about Jesus.

It is sur-

prising that given his attitude toward such endeavors in the po.st,
Bornknmm should even attempt a bare outline of Jesus' life.

The fact

that Bornkamt1 io willing to include an outline, even if in a sketchy,
qualified fnshion, shows tha t he does believe something can be known
about the Jesus of history which transcends the nuunces of tradition.
What ca n be known in thio £actual way is at best superficial.

The

birth and infant narratives in Matthew and Luke are too overladen with
Christian and Judaistic meGsianic conceptions to be of any literal
historical value, aays Bornkamm.

We do know that Jesus' native home was

in Nazareth, that He grew up in Galilee, that His father was a carpenter
and that He had brothers and sisters.

We also know from scanning the

Synoptic accounts that His native tongue was Aramaic, that He began His
ministry after Hie baptism by John, and that after Joh.~'s arrest Jesus•
ministry was carried out in the small villnges in the hill country around
the Soa. of Galilee.

We know that eventually Jesus went with His disciples

to Jerusalem where He suffered death on a cross. 9
Bornkamm's purpose in highlighting these !acts of Jesus and His life
is not to shape a picture of His personality.

Nor is it to show Jesus'

inner and outer development, nor to build a case for Jesus' messianic

-

9Ibid., PP• 53-54.
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consciouaneos.

Concerning thi o laGt point Dornkamm makes it his special

emph.lsis to indicnto that messianic consciousness waa not the dominant

chuructoriutic o f Jes us around and under which all His activity and words
are subsuntcd. 10 Bornka.mm purposely structures his book in such a way as
to place t he small section on the messianic question in the next to lust
chapter, because he understonds Jesus• messianic eonsciouonesa as something i-,hich the post-Easter faith superimposed on the tradition of Jesus'
teacldng and activities, and is not to be found in Jesus Himself.

Con-

c e rning Jeous and tbis questic.n of messianic consciousness, Bornkamm

writes:
The very nature of his teaching and his actions, so vulnerable, so
open to controversy and yet so direct and matter-of-fact, doom to
failure any attempt to raise hie Mesaiaship into a system of dogma
thr ough which his preaching, his _!lCtions and his hiGtOI""IJ would
r eceive their meo.ning.11
All of thia l eads Dornkwdm to the conclusion that neither the synoptic
writers , nor

:!~ Himself

a round J esus.

i6 interested in building a pen.onality cult

These facts of Jesus' life provide the context in which

the wordo and activitiee of JeGus are based.

It is the words and acti-

vities of Jesus t hat give ua the clues concerning His purpose and His
ministry.
To put this in the simplest terms we could say the purpose and
reality of the mystery that surrounded the historical Jesus was and is
to make the reality of God present in that age.

Bornkamm has observed

that the age in w.i aich Jesus lived had little sensitivity to present time

lOibid., PP• 169-178.

11Ibid., P• 61.
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but lived with an eyo toward either past or future. 12 Some reveled in
the glory of Israel'o past and held that biological connection wi th the
chosen people wns sufficient for aecuring Ood'e blessing .

Others trusted

in a future military or political victory which would re-establish the
glories of David and once again make Israel supreme.

In either case

there was no concern for the present moment ; but it is exactly the
present where Jesus made contacts
Jesus Himself never talked of His calling in any traditional way.
Ue never gave proof of who He is or by what right He did a.a He did.
He was one who taught with authority.

Yet

He was called a prophet, yet He

was never known to have prefaced Uie teachings with the traditional prophetic formula,

(7 / ;,41 1 r> k ,1? '

the prophet his authority.

11

Thus says the Lord," which gave

He was also cal.led a rabbi, but a rabbi's

authority is always derived from Moses and is second to the law of l·ioses
whereas Jesus was so bold as to say, ''But

!

1
say unto you." 3 Although

He bore similarities to the prophet and the rabbi, Jesus was different.
Jesus always dealt with the immediate present, and in every activity
and teaching He called those about llim to take cognizance of the present.

What is so important about the present? For Jesus, according to Bornkamm,
it was t his present moment into which.the Kingdom ot God vas breaking.
The past no longer afforded security and the future was no longer assured.

Through His actions and words Jesus was saying, in a sense, "The Kingdom
of God and llis will are very near.

12
~•t

P• 55•

l3cf. Hatt. 5:18,22,28,,;2.

Those who have ears, let them hear1 11
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Bornknmm suggests the purpose of Jesus and His ministry waa to usher in
the Kingdom itself and to call all those who will see and bslieve.14
Bornkamm s a y s ~ Himself is not tlle center of attention, but rather
what He does and teaches to show the importance of the nearness

or

the

Kinsdom of God and the Will of God.
Bornkamm devotea nearly one third of his book to the general topics
"The Kingdom of God,r' and 11 Toe Will of God."
ministry

\1as

The substance of Jeaua'

Jesus declaration that the KingdoM is near at hand and

therefore the Will of God has inserted itself into the presnnt.

It is

Jesus' actions nnd worda which convey this news of the Kingdom and Will
of God, and which provide a possibility to come to some understanding
of the Jesus of history.

\.-Je

need to remind ourselves again that the

history of Jesus in Bornkamm's view ie occurrence and event and not cold
facta.

The history of Jeaus which is stylistically carried along in the

kerygmatica.lly motivated Gospels is always dynamic cal.ling for reaction,
and never static calling for speculation.

Bornk~m, along with the Gospel

writers, suggests the history of Jesus!!! the word and activity of His
ministry.

The pcricopae themselves are the living encowiter with Jesu.s .

Jesua• history is not to be seen as an extract squeezed from ancient
sources.

With thia in mind it is not dii'!icult to see why Bornkamm car-

ries on the new quest and how he places the Jesus of history in the framework of activity and teaching.

The purpose of Jesus' earthly ministry was to announce that the
Kingdom of God 11aa at hand. 1.5

14· .Bornkamm,

'.rhis is the core of Bis mesaagel

P• 67.

15of. Mark l:lli-15; Matt. 4:17.

;Jhat
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is thio Kingdom of God? \~e know that

many

of thouo who heard Jesua' words

understood the Kingdom to be the essence of all of Iarael•s political and
nationalistic hopes and dreams.

The kingdom WAS to come in a future age

and was to bring the end of ti~:ie.

It was to re-eatablioh Israel ill

glory and victory over all her enemies.
than the age of David and Solomon.
first something quite different.

It was to be a Golden Age, grander

But Jesus' preaching waa from the very
He did not dwell on the hopes of Jud.aiam

for the restoration of the Davidic Kingdom.

Eis words and deeds all point-

ed t o a Kingdom which was of ooamio apocalyptic definition.

Yet Jesus did

not d\'lell at great length on the way things will be when the Kingdoe1 doeo

come, nor did He predict exactly when it will come.
"It

i!! coming,

so

rlia message was Gimply,

be ready."

To o.sl< questions about the nature of thia kingdom and when it will
come so that one might be ready ia to misunderstand Jeaus.

He ~ho asks

this question
not only wants to know too rouch, but is fundamentally in error about
God and hii::aelf. He is running away from God's c/lll t here and now;
he is loaing himself and ut the same ti!g has lost the future of
God by this very attempt to possess it.
Through His words and deeds, Jesus accented the need for response on the
part of those vho heard, and Ile vas not calling tor intellectual inquiryl
All that is needed is to know that the Kingdom is already breaking in,
the blind see, the lame walk, lepers are cleansed.17 In so stressing the
immediacy of the Kingdom of Jeaua implied directly that all this was

16Bornkamm, P• 75.
17Ibid., P• 67.

-
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hnppenine with ond in His o't1n words and activit ies, and nowhere else •18
J esus entered the battle aeainst Jatun a nd all t he foes of the Kingdom,
and in so doing fastened upon t he present moruent as decisive for the
future.

Yet the empbaoia is still upon the l<insdom and not J esua Himself,

so.ya Bornkar:im . 19 Jesus' preaching and actions wero sign6 of the coming
Kingdom just as Jesus Himself was a sign.
itoelf.

"But the sign is not the thing

He himoelf in his o~m pornon neither replaces nor excludes the

Kingdom of God, \·1 hich remains the ono theme of his mesaage. 1120

Speaking paradoxioally, one can oo.y that Bornkamm believes the Kini:;dom ia revealed in hiddenness.
of the Kinedom.

Josus doea not baldly assert the presence

Through the use of parables Jesus reveals the essence of

the Kingdom, but in a manner which alwayo veils the meanin3.

The rabbis

used par11bl es to illustrate their teachings.

Jeous• teach-

The parable

~

ing and He told it so that those who heard might Qomprehend and respond
accordingly.

The parable was directed toward the hearer, calling and

cha.llengin~ him to acknowledge the presence of the Kingdom and in so doing
involve himself in it.

It is consistent with Bornkamm's position to inter-

ject a t this point that to "hear" a parable did not mean intellectual,
theoretical or formal comprehension, but existential understanding in
which the hearer's life in relntionahip to Ood was revealed and renewed
in that moment.

In this wa:y both the hiddonness and the revelation which

denote the parable are brought together.
The parables of the mustard seed and the leaven, spelled out in

18cf. Matt. 11:2-6.
19Bornkrunm, p. 68.
20

Ibid., P• 69.
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Matthew 13:}l-33, are good examples of what the Kingdom

or

God is like.

Bornkamm offers a aummary of these parables which captures the way they
direct man to the impending Kingdom:

We are always brought back to this same feature: the hiddenness,
the insignificance of the beginning, in which the promise of what
is to come is nevertheless embedded. No one is to think that he
can or should help out the amall beginning, and no one should think
that he can diacover visible signs of what is to come. So be the
beginning of the Kingdom of God is an insignificant event in this
ticie and world. Within this time and world
sets nn endto both.
For the new world of God is already at work.

~!

The meaning of the Kingdom is straightforward:

God comes to you1 · ·rhe

Kingdom is neither an earthly place nor a distant wonderland.
attempt to de5cribe it or possess it turns to grief.

Every

It is not a place,

but an event, an occurrence, the gracious action of God himself. 22

The man who truly "hears" the parable and reaponds to the hiddenness
and nearness of the Kingdom of God is in reality responding to the call
to salvation.

He will joyfully respond to the call to repentance.

lie

will be ready to renounce all he has and sacrifice all he ows if need
2
be. 3 He will be a man of \ii.sdom and watchfulness, for he will know that
to discern the preaent age
itself.

rneans

to lay hold of the very hour of salvation

The man who seoa in the deeds of Jesus and hears in His words

the sicns o! the imminence of the Kingdom will understand time in a new
way.

~l.'ime will no lonber be "now11 and "later," "present" and "future."
,

It will be qualitative, not quantitative,

~•\()OJ

I

not

X.~"OJ .

Bornka.mm says the following about time in relationship to the Kingdom of
Ood which Jesus brought:

-

21U,id •, P• ?4.

22tbide, P• 77.
23cfe the parable of the Treasure Hidden in the Field, Natt. 13:44;
and the parable of the Pearl of Great Price, Hatt. 13:45.
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1:i e must not separate the statements about future and preaent, as
is already apparent from the fact that in Jesus' preaching they
are related in the closeGt fashion. The present dawn of the Kingdom of God io always spoken of so as to show thGt the present reveals the futuro .1s salvation and judpent and therefore does not
anticipate it. Again, the future is alweys spoken of as unlocking
and lighting up the present and therefore revealing today as the
dny of decision. It ia therefore more than a superficial difference,
more than one of degree, concerned, so to opeak, only with the
quontity of colour employed by the apocalyptic painter, when one
notes that Jesus' eschatological sayings do not deacribe the future
as a state of heavenly bliss nor indulge in broad descriptions of
the terror6 of the judt:,'lllent. Hence in Jesus' preachina, epeaking of
the present meana opeakin5 of tho future, and vice versa.24
The man who accepts the present as God'o prese!lt acknowledges the Kingdom
of God which Jesus proclaims is breaking in upon the times.
meano salvation to t his man.

The l': ingdom

Ile who does not acknowledge the present

moment as t he veritable hour of his salvation understands the Kingdom and
the f utu1:e aa judgirtent.

Man either lives in his own time or he lives in

time as described by the Kingdom of God.

To choose between these two

kinds of time is the choice which Jesus brings before all men •
.Because of the imminence of the Kin;zdom of God, the Will of God is
also present in a new and radical "'B.Y•

To bring man into a new relation-

ship with the Will of God is the thrust of Jesus' ministry which is one
with bis announcement of the Kingdom.

Bornkamm understands that the \iill of God is so much present in

JeGus' words and deeds that everything, especially the law, muot be reevaluated in terms of it. 2.5 Jesus was no antinomian.

Hather he insisted

that the l~w must be kept, but in a new and radical way. Those who rejected the law or separated it from God vere opposed by Jesus.

24
Bornkall".m, PP• 92-93•
2.5Ibid., PP• 99-100.

He said
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of Himself that He came not to abolish the lav and the prophets but to

·
fulfill
them. 26
Those who recognize the presence

or

the Kingdom will also recognize

that the Will of God culla for obedience of the heart and mind as well as
obedience in actions.

This is not to say that Jesus simply called for

more and better ethical behnvior.

Ue called for an awareness that one io

in the presence of God and is enjoined to be perfect as the Father is

porfect. 27 Thia is carried out by accepting the relationship that the
l<ingdo01 of God offers, but not by achieving a set of ethical or legal prin-

ciples .

It is at this point that Jesus united Uis preaching about the Will

of God i n the Sermon on the Mount.
Accor ding to Bornkamm the Senuon on the Mount contains pericopae
which are meant for the end time which is also the time of Jesus.

Bornkamm

says, "Those called to the new righteousness are liberated from the world,
and yet put into the world again in a now way ••

The Sermon is not

to be taken as a platform for the social reform of the world, but rather

is to awaken in those who hear a thirst for the Kingdom of God.

It is

hoped this will lead one to seek the righteousnees which Jesus proclaims
and the I<ingdorn offers.
fie might

summarize this section briefly.

central purpose in Jesus' earthly ministry:
immediate relationship with God.

Bornkamm understands one

to bring men into a new and

To do thie, Jesus' whole life, His preach-

ing, His teaching, His healings, Hio daily actions were spent in manifesting

26Matthev 5:17.
2?Bornkamm, P• 108.
28
Ibid., P• 109.

the nearness of the Kingdom of God and the Will of God which accompanied
it.

Bornkamm sees in the earthly Jesus of the Synoptic Goapels a sign

of the Kingdom which waG breaking into the present tirne.
waa confronted by the sign was called to a decision.

Everyone who

Thus the earthly

Jesus, in all that He did and said, was the occurrence and event by which
God revealed Himself and called the world to Himself.
Rolationshj,p o f' the Histori cal Joous to the J<erygmatic Christ

In this section it is appropriate to deal with the difficult quest i on of Jesus' messianic consciousness.

At the outset Bornkamm tells ua

thnt we are aoking a question about which the New Testament itself has
no concern.

The New Testament operates with the assumption, informed by

faith , that Jesus

~

the Messiah.

'!'he witness which we have in the Gos-

pels e.nd tradition doea not ooncern itself with Jeeus• own view of the

matter.
This explanation of the New Testament view gives a.n indication of
Bornkamm's own position.

The whole subject of Jesus• messiruiic conscious-

ness is treated in a brief ten pages in the next to last chapter of
Bornkaf"..m's book.

Thia shows bis personal estimation of the value of the

messianic question for the new quest.
Bornkamm's emphasis ia always upon the words and actions of Jeaus.
The question of Jesus' messianic consciousneas is not prerequisite to
understanding the historical Jesus.

If anything, it is just the opposite.

Bornkamm writes of Jesus' words a.nd actions:
It is the special character of his message and work, that Jesus
is to be found in his word and!!! his actions and that he does
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not make his oun rank a special theme of his message pri or to
every t hing eloo.29
Bornkamm a s s erts t hat Josus Himself never makes the claim of being the
Messiah, bu·t in a ll His words and deeds up to the crucifixion claims
of messiahship are only found indirectly in those words and deedo and

absorbed by them.30

The mess ianic secrecy which pervades the Gospol of Mark is the work
of the pos t-Easter church.

It is not to be maintained that this mes~i-

anic secrecy motif actually came from the lips of the historical Jesus. 31
Accordi ng t o Bornl<amm the whole idea of the messianic secret so presupposes t he experience of Good l~riday and F;aater that it can only 'oe
taken as a theological-literary device by Mark.

32

Thi s i s not to suggest

tho.t Jesus did not uwaken messianic hoI,•es in those who rw.w and heard Hi m. 33
B0rnka.mn1 be lieves that among the people who encounte1•ed Jesus there were

mQD.Y who held llim to be the promised Savior.

34 Bornkaram sees t he pre-

Easter lif e of Jesus, not aG nonmessianic, but as a series of broken messianic hopes when seen from the perspective of the first century Jew and his
expectations of what the :Mes siah should be and,do.35

In

any event Jesus•

preaching of the nearness of the Kingdom of God and His des ire to make the

29
Ibid., P•

30

.!ill·.

169.

P• 170.

}libid., P• 171.
32Ibid.

-

33ct. Luke 24:21.
31+Bornkamr.i,
P• 172.

-

35Ibid.

will of God a reality proceeded unhindered by thi~ modern mess ianic
quostion .
Hor11ko.rum does recognize that there are clearly many mess ianic paa-

eages in the Gospel.

These paaaages, however, form the confession of

the eur ly church and constituto the theological eXpression of that con-

7.6

feasion.;;

Bornkamrn

uays that the hope of finding histori cal

11

kernels"

in regard to the messianic question is slight, 37 and the very setll'ch for

such truth runs counter to the approach of the new quest.

What is im-

portant is to see that the early community saw the earthly Je·s us and the
Ri6cn Lord as one and the same and therefore were not troubled when they
mixed the words of Jesus spoken after the Resurrection with those which
He spoke during llis earthly life.

Bornkwnm states thio succinctly:

Just because the resurrected and risen Christ was for the believers
no other than the earthly Jesus of Nazareth, it waa pos6ible for
exalted titles to find their WDJ into the words of Jesus spoken
before Easger, title8 which in reality anticipate the end of
his lifo.3

Finolly it is not essontial to establish that Jesus claimed to be
the Messiah.

Bornkamm says wo have no proof that Jeous ever made this

claim or that He thought of liimself this way.

We do have the confession

of the early church though, and we have the traditions in the Gospels
about Jesuo• earthly ministry.

From these Bornkamm says we can conclude

that "the Messianic chnraeter of his being is contained in historic
appearance. 39

}6Ibid., P• 17}

-

Ylibid.
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It baa already been mentioned how the early community identified
the o.a rthly Jesus with tho Risen Lord.
tion.

This is also Bornkamm' a posi-

Jl.ftcr the resurrection the community of faith carried on the work

of Jesus, but with a major shift in emphasis.

The early community did

not merely repeat the teachings and preachings of Jesua, but preached
Jesus Himself.

That ia, "the preacher Jesus of Nazareth enters into the

message of faith and himself becomes the content of the preaching:

he

who called men to believe is now believed in."4o Bornkamril shows this is
the primary emphasis which he has accepted ae normative in his article,
"Faith and Uistory in the Gospels."

41 In this article Bornkamm says that

the equation "Jesus equals Christ'' is the fundamental theme and motive
for the Gos pelD.

He summarizes this when he says

As to the queotion concerning the Evangelista' interest in the faith
of t he pre-Easter hiotory of Jesus one would have to say first of
all that in thoir presentation nothing elae 1a expressed than the
fundamental confession• X.nn ;j ,S • Y.t 1C'T S• Jesus of Nazareth,
then and there, 11a man identified by God among you throu 6h deeds of
power, wonders and signs which God through hio has done in your
midst"; aurrendered o.ccording to God's council, nailed to a cross
by the Jewa through the hand of the hea hen, he is resurrected by
God and elevated to be Lord and Christ. 2

o

4

4o

ill.2•, P• J.79•

41allnther Bornkamm, "Glaube und Geschichte in den Evangelien, 11 in
Der IIietorische Jesus und der Ker matische Christus, edited by Helmut
Ristow and Karl Matthiae Berlin: Verlagsanstallt, 1962), PP• 281-288.

42Ibid., P• 284. The German text reads as follows:

"Man wird auf
die Fraie'naoh dem Glaubensintereaae der Evangelisten an der vorBsterlichen Geschichte Jesu erstlich zu antworten baben, dass sich in ihrer
Darstellung nichts anderes als das chriatliche Urbekenntnis Uberhaupt
ausspricht •~G'o~s· ~tinoJ : Jesus von Nazareth, damals und dort,
'ein Mann, von Gott auegewiesen bei euch durch Krafttaten und Wunder und
Zeichen, welche Gott durch ihn getan hat in eurer Mitte,' nacb Gottes
Hatschlusa dahingegeben und von den Juden durch die H~de der Heiden ans
Kreuz geheftet, der 1st von Gott auferweckt und zum Herrn und Chrietus
erhliht."

What at least in part leads Bornkamm to this position are accounts of the
post-Resurrection appenrancea of Jesus (grscheinungsgeachicb.ten). 43
Bornkamm interprets the emphasio of the Gospel of John as the earliest
attempt to struggle against the heresy of docotism.

All the Gospels show

a strong rejection of any attempts at 11r11aking the faith in Christ anonymous
and mythica1, 1144 by separating and excluding the Jeaus of Nazareth from
the Risen Lord.
This, however, does not end the matter.

Bornkamm says that the

4

Gospels were not content with merely establishing the "Dasan 5 of the
identity of the earthly and resurrected Jesus.

Nor was their intention

to give simply an historical profile to the name of Jesus,

Borroving a

phrase from Ernst KMsemann, Bornkamm says that the history of Jesus is
bound up in the revelation of God Himself and that this history is

11

the

intersection of the eschatalogical ovents. 1146 BuildinB on this idea,
Bornkamm oa:ye that it is not just the cross and resurrection which mark

the point of intersection, but it is every word, deed, and pericope of

4}cf.

Luke

24:13 1 39,42; John 20:16,27.

44Bornkamm, ''Glaube und Geschichte in den Evangelien," in 12!£
hiatorische Jesus p. 285. 'rhc German text reads as follows: 11Anonymisierung und Uythisierung des Christuaglaubens."
45The term "Dass" was coined by Rudolf' Bultmann in his address to
the Heidelberg Academy of Sciences in 1959. It is published in English
translation under the title, 11The Primitive Christian Kerygma and the
Historical Jesus," in The Historical Jesus and the Kerygmatic Christ,
edited by Carl E. Braaten and Roy A. Harrisville (New York: Abingdon
Press, 1964) 1 PP• 15-42. When .Bultmann uses the term 11~ " he means
we can only know "that" there was a Jesus of biotory. We cannot go
behind the givenness of his historical existence to discover the particulars or hia earthly lite.

q6Born.kamm 1 "Glaube und Geschichte in den Evangelien," in B!£
historieche Jesus P• 285. The German text rends as follows: "Schnittpunkt der cschatologischen Ereignisse."
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Jesus that literally reveals the heavens arid the history of God Himself!
Bornkamm's quest tor the historical Jesus cannot r eally be separated
from any quest he might make for the Christ of faith.

"It in the resur-

rected Christ, therefore, who first reveals the mystery of his history
and his person, and above all the meaning of his suffering and death. 1147
For Bornkamm• as for the early Christian community, the two are identical:
Jesus is the Christ and the Christ is Jesus.

It is impossible to look for

a Jesus of history apart from the kerygma because it is precisely in the
kery(9lla tha t we have any knowledge of Jesus of Nazareth.

The linkinB and

equating of the historical Jesus with the Christ of the kerygm, )ia, according to Bornkamm, not done out of pure historical interests but always done
,-1i th an eye toward the faith.

The quest has been taken up anew in order

that the Christ of faith might be more fully manifest through the words
and teachings of the historical Jesus.
Bornkamm's concern for the new quest ia never purely noetic.

In

back of all his scholarly concern for the Jesus of history lies· his
professed assumption that the new quest will show that the Jesus of history,
as we know Hirn in word and deed, is indeed indispensable to the Christian
faith.

When asked how this is so, Bcrnkamm answers

Obviously this, that the one-time event has become for the community
essentially the Word, no longer just the telling of the event but
challenge-affirmation in the sense of "Blessed are y~" of the
Beatitudes, but at the same ti@e a call to obedience.

47Bornkamm, Jesus, P• 18.5.

-

48Bor1;1kamm, "Glaube

und Geschichtc in den l\Nangelien," in !2!£
historische Jesus P• 288. The German text reads as follows: 11 Cffenbar
dies, dass das Geschohen von einst £Ur die Gemeinde erat eigentlich zum
Wort geworden iat, nicht mehr nur Mitteilung von einst Geschehonem, sondern
Anruf--Zuruf int Sinno des 'Heil euch' der Seligpreisungen, aber zugleich
Aufruf zum Gehorsaffl."
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Gerhard Ebeling
Validity of the NJw ~uest
Ebeling, like Bornkamm and the others engaged in the new quest,
rejects the attempts of the earlier "Life of Jesus" researchers because,
in his opinion, thoir basic assumptions and means of approaching the
whole project were wrong from the start.

In the first place such re-

search hoped to go behind the picture of the dogmatic Chriot to find the
11

real" Jesus of history who would be untainted by the influence of tradi-

tion and faith.

Secondly, the historical-critical approach to the Jesus

of his tory hoped by outlining the "pure facts" of the Jesus of history
that a more trustworthy and therefore more believable Christian faith
would be possible.

And thirdly, this research was doomed to failure

from the start according to Ebeling because it asked of hiotory the

wron0 questions.
The first intention of the old 11Life of Jesus" research was to go
behind the dogrnatic Christ as piotured in the early Christian kerygma and
to reconstruct a "real'' historical Jesus.

Thia attemft failed to realize

that no such endeavor is possible and that the New Testament through and
through is written from the standpoint of faith.

The New Testament never

deals with a "historical" Jesus as nineteenth century historicans wished
to see Him.

'!'he New Testament is more onion than apple.

There is no

"hard core" of believable, hiotorical facts at which one can arrive by
peeling back the layers of tradition&

Thia holds true of the Gospels as

well as the other books of the New Testament.
axiomatic.

Any

For Ebeling this view is

attempt to know the Jesus of history apart from the
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christological confessions which we have a.bout Him ia impossible.

In

a somewhat enigmatic atntement 1.:beling says that Joous is never to be
seen as pure fact, but nlways as the Word of God.
nnd assumes the kerygma.

This always involves

Ebeling writes:

~!hen one gets involved with Jesua he does not get involved with
pure facta, but with sheer Word. To ask back behind (beyond)
the primitive Christian kerygma is therefore--if done appropriately-not at all to ask back behind the Word for focta atteGting it,
but rather to ask back behind n Word in need of interpretation for
a ~Jord-event which is being presupposed in this Word. 49
Ebeling sees any attempt to find the real Jesus of history by setting
aside the kerygma in which the history of Jesus is wrapped ae a task
which will meet with fruatra.tion.

In another place Ebelinr~ makes it

quite clenr that the historical questionG in the Gospels are always
raised and discuaaed in the context of the chriatologf which is found
in the kerygma.

He sa;ys:

"The nature of what has been handed down about

Jesus makes it quite imposaible to pursue the question

or

the historical

Jesus without a:n.y knowledge of the connection between Jesua and Christology.1150
Ebeling aays the second hope of the old quest for the historical

Jesus was equally ill-conceived.

Tho hope was that the real ''facts" of

Jesus and His life, once made known, would make the Christian faith more

4 9Gerho.rd Ebeling, Theologie und VerkundifilUlg (TUbingeni J. c. B.
Mohr, 1962), p·. 56. The German text reads as follows: "Denn wenn man

es mit Jesu.o zu tun bekommt, bekommt man es nicht mit puren Fak.ten, sondern mit lauter Wort zu tun. Das ZurUckfragon hinter das urchristliche
Kerygma ist also, venn es sachgemlios geschieht, gar nicht ein ZurUckfragen biter das Wort auf beglaubigende :f'akten, sondern ein ZurUckfragen
hinter ein interpretations bedUrftiges Wort auf ein darin vorauegesetzte
Wortgeschehen."

50oerhard Ebeling, "The Question of the Historical Jesus and the
Problem of ChristoloS':f," Word and Faith, translated from the German by
James w. Leitch (London: SCM Press, 1963), P• 289. Thia eosay was first
published in 1959.
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plausible because the truth of
scientifically demonstrated.

Jeb"UO

would hQVO been historically aild

Even if such indisputable facts could be

put together, l~beling asks, what would be proved?

He maintains tho

validity of the foith and the reliability of its record would not have
been advanced c,ne bit.

Suppose for example that it was estnblished

through research that Jesus thought of Himself as the Messiah.
this prove that He actually~ the Messiah?

Would

Ebeling answers, "A

messianic consciousness does not aay anything about being a Messiah. 1151
The same holds true for the other particulars which are objects of the
scientific resourch into the life of Jesus; for example, Jesus' Sonship,
death, and resurrection.

Even if such facts could be determined, Ebeling

believes they would in no way "prove" the Christian faith.

The kerygma

in which our knowledge of the historical Jesus ii, found never Bpeaks of
Jesus ua an historical figure whose history validates the faith.

The

emphasis is elsewhere in the kerygma'a view of Jesus and this is decisive.
One cannot appeal to the fact that the kerygma did not with historical interest speak of Jesus as a historical fisure. But it does
speak of ~od in relation to Jesus who was a .·histor.ical figure. -. This
is so decisive for the kerygma that we have to take it at face
value even if the way in which this must happen today was alien to
the primitive Christian kerygma.52

51 Ebeling, Theologie und Verkundigung, P•

54.

52Ibid., P• 62. The German text roads as follows: "Man kann sich
auch ni~darauf berufen, dass das Kerygma allerdings nicht in historischom lnteresse von Jesus als historischer Erscheinung si:-richt. Aber ea
spricht von Gott in bezugnuf Jesus, der eine historische Erscheinung var.
Das iat f'Ur das Kerygma so entscheidend• dase es dabei zu behaften ist,
auch wenn die Weise, wie das beute geschehen muss, dem urchristilichen
Kerygma. fern lag."

If tho· failure or these first two hopes of the previous research is
not enoueh. Ebeling now points out that the whole enterprise wao illtated from the beginning because it did not even ask the right questions of hiatory.

It is tho failure of the old "Life of Jesus" research

at this point which also marks the advance of the new quest.
Ebeling feels that the past attempts at finding the historical
Jesus failed precisely because they asked of history the wrong questions.
Perhaps it was natural and acceptable that nineteenth-century historiography asked the questions it did.
value judgment.

It is not our place here to make a

Ebeling does warn against repeating past mistakes.

The proper questions which we can now rightly address to history are
not, Who. t happened'/, What were the facts?, How are they to be explained?,

or something of the kind.

Rather, the question is, What came to ex-

pression?53 This simple little question which Ebeling now asks is the
key to his whole understanding of history, the his torical Jesus, and the
nature of faith.

Before we treat these matters we must first say some-

thing about the validity which Ebeling sees in the new quest.
Ebeling is quite clear that juat because the attempts of the
ei~teenth and nineteenth centuries to uncover the real historical Jesus
failed• we are not thereby exempt from the historical task.

I! we were

not properly concerned with the Jesus of history, our faith would end up
as a christological myth built upon someone and something that might
1

never have happened.

This would mark the end of Chriatiar,ity.

But

53Bbeling, "The Question ot the Historical Jesus" Word and Faith,
P• 295•
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contrary to previous interest in the historicul Jesuo, Ebeling says that
today we are not intereated in the historicity of Jesus!!!~. nor are
we interested in the mere fact of a man named Jesus.

We are concerned

to discover that the historical Jesus is not only the object of the
faith of the ke rygma but is aloo its source.

Ebeling believes the Jesus

of his tory and the chri stology of the kerygrna are indivisibly bound
together.

Spea king to the vital connection of theae two, he writes:

In view of this question we
emancipated from his torical
rical J esuo were in fact to
i n Jesus hims elf, then that

cannot by any means conoider ourselves
research. If the quest or the histoprove th~t faith in Jesus has no basis
would be the end of Christology.54

Ebeling' s s upport of the new quest goes beyond hia desire that ch?'.istology not be reduced to a 11\Yth floating in the nir.

The kerygrnQ itself

gives r eason for our concern for the historical Jesus.
The kerygma,5.5 \:lhich is the early Chriotian community 1 5 formulation
of its f ait h , itself speaks of the historical Jesus and therefore permits our present-day concern with the matter.

The fact that the kerygma

speaks of Jesus stems from the fact, says Ebeling, that it understands
itself as continuous wi'l:h Jesus.

This means that the Jesus of history

is not just the content of the kerygma, not just the object of the kerygma,
but 16 bound up in the kerysma as its very 5round.

~"beling puts it thus:

The reference to Jesus in the kerygma evidently ha6 the function not
only of denoting content of the kerygma but also its basis • • • •
The reference to the name of Jesus is the common !actor within the
variety of the kerygma. The kerygma itself names Jesus as its
criterion.56

54Ibid., P• 205.
5.5ct. l Cor. 15:}-8.

56.Ebeling, Theolosie und VerkundigUng, P• 64. The German text reads:
"Die Nennung Jesu im Lerygma hat offensichtlich die Funktion, nicht nur
den Inhalt des Lerygmas anzugeben, Gondern auch seinen Grund. • • • Die
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'rberefore the kerygma which may ho.ve a variety of formulations in the
New Testament has a. greater interest in the historical Jesus than as a
means of proof of its own position.

The Jesus of history is the very

baais and substance of the kerygma's position.
If Ebeling sees validity in the new quest of the historical Jesus,
it is because of the oneness which the Jesus of history creates with the
kerygma.

Because tho kerygma is our legitimate concern, so is the histo-

rical Jesus our legitimate concern.

The question of the historical Jesus

is raised in order to crive expression to f~ith which came to expression
in JeGus. 57 Tho means by which faith came to expression in Jesus I:beling
calls the "language event" (Sprachgeschehen) or
~ ) . 58
Means

11

word event" (\'lortgesche-

It is to this we turn in our next section.

of .f\c ceso to the Historical Jesus.

In one sense we have already touched on F.: beling's response to this

point.

It is the kerygma of the early Christian communities of faith

that provides the means of access to the historical Jesus.

Yet as soon

as this has been aaid we must raise a flaB of caution lest r:beling be
misunderstood as having fa.llen back into the error of the old "Life of
Jesus" research.

Although it is the kerygma which leads us to the histo-

ricul Jesus, it is not to be viewed in the same manner as the nineteenth

Berufung des Namens Jesus 1st das Gemeinaame in der Variabilitlit des
Kerygmas. Das Kerygma nennt selbst als sein Kriterium Jesus."

57Ebeling, "The Question of the Historical Jesus" Word and faith,
P• 294 •
.

.58~ . ,

P~

294, n. 1.
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century viewed tlie Gotupelo, t:b.nt la, o.o o. theoloeical. gold i'ield whi<:h
bas to be cu.refully mincu, filtered and eitted to uncover the nu6sets
of historic3.l truth about Je:.rnu..

To underatw.d how li:bolint; c.pproac.heG

the kery,I:1!)n we mu~t undcrat,md "nat· he

lll6iu;,::; by

kerygma, hi-storiciu

(hic:itorisch), and by th.At olufoiivc t.erm "lc.nr;ua.g e event" { !"iprachti9f.Chehen).
:Jhe.t i e kerygmo a.e Ebe-ling understa-nde and useo the t~rm'/

i\·t

th.e

risk of oversimplifyin1; and h•U'.'lllonizin8', it seem::;· llCcura te to· say that

he understands keryt;ita as equated ~,ith christology, and chriatology is

in the lost analysis tho ex~rassion of what haG occurred in the hiGtorical
Jeuuas59
F1beling can intcrchu.nf)e the two terroo

11

kerygt1Jat1 and

11

chriirtolowu

becauoo both point to the Jeaus of biatory with the intention 01' co1~uni-

ca.ting wha.t bas come to expression in Him.
two stnteinonts by Ebeling already cited·.

We drm, thi6 inference from

6o

Once tho equation of kery!J!"..ia. and chrietolo~,y is made for E:belin~,
it is an eaciy und necesimry atop to include the historical Jesus.
understands christology nnd otQ.ta.m ents about the Jesus. of hLstory

different Wo;Js of viewing tho SQ.Ille peraon.
Jesus

!:beling
ais

The Chriat of faith and the

of hiatory oannot be diohotomi?.ed without both also losing their

meaAing. This seams abundantly clear in two places where iboling writes;
ChriatoloQ then vould be nothin1> else but. interpretative hs.ti.din.?, on
what caa:e to expression in Je(;us. The historical JeGus would then,
rithtly under,stood, be nothing else but Jesus himself. And the right
to believe in Jesus-and that io what Chrietology ie conc:ernod wit~must then comsiet in. the fact tha.t faith is the particular relation
to Jesus vhich is appropriate to the hiatvrica..l Jesus, becau~e it correnponds to wh~t cams to expression in Jesus. 01

59Ibid., P• 29.5.
60suprQ, PP• 64-65,
61F.beling,

0

56;

J>• 66, n. 59.
The ~ueetion of the Historical Jesu8'' Word and Fait)!, ~295.
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and a.lso:
The success of christology depends upon the fact of whether it is
shown convincingly that 1n Jesus God came to expression in such a
way that faith remuins dependent upon Jesus. The simultaneity of
this reference to a certain historical figure and to God is the
foundation of christological confessing: vere Deuo--vere homo,
_.
6
and insofar has all along been scandal and foolishness to unbelief.~
This understanding of kerygma in its intimate connection with chriatology
and the historical Jesus is no isolated oddity in the thinking of
Ebeling, but is integral to his whole approach to the new quest for
the historicnl Jesus.

It is this very understanding of kerygma which

informs and is informed by the historical Jesus.

Hopefully more light

will be shed as we now treat F.ibeling's concept of "historical"

(!l!ill-

~).

What is meru1t by the adjective "historical" '1hen it is applied to the

no.me Jesua? 63 Perhaps the answer seems obvious, but it is just the obvious
traditional understundinB and use of thia term that caused the f ailure of
the old "Life of Jesuott reseurch.

Ebeling suggests that what is usually

meant by the term 1'1historical" is the real Jesus, the Jesua aa lie actually
was without the l3ter faithfully intended dogmatic embellishments by the

church's tradition.

The historical Jesus is the one who emerges after the

hiGtorian has scraped avay the tradition and put back together those "facts"
which give the objective picture of the wa::, things were during Jesus' life.

62Ebeling, Theologie und VerkUndigung, P• 20. The German text reads:
"Das Gelingen von Christologie hbgt daran, ob in Uberzeu~nder \1eise deutlich wird, dass in Jesus Gott so zur Sprache gckommen 1st, dass der Glnube
an&rewiesen bleibt au! Jesus. Dieses Zugleicb der Beziehuncr auf eine beatimmte historiache Eracheinunr, und aur Gott ist die GrWldotruktur christologischen Bekennens: vere Deus-vere homo, und insofern von jeher dem Unglauben llrgernis und Torheit."
63Ebeling "The " uestion o! the Historical Jeous," \ford and Faith,
1

PP• 290-295•
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By strict def'initiorn this understanding of "historical" rules out ae

valid evtdonce a ll that the post-r::aster i'ni th r;ayf;) of Jesus .

/,lso ruled

out are all those purportedly hiatorical and true statements by Jesus

which arc on the lips of JeGus in the Gospels but which were in tact
attributed to Him l ong ofter His death by Uis faithful followers.

'dhnt-

ever is dogmatic or kcrygmatic must be put in a category other t han that
which is held to be strictly historical, for historictu in this view
has only to do with t he empirical facts and not attitudeo or beliefo
about those facts.
I t is precisoly thi s understanding of "historical" which Ebeling says
clouds the iss ue of the historical Jesus and the propriety of the new
quest .

As hon already been shown, ouch a picture of the real Jesus is

juGt not available, and even if it were it would not be at o.11 conclusive
for f aith i n Hiw.

If such a purely objective, historical picture of the

Jesus of Hazareth were made available without the attendant interpretations
and applica tions, such a picture would be so locked in the world-view of
the first century, from which it was taken to be meaningless to those of
us removed from that time by nearly two thousand yoars.

Such on historic-

ally pure Jesus would aloo be relative to every age that looked at Ilim,

and the interpretation of Him would change as often as the historical situn•
tion of the viewer changed, that is, perpetually.

If this hypothetical

situation could be realized, the neceoeity of historical relativity over
agains~ this truo picture ot the hietoricnl Jouus could not be avoided.
Such a result could hardly be considered the desired goal of this attempt
at finding the real Jesus.
What is to be done about this conflict between the historical. and
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the kerygmatic'I

It would seom that either the kerygmatic statements

must be reduced to those which are historically verifiable, or they must
be interpreted in such a way as to be commensurate with hintorico.l knowledge.

But either solution is unsatisfactory because it does not resolve

the tension but destroys it by doing violence to either one aide or the
Ebeling suggests a way out of this situation which will preserve

other.

the integrity of both the kerygoa and the historical facts about Jesus
which are embedded in it.

Ebeling sass that the real task iG to let come

to expression (zur SErache komruen) that w}q.ch comes to expression in Jesus. 6~
If this can be done the historical Jesus and kerygmatic confessions about
liim will be united in proper f~shion.

What F.belins means by this will be

evident in his explanation of the "language event11 or Sprachgeschehen.
fib.at Ebeling n1eans by Spro.chgeschehen or "language

eveni" involves

the whole subject of what has been called the New Hermeneutic. 65 A detailed analyaie of this concept would go far beyond the scope of this study.
Yet in nt loaat a superficial fashion some understanding of thie term
Spracbgeschehen is necessary if we are to understand F.bcling•s treatment
of the historical Jesus in light of the nev quest.
Jesus gives expression to faith.

The full implications of what this

means will corae out in the next section which deals with the question of
the purpose of Jesus' earthly ministry.

At this juncture we can

SQY

that

the articulation of this expression is called the "language event" er
"word event" by Ebeling.

These terms ueam to be interchangeable.

Jprach-

geschehen connotes something verbal rather than substantial, and herein lies

64

·

£e!g., P• 294, n. l.

65James M. Robinson and John B. Cobb, Jr., editors, The New Hermeneutic,
in New Frontiers in Theology, Discussions among Continental and American
Theologians (New Yorks Harper & Row, 1964) II.
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tho shift in emphasis away from the traditional view of Jesus and what
He means £or faith .

Ebeling sees Jesus primarily not as a teacher of

faith; he uas faith personified.

66 Jesus did not intellectualize the

nuances of faith to the people I{e met, but confronted them with a livinb
embodiment of it.
tion.

Thia was always an a ctive and never a passive confron ta-

Jes us was faith happening in the midst of them, and was not one to

be pondered or received as an object.

analogy to aid 'che explanation.

The writer proposes the followins

fl husband says to his wife, "I love you."

He is not gi ving her proposi tiom1l information about his affectior. for

her which she i n turn mus t intorpret in terms of the linguistic, aocial,

marital, and hiGtoricul me,mine; applied tc the statement.

Rather in the

act of speaking tho words "I love you," the husband is in that moment

actively loving his wife and ahe understands it as such.

The speaking of

the phraso is the event of his love, and much more; the words "I love you"
present the wife the very person of her husband which in this instance has
been activated in a verbal expression.

In short, the word event of the

husband's profession of love confronts his wife with the very nature and
presence of his being whioh in that moment is identical with his love for
her.
It is this way with the historical Jesus.
man, Jesus is the event o! !aith.

As God's Word "spoken'' to

As "language event," Jesus is not to be

intellectualized or scrutinized as un object which needs interpreta t ion.
To approach Jesus in this manner would be similar to the wife in the analog:, ae~: ing, "l{hat do you mean?," when her husband says he loves her.

The

66Gerhard Ebeling, The Nature of Faith, translated from the German
Ronald Gregor Smith (Philadelphia: Muhlenberg Pret.s, 1961), P• 56.

by
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whole point and meunin~ would be loot.
Ebeling is calline for a new use and understanding of language67
when dealina with the historical Jesus.

The ra.mificat:i.ona of this

understanding of language go beyond the concern here, but it is true
that \1hen Ebeling; calls Jesus God' a "language event" he is departing from
traditionul interpretations of Jesus.

All is focused in Jesus, as can

be seen 'l'lhen l!.'beling t alks of the doctrine of God and how that doctrine
is authentic.nlly i mplemented in the lives o-f men.

He says:

For that reason the linguistic event which is constitutive of the
knowledge of God is, rightly understood, not a vord about God, but
~·lord of God. .F'or it is only as one who himself' speaks that Goel
oan reveal himself aa God • • • • Knowledge of God as word-event
implies knowledge of God as Person • • • • Thus everything now
68
comes tc this, that knowledge of God is knowing God as a Person.

67
From his esao.y, 11 \'iord of God and Hl!rmeneutic" we quote the following as indicu.tive of Ebeling's understanding of language and the "wordevent":

The primary phenomenon in the realm of understanding is not understanding OF language, but understanding THROUGH language. The word
is not really the object of understanding, and thus the thing that
poses the problem of understanding, the solution of which requires
exposition and therefore also hel'tneneutic as the theory of understanding. Rather. the word io what opens up and mediates understanding,
i.e., b1•ings something to understanding. The word itself has a
hermeneutical function. If the word event takes place normally, i.e ••
according to its appointed purpose, then there is no need o! any
aid to understanding, but it is itself an aid to understanding.
Gerhard i!.'bcling, "The \~ord of God and Hermeneutic," The Hew Hermeneutic,
in New Frontiers in TheoloS,Y, PP• 93-94.

68Ebeling, "Reflections on Speaking Responsibly of God," Word and
~ • PP• }52-353•
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When all this is drawn together, the historical Jesus is made accessible
as "word event," which is expressed in the kerygma..

As "language event"

Jesus gives expreosion to faith; it is through this fllith that we are
brought into relationship with God by confrontation with the historical
Jesus.
The Purpose of Jesus' Earthly Ministry

Ebeling maintains the purpose of Jesuo• earthly ministry was to
,give expression to faith.

In the course or doing this Jeous preached

the rule of God and the will of God. let as important as are Jesua'
preaching the rule and will of God when any estimate is made of His
earthly ministry, the decisive factor in liis ministry is the faith to
which He gave expression.

Ebeling puts 1t succinctly when he sa.ys that

faith waG
the one absolutely decisive and all-determining characteristic in
the life and message of the hiotorioal Jeous • • • • The encounter
with Jesus as the witness to faith, however, ia without limitation
an encounter with himself. For the concentration on the coming to
expression of faith--and that alonel--is the ground of the unity of
'person" and 'work,' but rgr that reason also the ground of the
totality of the encounter. 9

If the person and wor~ of Jesus are all bound up in the expression of
faith which Jesus brought to the world, then exploration of what is known
of Jesus in these areas 'dill be rightly dealing with the purpose ot Jesus'
ministry a.a well ao shedding light on the person o! the historical Jesus
in a wa::, commensurate wi'th tho new quest.

69!!!!!•, PP• 296, 298.
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In his book The Nature of Faith, Ebeling includes a chapter titled
"The 1:Jitness of Faith."

through llis prea.ohin~.

Jesus is that witness, and He mo.de that witness
In this chapter r~beling so.ye that the rule of

God was tho very core of Jesus• message. 70 Here we find that Ebeling'n
expos:l.tion of the rule of God as preached by Jesus is quite similar to

Bornkamm•s view.

Jeaua preaches the

11

immediate temporal nearness

or

the rule of God, 071 and although there are occasional apocalyptic overtones the preaching in its main emphasis does not d\otOll on details of
the laat days, but stresses the!!!!!, ot God who i s ~ ·

It is the

nearness of God and not the end time whiel1 Jesus wishes to bring home

to Uis hearera.

Ebeling cites Mark 9:l as an example or a passage which

speaks of the end time but which is to be priniarily understood as an
announcoment of the nearness of God.

In preachins the rule of Gcd which

ia imaincnt and issuing a call to repentance which attends the preachinz,
Jesus is not trying to instill fear but is rather trying to instill
courage and joy because the rule of God is to be a glad and wonderful
event.

Jeaus never discusses the coming rule of God in the abstract but

always in the context of some specific event.

Such an event might be a

healing, a parable, or simply a conversation in which the hearer io
called to participate in some way.

This does not mean to imply that

Jesus was merely a good teachervho knew how to use illustrative material
to make His point.

This intends to &how that Jesus in everything He did

and eaid was always involving the other person in the fact of His own

presence and the witness th.at He was making.

?OEbeling, The Nature of Faith, P• 52.
?libid., P• 53.
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In addition to the rule of God Jesus also preached the will of God
which quite naturnlly was aa near as the r ule itself.

In some wa::,s Jesus

resembled a wandering rabbi, but a rabbi always taught under the authority
of Moses.

In some ways Jesus resembled a wandering prophet, but a prophet

always prefaced hio worda with the formula, "Thus says the Lord." Jesus in
His teaching and preaching vas neither rabbi nor prophet by ordinary definition, because }le acted by His own authority/2 prefacing His i.tords with
the unprecedeuted "Verily I say unto you • • • • " 73 By acting and teaching
in this manner Jesus freed those who heard Him from the tyranny

or

the

letter of the law, and made it poseible for them to realize and obey the
will of God in its radical and original intent.

It must not be thought

that Jesus was an onarchist. The Gospel of Matthew 5:17-18 does not allow

this construction to be placed on what has been said about Jesus.

By

radicalizing Bia call to those who heard to keep the will of God, Jesus
wa.c in fa.ct calling men to faith.

Suc-h a call to faith was at the same

time a call to participate in Jesus Himself, for
Jesus i s the essence of faith and faith is the essence of the work of
Jesus and conGequently no •organ,• no 'means to an end,' but the gift
of Jesus himself. According to Gal. 3:2}, 25, the coming of Christ
is the comfng of faith, and according to Heb. 12:2 Jesus is 'fl\$

1t'ICTt~s -,.~"'~ ~\

-c,~,.-T,s .n?4

In effect Jesus was saying to those who heard that they should have faith
such as they saw in Him, faith in the rule and will of God.

to faith, Jesus became identified with faith itself.

7~iatt. 7:29.

73Matt. 5:18.
74Ebeling1 "Jesus and Faith, 11 'rlord and Faith, P• 205.

As a witness
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What i s the nature of this faith which comes to expression in Jesus?
}l)eling beeina by pointing out that the word faith itself is almost excluaively a biblic~l word, found inn special context of time, religion
and culturo. 75 When so-called scientific studios of religion borrow the
word, they usually uso it in a sense that is untrue to its original meaning and context.

For example, when lookini through the Old Testament,

Ebeling finds that there is not a single instance where the Hebrew root
for f aith,

1l')((

,

is used to oignify belie!' in a fact.

The usual

misuse of this tiord treats faith like an ernpty sack which is to be filled
with the right believable facts.
is strikingly quite different.

But the situation in the Old Testament
In tho Old TootW11ont faith is never in a

state of a ffairs or fact as objects of beliet, but rests always in the
peroon of God Himself.

A 300d example of thia is to be found in Genesis

15:6 where Abram'o faith is in God, not what God promioed. Ebeling oays:
When God apeake, however, the content ot the statement is identical
with the will of God and therefore co.nnot be detached in any way from
the person of the speaker. What God says, he also personally sees to,
so t hat to believe the statements ot God's Word--even if they should
be statements of factl••io not to believe •something,• but by definition to believe God.76
Thia belief in God aa person and not aD object is the faith t o which Jesus
gave expression.

Ebeling, falling back on existential language, calla it

an instance of abandoning one's self (Sich-selbst-Verlassen), 77 of grounding
one's self on the only true ground of existence, which is God Himself.

75Ibid.,
P• 2.07.

-

76Ibid.,

-

P• 211.

??Ibid., P• 21}.

76
This faith \-1hich is called forth is only possible when one is addressed

by the One who calls for th~ faith.
is God's
faith.

11

And it is the historical Jesus who

languo.ge event" extending into tillle and history God's call to

Faith is therefore a total concern with God who issues the call.

The Old Testament faith is a faith which tru.sts that God keeps Ilia word
and that His word is true.

It is a faith t1hich is not timeleas or

ahistoricnl, but which remembers the paot and looks forward to the future
with confidence because the God in whom thts faith is grounded is the
God of history.

Turning to faith in the New Teotament, Ebeling finds a use of thn
term which is both similar and different from the Old Testament usage.
The obvious similari ty is that faith is a key concept in both Testaments,

although the uee is intensified and somewhat shiftod in the New Testament.
In the Synoptic Goapela Ebeling counts78 some eighty-seven passages where
words with the root1l"1C'T• are found, and sixty-six of these are in speeches
attributed to Jesus.

out boldly.

Here the difference from Old Testament usage stands

With one single exception, Mark 11:22, whioh Ebeling says

is secondary, all of these instances in the Synoptics where some form of

"tt,C'T -

is used, the reference is never to faith in God, but faith is

always uaed in the absolute sense.
faith in God in the Synoptics.

Even Jesus llimselt does not speak o!

How then is this to be understood, es-

pecially in light of what we have just said about faith in the Old Testament, these instances in the New Teatament are in fact a radicalization

78~ . , P• 224 n. 1.
1
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of the call for a faith which ia a personal trust in God.

Although God

is not explicitly mentioned as the object or ground of faith, it is inherent in the very nature of the faith that it deals with God and is the
exclusive domain of God's concorn and activity.

Ebeling puts it briefly:

"The whole point ia ·to declare that faith ie letting God work, letting
God go into action, and that therefore it is legitimate to ascribe to
faith what is a matter for God."79 Although these reference6 to faith
which are found in the Synoptics are not explicitly directed to God in ea
maey words, they are by nature even more radically reliant upon God as
their source and ground.
Can Ebeling thon say that the f'aith which is called for by Jesus
in the Synoptics i s fnith in Himself'? Ebeling s~a that "the concept
of faith in sayings of Jesus is never related to Jeous as the object
of' faith."

8o Are we then dealing with the faith£! Jesus? The Evangel-

ists say nothing of the faith of Jesus and there are not explicit sayings
of Jesus about llis own faith.

Yet Ebeling warns against a scriptural

legalism and literalism at this point.

He says that Jesus can not be

dissociated from the faith which He manifests in llis own person.

Ebeling

thinks rather that Jesus
identified himself so closely with it (faith] that he very properlJ
did not spea:, of his own faith at all but devoted himself to
awakening faith. For whoever is concerned to awaken faith will 81
have to bring his faith into play without speal::ing of his faith.
Wherever faith is mentioned, Jesus bas a part in that faith.

-

'79Ibid., P• 23.3.
8o
l!?!$!·· P• 234.
8
1tbid.
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It is proper to ask just how Jesus is related to the faith which
came to expression in Him,

In the healing otorios r~eling finds exomples

of faith in t ho power ot Jeaus.

Yet thi6 faith is more tha.n hope for a

miracle , because it is faith which responds to Jesus, faith which Jesus
has Himself awakeued in the other.

Thus Jesus has faith Himself and was

also the occasion for it in someone elae.

He evoked faith and insofar

as He did this lie ,.;.::.13 a part of a concrete faith in the same way the Old

Tectament f o.ith was concretely directed toward Ood.
Ebeling gives a persuasive example of Je6ua• own faith when he calls
attention to the instances where Jesua pr~faoed Ilis apeeches with the
llebrew (or Aramaic equivalent) word for faith,
('<«. 82 This word

tlJ

i s used in an unprecedented fashion by Jeaus.

ne

Himself speaks it con-

cerning Hi s .2:!!! words whereas it is traditionally spoken by the listener
when appropria.t~, not by the speaker.
it:i

5iven and traditionally the

made aa an acclamation of ita veracity.
peculiar usage by Jesus?

Jesus does this before His ar,eech
is opoken

~

tbe speech is

What iG the implication of this

Ebeling suggests:

It gives expression to the fact that Jesus understood his atateoents,
and wished to have them understood, as Gtotements made before God,
io which God himaelf is the guarantor of what is said and watches
over the autg ntication of this word, i,e. 1 sees to it that it
comeo about.

3

In ao undorstauding and using these words, Jesus shoved that He identified with theo, and that

~2ct~Matt. 5:18, 6:2, where, of course, not the Hebrew but the
Greek 8',-)\./ is found.
8
3Ebelin~, 1tJesus and Faith," tiord and Faith, P• 237.
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he surrenders himself to the reality of God, and that be lets his
existence be grounded on God's making these words true and real.
1~at means that ho is so cert~in of these words that he stakes his
whole aelf on th.at certainty.ij4
The faith t o which Jesus gives expression is Ilia own faith in the Father,
and thia is the faith to which lie is calling others.

As the "language

event," Jesus not only expresses faith, He embodies it.
The purpose of Jesus• earthly ministry wae to bring faith to expression th.rough His person and works.

The subject and object of this

1'aith is God Himself as miraculously manifeoted in the

which is the hiotorical Jesus.

lant1"Uage event"

Jesus of Nazareth is both the witness to

the faith and the busis of the faith.
irrefutable:

11

For Ebeling this conjunction is

the historical Jesus!! the Jeaus of faith.

This oeans that

he who has f aith i s united with the Jesus of history who is the expression
of faith.

Ebeling writes:

Faith's view of Jesus must therefore assert itself as a furtherance
to the historical view of Jesus. For faith itself is the coming to
its goal of wh~t came to exprgssion in Jesus. The man who believes
is with the historicul Jesus. 5
The final question with which ve must deal is that of the relationship
between t his Jesus of history who is the Word of God as ''language event"
and the kerygmatic Christ.
Relationship of the llistorical Jesus to the Kerygmatic Christ
It is perhaps significant at the outset of this section to indicate
that F:beling' s interpretation ia not directed toward the relationship
the historical Jesus to the kerygmatic Christ as our wording su0gests.

84
Ibid.

85Ibid., P• 298.
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'!'he subsection title suggests the attempt to bring into relationship and

continuity thooe things which are fundamentully distinct and separate.
Ebeling denies that this is the case.

He would probably reword the title

or the subsection to read as an indirect ,question.

He would ask how

Jesus, the witness of faith, becrune the baais or faith.

To put the ques-

tion in another form, :c;beling asks whether faith in Jesus Christ has any

basin in Jesus Himself.

This movement from the Jesus of history to the

Christ of faith is easy and natural for Ebeling because right from the
start he indicates that the historical question is neither separate nor
different from the ohristological question.

Now we must see just how

thcee 6tand together.
,\lthough I:beling himself has no diffi.c ulty conjoining the historical
Jes us and the kerygmatic Christ, he docs point out that, "The transition
from the 'historical Jesus• to the Christ of faith is no more a matter
of course tha n iG the leap from death to life. 1186 In suggestin~ the unnaturalness of the transition Ebeling points out both the continuity and
discontinuity that reside in the early Christian tradition and the fact
that the Resurrection ia the focal point of the transition.
The case for continuity is made at one level by those of the historical-critical school who contend that the continuity begins quite naturally
with Jesus Himself, whose own self image was the same as that held later
by the church.

This position is based on belief in Jesus' messianic con-

sciousness, His foreknowledge of His death, o.nd His deliberate action of
founding the church.
note of discontinuity.

Yet within this striving for continuity there is the
Many of the beliets upon vhich this argument for

86Ebeling, The Nature ot Faith, P•

,a.
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continuity i o baaed have come under a heavy cloud ot scholarly suspicion.
In addition Ebeling points out that his particular attempt o.t establishing continuity between Jeous and Christ must leap over the death and resurrection in which there is no natural continuum, but rather a time gap
or historical vacuum. 87
Another argument in favor of discontinuity is to be found in the
events just preceding Jesus' arrest and tht events subsequent to the
crucifixion.

The arrest nnd execution

or Jesus

on everything thnt Jesus meant to Hia followers.

seemed

to stmnp failure

The !liBht of the

disciples and the denial of Peter ignominiously confirm the failure.
It ,tac only Jesus ' words at the Last Supper, "Thia do in remembrance

of me ," which provide the slim thread

or

connection beyond the Croes.

The commissioning of the diGciples to preach and baptize and the establishment of the church are activities of the Resurrected One.

In tbis

view there is a radical breach between Jesus and the Reaurrccted Chriot
which is left open more thsn it is closed.
Yet again we find these signo o! discontinuity opposed by other
signs of continuity.

In spite of individual arguments we can find for

discontinuity, it is an obvious fact for the early Christians that the
risen Lord was identical with the historical Jesus.

Finally it vas faith

in Jesus, no matter how shaky at first, that took hold of the disciples,

united and energized them.

The post-Easter disciplea lived with faith

and Jesus intertwined in an unbreakable way.

For the early community

this comrdtment of faith to Jesus vaa a collimitment to the fact ot His
resurrection.

The resurrection becomes the rock upon which all rational

87Ebeling, "The Question of the Historical Jesus," Word and Faith,
P• 299.
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arguments ei·ther £or or against continuity between Jesus and Christ mu15t
ship\o1reck becauae the reaurrection putu the whole matter beyond the
reach of belief and into the realm of faith.
The resurrection marks the shift from Jesus as the witness of faith
to the basis of faith .

Yet the converse mus t be quickly added in the

same breath, because Jesus as the basis for the faith of the post-Easter
community is s o only aa He is remembered aa the witneas of faith during
His earthly miniotry.

8belincs says this w@ll when he writeni

Hence what is so coni'usingly called the 'Easter faith' is really
a case of nothing else but faith in Jesus. The faith or the days
after Caster knows itself to be nothing else but the right Wlderstanding of the Jesus of the dqs before Easter. For now J e ~-us
appeared as what he really was, as the witness to faith. But we
recognize the witness to faith only when, believing ourselves, we
accept his witness ~d now ourselvea as witnesses to Jesus become
witnoosea to faith.
It is faith which extends over the chasm ot discontinuity, faith which
cnme into expression with Jesus of Nazareth who is the "language event11
of God.

This faith lived on in Jesus• disciples who had encountered

faith first!!!! event, as the event of the historical Jesus.
Faith in Jesus as the Resurrected One does not add anything to the
pre-~ster Jesus.

Those who knew Jesus of Nazareth as the witness of

faith now know Him as tho basis of faith, the very ground of faith, the
Resurrected Lord, and these two are One.

Again we fall back on Ebeling's

own exposition of the matter:
That faith confesses Jesus as the Risen Lord, that f3ith in Jesus
thus expresses itself as !aith in him as risen, becomes understandable in the light of what is the whole point of faith. Faith as
such is directed towards God as the act of entering into relation
with ( ~ichei nlassen auf) God. To believe in Jesus therefore means:
to enter into relations with God in view of him, to let him give us

88~ . , P• .302.

the f r eedom t o believe, to let him as the witness to fnith to be the
ground of faith und therefore to enter into relations with him and
hio ways, to par t icipate in him and his ways and consequently to
participate i n what f'ui th is promised participatio11 i n, namely• the
omnipotence of God • • • • To believe in Jesus an~ to believe in
him as t he Ri sen Lord are one and the earne thing . 9
Ebeling bases his s uppor t fo1" making this e quation b e tween the his torical
J eaus and the Chris t of faith i n the primitive underst anding of f aith.90
Faith which was used i n the absolute sense in the Gospels i s now found to
be related t o Chr ist and as ~
an

Chriat l

In ~beling' s view fai th i s not

empty forrn \'fhi ch ca.n b e given content even i f that content i s the

P.eaurrected Chriot.

Faith i6 practically synonymoua with Jes us .

Faith ia

t hat wh1.ch c mne with J esus Chr i&t , and is the con tent of revelat ion, t he

eift of salva tion itsel f .9l The fact that fait h and J esus bel ong t ogether
provideo t he ground and continuity between the historical Jesus and t he
kerygmatic Chriat. 92

89rbid • .
90Ibid., P• 303.
91Ibid.

-
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9 Ibid. "That the new t hing t hat came wi t h J esus has t o do with
,
faith shows,...itaelf <11so in the new syntactical construction 1t,Cl',E,\Jf.\,f
U"\CS'°r'$ i.,5 , which is primarily employed on}y in r el atiof:L to
Christ, as also in the unusual genitive construction 'lt",rT•J ':Cf\C'O \I
>Ct•C't·e~ which, at all eve ntG if tnji:en as obj~ctive geni tive, as is
shown by the parallel 113- Paul with\t\CT•j A#,f..,,,.JA.(c!., es1secial}y the
parallel bet \'l eenO~ tt&«T£ws~~co;, Rom. 3:26, and d C( 1TUT1'(•J
96,t1,,.•M. , Rom. 4:16), but on the other hand it cannot be a pure s ubjoctive genitive either. This geniti ve cons truction to my mind expresses
in a very characteristic way the fact that faith in Christ is a faith
which derives from Jesus, has its source and. ground in him and t herefore
clings to him, receives Jrom him its life, its very being as faith.
trcef,ic.tS &.t, tr,CT"' (.Rom~ l:l(.7) ~ould., su rely be ,i,!terpro1ed as
this movement in the event or faith 1¥ o•~) « I C''t EWl
-"e-o ..»
W~'"••;;) T~,5 l1'-l~J°'"' (".S lt'i1?•j ff •C'tt• ov't..,Sj (Gal. 3: 22; Rom.3:22) •"
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To say that Jesus is the ground oi faith is to say that lle is not
a support for faith, not a substitute for faith, not an object of faith.
Jesus oa the ground of faith "ia that which makes faith what it is and so
maintains it that it renlly remains faith--in other vords, that on which

faith in the: last resort depends."93 This Jesus who is the ground of
faith is the historical Jesus who ie alao the "language event" of God.
Thus the historical Jesus and the Christ of the kerygma are bound up
in and rightly live on as!!!! Word of God which is present F.vent in time
and history.

Ernst Fuchs
Validity of the New Quest
,\ny attempt to read, understand, and systematize Ernst Fuchs is not

unlike confronting a theological collage.

Normally unrelated ideas are

juxt~posed in confusing relationahipa; thoughts are introduced and immediate-

ly disappear or become indistinct under the press of other new ideas; taJUiliar 'a/ords and concepts are used in new and different ways; and finally there

seems to be no clear beginning, development, or ending to a particular train
of thought.

It seems as if the man is more poet than systematician.

Perhaps

for this very reason it is important to hear him out in the ax-ea of "the
new quest," for where the rigor of the systematician may falsify, the in-

directness of the poet

may

reveal.

Fuchs rebels a~ainst the restrictions of our schema much more ao than
~beling, and we will have to do some free translating of our questions to

93Ibid., P• 3()4.

-

him it his nnswers are t o be meaningful.

Yet it ia certainly legitimate

to a.ok of him, as we hove asked of l3ornkamm ond ~bolinG, whnt validity
he finds in the new quest which prompts him to participate in it.

~o

receive a variety o:t' nnawers from Fuchs, but none of them 3eems to con-

tradict another.
In the first place, Fuchs says we c;µi quite properly inquire after
the historical Jesus because the Gospels themselves do. 94 The Gospels
were \·1ritten after Paul , and if the Pauline kerygmn had been sufficient

then the particular historical approach of the Gospels would never have
found its way onto paper.

Fuchs does not hereby fall into the trap

nineteenth century positivism.

or

It goea without saying that for him as

a pupil of Bultm~nn, any attempt at a bioitl'aphy of JeGus or a chronicle
of Hia earthly life is i mposaible and would miea the whole point anyway.
In this he s t ands one with the others of the new quest.

Yet the Gospels

are concorned with the Jesus of history to the extent that they narrate
Hie words and deeds; it is at this point that Fuchs finda the new quest
legitimate.

ThiG is not to au.y that he is concerned with establishing the

authentic words (ipsissima verba) and sayinge of Jeaus.
but a refinement of the nineto.enth century approach.

This would be

Rather Fuchs is con-

corned with the fact that Jesus• words and actions were preserved and narrated at all.

The very fact of their telling is significant for Fuchs.

Fuchs is well aware tbnt in many circles the quest fer the historical Jesus, whether now or old, is looked upon with disfavor.

94Ernat Fuchs, Studies

Bullmann has

or the Historical Jesus, Studies in Biblical
Theology, XLil translated by Andrew Scokie !rom the German (London: SCM
Press. 1964), P• 19.
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said that all that iG necesoary, indeed possible, for faith is the
Keryema.

Jesus Christ is Lord:

·this is the touchstone for the Christian

faith, and we cannot know for sure anything but the "that" of Jeau.s"
existence. 95

Fuchs starts from this point Md

5a:JS

it is because the

"t>o-called Chriet of faith is none other than the historical Jesus, 11 96
thnt we ha ve a legitimate concern in the Jesua of history.

Fuchs develops this idea when ho says he is not concerned in the new
quest for the nea rness or the factualness of the historical Jesus as such,
but with the nearness of God. 9? ln fact, HTbe object of the .,uest is to
find out wha t, according to Jesus, ia to bo thought of God.t 198

For l<'uchs

the prime goal in the quest for the historical Jesus is not to fina, isolate a11d ident ify the Jesus of Nazareth, as if that were an end in itself.
The BOal of ·i;he que.ot is also not to prove that the Jesus of history is
also the Christ of faith.
quest is undertaken.

'l::lis is the assumption with which the whole

'l'he quest for the historical Jesus is directed be-

yond itself to the relationship which man has with God, and which be only

has through this historical Jesus.
To put the matter another way, Fuchs maintains that we are concerned
with the historical Jesus because it is through Jesus that God chose to
speak to man and wishes to be encountered by man.

lt is Jesus who reveals

God's word, and therefore anyone who wishes to hear God speak must listen
to Him through His choeen word, the Jesus who waa and is historical.

9.5~upra,,,. P• ,58 footnote 45.
1
6
9 Fuchs, .Studies of the Iiistorical Jesus, P• }l.

97Ibid., P• :;9.

98~ . ,

P• 105.
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sa;,a:

Jesus himself had been God'o word to which all clung, for Jesus
did not want to be or to be understood aa anything other thnn God's
\1ord, which entered into his daily life and began here its work. Be
was this word, for he let himself be heard at precisely that place,
where God himself hnd begun to speak. Jeaus was God's word 1 if at
that time the time for this word had come. And that is what faith
in Jeous believes b believin in the historical Jesus. Tis lo e
is the true meaning of "Easter faith."
The quest for the historical Jesus when approached in this way is both
valid and essential for Fuchs.

What makes the~ quest appropriate

will be the subject of the next section where we deal with the ceans of
access to the hiGtorical Jesus.
Means of Access to the Historical Jesus

Quite simply it is the Synoptic Goapela which provide us with acoesa
to the hiotorioul Jesus. 100 More specifically the sayings and the parables
of Jeous within the .Synoptics are where we find the historical Jesus.

But

as suagested above Fuchs does not treat these sayings and parables as if
they were a priori authentic words of the historical Jesus which would
permit us to build the "true" picture of the historico.l Jeaus.

In many

oases Fuchs would accept the possibility that a certain passage might actually hove been spoken by Jesus.

ticity.

However, he is not concerned with authen-

In !act it makes no real difference to him whether authenticity

can be established or not, when he writes:

99Ibid.

lOOibid., P• 19.
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the question of authenticity is not so important as one supposes.
It is enoueh that a saying becomeo recognizable as a model of faith,
60 that we have the right to regard the saying as characteriaiic
for Jes us, i f this ia not excluded by other considerationG.
This i s not to suggest that Fuchs is either ignorant of historical criticism or irresponsible in the face of it.
hardly be either.

Aa a pupil of Bultmann he could

This attitude does suggest thnt Fuchs understands

history and language in such a way that he approaches the parables and
sayings of J esus with questions which are for him more important than that

of authenticity.
Fuchs r ecognizes that history ia generally thought of in a developmental line of cause and effect associations. 102 He admitG tho validity
of t bis approach to history because it at least 11makes clear the nature
of our action as decision."103 Yet the causal approach to history is
inadequate i n at least two regardat

(l) it does not take proper account

of the future; and (2) it does not take proper account of those things
which do not fall neatly into a cause and effect scheme, but which nevertheless arc influential and are part of history.

The use of language

would be an exampl<!.

The causal approach to history is equipped to recount past phenomena
in such a way as to provide no necessity for involvement or commitment
on the part of the historian or exegete.

For Fuchs history is more de-

manding than that, and requires the individual to see himself over against
history in a way that involves and infoms his whole self.

This means that

history ia more than a sequential outline of the evento of tha past.

lOlErnot Fuchs, "The New Testament and the Problem," The New
Hermeneutic, in New 1·rontiers, P• 123.

102Fuchs, Studies of the Historical Jesus, P• 41.

-

lO}Ibid., P• lt2.

History mur.;t al so show how t hose events made a claim on the people of
that age, and in the case of the Christian faith how those events continue to make a claim on the henrer in every age.

It is with this under-

standing of history that l<'ucha investigates the historical J esus, not
with the intention of culling facts, for facts as such prove nothing,
but with the hope of discovering the way in which those facts involved
and claimed those \.Jho first heard and ci,:rne in contact with Jesus of
Naznreth .

Thus tho ta~,k of history ia exietential and not .reportorial.

Fuchs puts it this way:
What matters is the task of transferring a "succession11 (Nachein~ ) , which is historically developed by the power of causality,
back to the ''rolation" (I3eieinander) which is demanded by the situation that deter mines the nature of our texta • • • • 7or exiatontial
interpretv.tion examines the possibilities of existence not simply
on t he plane of the s uccession but on the plane of the relation,
and balances these two possible aspeots of an event; and this is
because it understands Man primarily on the basis of language rather
than of nature.°"'

This existential approach to history overcomes the inadequacy of the
causal approach with regard to future and even present time, because it
lifts history out of the category of succession and places it in the context of relation.

Thin means that all of time is seen as being bound to-

gether for the purpose of the meaning which it has for the individual.
Thia also means that those things which fall outside the ken of the causal
view of history but nevertheless are key factors in understanding and
appropriating the meaning of history are now taken account of in the existential view.

Fuchs maintains that a right understanding of language is

essential for a proper inquiry of the historical Jesus tor it is only in
and through language that Jesus io made available to us.

104~ . ,

.

PP• 46-47 •
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Raising now the question of Fuchs' understanding of language, we

must r emember that it iG done under the primary concern of this section,
"Ueana of Access to the Historical Jeous. 11

It is the "language event"

(Sprachereicmis) which makes Jesus available to f aith, and it is in and
through language tha t Jesus ia encountered.
Jesus is God's word spoken to man. 105 This is to sa;, that Jesus is
"language event." Jesus is the means which God has chosen to address man.
In tho eyes of God ~d man Jesus is address, communication; that is, he
is language.

Jes us is event because he is not an abstract ideal, but a

living being who cume in time and address~d man there.
man to speak t o man the Word or God.

Jesus ca.we as

JeDus ao God' s ''lanBuac;e event" is

perhaps ma.de clearer i11 li'l.tchs' use of the metaphor or the brother. lo6
When a man addresses another as brother he would not be his brother in a
true sense.

But by calling him brother neither does he make him a brother,

but rather the man admits that he io indeed a brother and by addressin~
him as such the man himself enters into n relationship of brotherhood with

him.

This is "language event."

that which ia latently present.

It is more than just brinuing into being
"Language event" is concrete shape and

form; it is the encounter and involvement of the other person in the event
itself which is ~amic and never static.

When Fuchs talks or Jesus as

"language event" he is tal!dng of God's encounter with man and man's response to God.

Th16 form of expression encompasses that relationship for

Fuchs.

105

Supr@ ·,· P• 86.

lo6Fuche, Studies of the Historical Jesus, P•

209.
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If Je.3us Himself is the "language event," how did Jesus uee languai:;e
that we might, throut!h lo.nguage, come f ace to face with Hi m'?

Fuchs doee

not attempt to given philo!:lophical analy8iu of language, but wo.nto only
to describe its use in the New Testament .

In doing so he presuppooos

that the language of tho New 'l'estament io "family l ungunge . 11107 This means
that Jesus , as God's "language event," spoke to a.nd in the context of the
"family" of God, the chosen people of Ioraei.

Because Israel wo.s God's

frunily, the cont ext was right for understanding.
unders tood by the family.
to t ake pl ace.

Of course Jesus was mis-

But the context was right for the understanding

li'uoha suggests t hat we too, as .family, are confronted by

Jesus and His ~-,or ds, and this is because we listen through faith which
makes

U5

family.

All of which ia to say that God spoke in Jesus and Jesus

spoke in parables, not in order that people might understand, but because
people~ understand.

This may sound cryptic but it is easential to

underotand that in .r"uchs' view language points beyond itself and cells
prirntlr y ~ttention not to its con.tent but to context.

Fuchs puts it suc-

cinctly:
\fuat is distinctive about language ia not tho content of the individual
words 1 not the thought Qr the designation, but rather its use 1 its
application, its concentration upon the time and thus upon the distinction of timea.108
Thie under.standing of time and its i lllportance in :ruchs' queat for the
historical Jesus shall be dealt with later.

Here it is only suggested

that the parables of Jesus are important for Fuchs :Ln his attempt to deal

l07Fucbs, "The New '.t'estament and the Problem," The New Hermeneutic, in
New Frontiers, p. 125.
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with the historical Jesus.

When oaying this it must be understood that

Fuchs is not concerned with the parables so much for what they contain
but for what they say.
one, here.

There io a subtle difference, but an important

The parables of Jesuo are always spoken to family and as

such they reveal the conduct of Jesus.
With regard to the parables we have already established that Fueba
is not concerned with the authenticity of them nor is he primarily concerned with their content.

It can al.so be said that Fuchs is well aware

that the Gos pels are written, or rather edited, with a theological viewpoint in mind.
criticism.

Fuchs is thorou~hly familiar with the work of higher

Becuuse, however, of his existential understanding of history

and his particular understanding of langua5e, he feels it is necessary to
approach the historical Jesus from a stance which does not so much reject
higher criticism ao suspend it.l09 This is especially seen in Fuchs'
interpretation of the parables of Jesus and the use Jesus made of them.
The use of parables was not uncommon to t~e people of Jesus• day.
The rabbic of His time often used a parable to illustrate a particular
teaching.

Jesus did not use the parable as an illustration of a teaching,

but rather used it ao the teaching itoelf which then pointed beyond itself for application and relevance.

Fuchs suggests the par~ble of the

Prodigal Son110 as a good example of how Jesus used parables and how it
is possible to comprehend something of the Jesuo of history from this
parable.
The story is well known.

The younger of two sons squanders his

l09Fuchs 1 Studies of the Historical Jesus, PP• 84-90.
110
Luke 15:11-.;2.
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inheritance in a foreisn land while the older son stays home 1111<1 works
hard.

When the repentant younger eon comes home and io welcomed by his

father with love cmd forgiveneas, the older son is Mgr:, because of hia
father's unusual action and because his own fidelity has not been duly
recognized and rev;arded.

The father then reminds the older son that he

should be glad that the family ia together a,3ain.

Now the usual inter-

pretation of this story suggests the father's conduct of love and forgiveness is an illustration of God's divine love and forgiveness to all
,,ho retui·n te> Him in repentance.
tion.

Fuchs suggests a different interpreta-

He submits that the story is to be seen as an explanation and

defense of Jesus'

O\·I.U

conduct because He Rimaelf rejected no sinner und

based His life on the will of God.

Jesus cited the parable, not toil-

lustrate a teuching about the proper attitude of God, but to explain the

will of God whioh Jesus had already manifested in His own life.

When we

look at the parable in this light, ·Fuchs suggests the parable tells us or

In His conduct

Jesus• conduct when He encountered the family of God.

Jesus "dares to affirm the will of Ood as though he himself stood in God's
place. 11111
We will have more to say about parables in the next section.

Suffice

it to say at this point that ~'uchs finds in the parables and s~yings of
Jesus information about the conduct of Jesus, and for ~'uchs it is the conduct of the historical Je6Us that is all important.

When tho parables are

surveyed with the hope of discovering clues to the conduct of Jesus, the
picture t4at results ia one which shows that:

111
i'ucha, Studiea of the Historical Jesus, P• 21.
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This conduct is neither that of a prophet nor of a teacher or
wisdom, but that of a man who dares to act in Ood'e stead, and
who, it must alwo.ys be remembered, draws ~himself sinners who,
but f or him, would have to flee from God.
This view of' Jesus as one who dares to act in God's stead should be kept
in mind with regard t o the last two sections.
The PUrpose of Jesus• J~arthly Ministry
If

\1e

are to meet the historical Jesus in the context of His parables

and seo in them the nature of llis conduct, what shall we conclude is the
purpose of this conduct?

Was it perhaps to call sinners to repentance

in a mannor similar to John the Baptist?

Perhaps.

But Jesus could hardly

have been more radical or uncompromising than was John, and so Jesus would
then be doing nothing new but merely extending and continuing the work of
John along a set pattern. 113 Was the conduct of Jesus intended to teach
about the Kingdom of God?

Again this is a possibility, but FuchB would

dismiss this with the argument of speaking to the "family."

Fuchs main-

tains that when one speaks in the context of one's family, one does not

speak in order to be understood, but simply because one!!! understood
already.

114

This means that when Jesus told the parables of the Kingdoa of

Israel, He did not do it in order to inform Israel about the nature of the
Kingdom of God.

Every devout Jew already knew about the Kingdom.

Jesus,

therefore, could assume this knowledge when He spoke to the family of God,
and use the parables to aay other things.

Thie is in fact what He did.

112
Ib1d., P• 22.

llJibid., P• 23.
ll4Fuchs, "The New Testament and the Problem," The New Hermeneutic,
in New Frontiers, P• 124.
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The main thrust of Jesus• earthly ministry as manifest in the conduct which surrounds His use of the parables was neither to preach repentance nor to teach about the nature of the Kingdom of God, but to cull
people to decisioni 115 Fuchs says that this ia more than n simple call
to a "yes" or "no."

It t1as a cnll which demanded recognition that with

Jesus there was n new time and situation, and that obedience was required.
It was a call which was in itself a miracle.

Fuchs writes:

What has emerged is that neither the Basileia itsel! nor repentance
make up the content 0£ Jesus• proclamation, of what Jesus said;
instead it is tho miracle-the miracle of the calling in the presgnt,
which cor1.oesponds to the miracle of God's coming in the future.ll
and again:

"Since a ne\:/ time has dawned, the time of the final revelation

of God, Jesus desires true obedience in a new situation and for this new
118
situation. 117 Fuchs cites as examples of this call to decision
the
parables of the farmer who found the unexpected treasure and the merchant
11
who sold all he had in order to buy the pearl of great price. 9 The saying about not looking back once one has put the hand to the plow and the
120
saying that the dead should bury the doad are also cited.
We note that
this emphasis on the call to decision is consistent with Fuchs' view ot
time and language.

ll5Fuchs 1 Studies of the Historical Jesus, P• 22.

116

Ibid., P• 143.

ll?Fuchs, "The New Testament and the Problem," The New Hermeneutic,

in New Frontiers, PP• 12?-128.
U8

!!!!4•,

P• 128.

119Matt. 13:44-46.
120
Luke

9:62,6o.

Jesus a.a God's "language event" to men encountered men in such a way
that they were forced to respond.

Jesus was saying, in His person and in

His parables, that a new time had come whioh was the time of Ood.
is the nature of language as used by Jesus.

This

Language tells the time,

just as a mother says, "It is time to get upl," or "It is time to eati"121
When Jesus announced that tho time of the Kingdom is here, it was no longer
appropriate to decide for or agaiaet the one who announced it.
self had already made the decision in His own life.

Jesus Him-

His conduct gave wit-

ness to that.
This ull sounds simple enough.

Yet many in Jesua' day did not under-

stand the call and the living example He presented to them.
did understand were offended, and rejected Jesus.

Why?

Those ~ho

One should imagine

it would have been quite glorious to throw down the drudgery of daily
living and to have followed the charismatic Jesus into the day of the
imminent Kingdom.
call waa offensive.

Because tbio is exactly what Jesus did not offer, Hie
Jesuo called each who heard Him to decide in the con-

text of His ovm life, whatever that

may

have been, and to iet that decision

revolutionize the conduct within that life, even if no miraculous changes
of estate were forthcoming.
Jesus used the parables.

This supplements our understanding of how

The parables urge belief that the Kingdom comes

in the midst of everyday life, in the midst of everyday folk, and demands
that they let their everyday existences be changed internnlly if not externally.

How is this decision to be made?

In and through faithl

W·h at Fuchs means by faith and the ramifications this meaning has
for the historical Jesus we must examine in the last section.

In this

~chs, "The Nev Testament and the Problem," The New Hermeneutic, in

New Frontiers, P• 125.
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context it i a Guff icient to say that fnith is no abstract principle, but
"quite simply a practical obedience that is willing to be told that !!2!!
the time has come in whtch God comes forward as Ood. 11122 ~ihat is meant
here is a concrete revelation of God which is the "language event" of
Jesus Himself.

The arrow of time points not to oome future coming but

to lliru who has already come and who, actinU in the stend of God, called
the decision.

The nature of the faith which responds to the call and

which shifts the attention to the Caller llimoelf must occupy ua now in
the last section.
Relationship o! the Historical Jesus to the Kerygmatic Chriat
When we reached this point of the discussion with Ebeling, we discovered we had to alter our wording of this subsection.
are nearly forced to thro~ out the whole matter!

with Fuchs we

Nowhere in the material

of Fuchs covered for thia study do we !ind EJI&Y extensive attempt to show
the correlation and connection between the historical. Jesus and the Christ

of faith.

At best l<"'ucha makes only passing reference to t his theme as

at the end of his essay, "'£he {iucst of the Historical Jesus," where,
spealdng of the Resurrection, Fuchs writes:

"Then faith knows that in

the proclamation of the resurrection the historical Jesus himself~
come to us.

The so-called Christ of faith is none other than the histori-

cal Jesus."123 This equation of the historical Jesus with the Christ of
faith is assumed bi Fuchs.

What does occupy Fuchs' attention ia his con-

cern with the relationship between faith and Jesus.

122Ibid., P• l.29.
12
31iuohs, Studies of the Historical Jesus, P• 31.

There are perhaps at least three questions that can be raised at
this point.

What is faith'?

tionship of faith to Jesus'l
~'hat is faith?

\Jhat does faith believe?

i-lha.t is the rela-

We shall consider them one at a time.

At the close of the last section we suggested that

Fuchs seea faith as no abstract principle but active obedience which recognizes and embraces the present time as 1ihe time in which Goel has culled
to man in the "langunge event" of Jesus.
of one who lived such faith.

The Apostle Paul is an example

Fuchs aays that I'uul held fast to the re-

ourrection as a firm f act, but always sow it in the context o! the crucifixion and the future coming. 124 ~·aith was o.lways an event, informed by
"facts" but not bound by them.

Thia ia to say that tor Paul:

Faith remained obedience in face of a message, ond the message continued to be a claim to thia obedience, which was founded solely
on God. In spite of confessional refinements, we can say that faith
it~elf remained a decision o.nd a risk.125
Faith i6 risk, obedience, and decision in the face of a message which both
informs it and sustains it.

What is this messo.se, what is it that faith

believes?

Faith believes in Jesus' preaching.
prising.
self.

126

At first this may sound sur-

One would expect the answer that faith believes in Jesus Him-

This is ~hat in fact does happen. 127 If, however, we imagine

124
Ibid., P• 27.
125

.!J?!!!•, P• 28.

126We have omitted several intermediate steps. Faith believes in
Jesuo• e~ decision with reepect to God (Ibid., P• 28). This decision
is manifest in Jesus• conduct. The only means of ascertaining information about Jesus• conduct is his preaching as preserved in parables and
sayings in the Gospels. Thus it can be said that ultimately !aith believes in Jeauo' pre~ching.
l27Ibid., P• 29..
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ourselves in the place of those who actually heard the preaching ot
Jesus and came to believe, then Fuchs maintains we can see how the object of faith is the preachins of Jesus.

This is not to suggest that in

the content of Jesus preaching was the object of faith.

Aa we said ear-

lier, those who first heard Jesus already were familiar with the concept

or

the Kingdom of God.

i·Jhat was new was the call to decide

!!! ~

moment for t he Kingdom of God, and it is this that the faithful believed
when they responded in obedience to Jesus' message.
faith believed "in the present as the new timo

or

Hearing Jesua,

the kingdom of God11 i 128

it believed that "Jesus preached that God the creator enters into the
present there, that he wishes to bring his divine power into action precisely tthere we have to live our life. 0129 Faith takes the risk of commitment and obedience becauoe it b.na been confronted Vii.th the message of
the historical Jeauo and it has believed in spite of the offense.

The

message which offends but which cannot be ignored is that God has chosen
to speak to man nnd to call man
earthly oxistenco.

aG

he is found in the decrepitnesa

or

his

And it is tho conduct of Jesus which bears and ratifies

this message.

Finally, what is the relationship between Jesus and faith?

Speaking

cntiously, for Fuchs is elusive at this point, we con sa::, th~t Fuchs
understands Jesus as both the subject and object

or

faith.

Jesus is the

subject of faith meruia that Jeous Himself was the first to respond to the
call of God and was the first to believe that the Kingdom of God wao at
hand and J>equi1•ed a decision in that very moment.

Jesus' conduct as

128Fuchs, "The New Testar.ient and the Problem," The Nev Hermeneutic,

in New Frontie~e, P• 131.
129Ibid.
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naanitest in the parables and sayings give witness that Jesus obediently
risked the decision in responae to God's cnll.
point:

Fuctw says to this

"vie must then aay that just as Jesus was the representative ot

faith, ao faith becrune the representatile of Jesus.

To have faith in

Jesus now means essentially to repeat Jesue' decision." l;O
Jesus is the object of faith means th1.1t Jesus• own decis ion and His
conduct, conduct which was faithful event<> the point of death on a cross,
become now the word with which God confronts all men.

Again Fuchs aays:

Jesus ' person now indeed became the content of f~ith. Thia happened entirely in God's name: for God had acted toward Jesus and in
Jeaua, and aa the confeaaional formulations, their Pauline exposition, and later the Gospels all show, he would act along with Jesus
all the more in the future. All this always has the implication
thut God haa acknowledged Jesus and will acknowledge the believers
who have faith in this.lJl
Fuchs believes that Jesus, as both the subject and object of faith responded in His lif e to the question which lies at the heart of faith.
That question is:

11

Is it God's will that we should summon up the freedom

in face or him to appeal directly to him, despite our well-rounded fear
of his judgment, which we have all long since recognized in secret?11132
This is the question which faith asked of Jeaue and which He answered

faithfully.

This is lllso the question which faith asks of us, sa:ya Fuchs.

Raising the question of the relationship between faith and Jesus.
Fuchs is well aware that there exists a difference between the faith .2!
Jesus which we can extrapolate from the Gospels, and the faith

130~chs, Studies of the Historical Jesus, P• 28.

-

131Ibid., P• 29.

in

Jesus
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which we find i n t he confesoion of the early church.

The key difference

is the early church• s lmowlodge of the resurrection and the fact that
Jesus wao already Lord, whereas the pre-F.o.ster preachine of the earthly
Jesus did not make thia claim, or have this knowledge.

Fuchs doea not

wish to obl iterate the fact that there can be a distinction made between
the l anguage of J esus a.nd the languase of faith in Him, both of which
can be found in the Goopels.

But in the l ast analysis Fuchs sayo such

a distincti on merely is academic, for
Josue and f aith in him do not conflict at all, but are one and
the same : the event of the oomine of God into a world hostile
to God. One must not believe in Jesus if he wants to believe
in God, but one is invited to believe in him, since God speaks
with us in the p~rson of Jesus, in that he also rnakea us persons
ond thus keeps us by his side~ Then ou.r life ia not idle talk
but a conversation with God.1}3
'For .ii'Uchs the his torical Jeaua nnci the Christ of faith are indeed
one and are oonfeaaed to be so.

Yet in his study of the new quest for

the his torical Jesus, E'uchs does not look upon knowledge of the hiatorical
Jesus as merely a prior step to a christologioal formulation, o. step which
then can b<? forgotten as a means to an end.

Fuchs sees the historical

Jesus as the beginning and endine of faith, and the kerygmo. is seen in
lic;ht of the historical fieurn of Jesus.

Concluding tlds section on Fuchs,

the following quotation from J!"ucho is offered.

It capsulizes the total

drama of the historical Jeous, the Christ of the kerygma, and the

133Ernst Fuchs, "l{ust One Believe in JesuG I f He ,:/anto to Bcliove in
God?," The Bultmann Schoo?; of Biblical Interpretation: New Directions?,
in Journal for Theolo
and the Church, edited by Robert ~I. Funk and
Gerhard l~eling New tork: Harper & Row, 196.5) I, P• 168.
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centrality of f a it?1 under the concept of prayer.
'l...tmt early decla r a tion nbout Jesua interceding !or us boforc God
· (Hom. 8:3lt; Heb. 7: 25; I John 2:1) is precis~ly whnt LT,e ts to tho
root o f the hieto1~icf.ll lit"e of 11cwus. Is it nevertheless fantasy
or mytholoSY? It c nn he, :tf it is misu.a ed in the form of' u concep,tion ,..bout Jesue. l3ut fai.th in JemJ.:;, i n sc for ~a it ic futh,

reully refers only to t he one conception--that '.'.i.o tl h:ln lis tened to
Jesus' pr a.,;;er fol· hi6 ow.-i. I s thi;;; concep:;ion also my tholoes':' This
in at uny r1::.tc nr-t :cruc of f ·ith. ;-,hen f oit!! hoJ.d.6 fns t tc Jeauo'
p1.·ayor l\nu intiH·c esoion. 'i'hc result is tna t by no :r,cans of tilis
p•::oyer faith keeps the fi..tu1·e open . :•'or t he n \·:e no loncer really

br i n6 ouruelves t o the fore; instead we present ouroelves along with
t he hi~toricii.l Jooua before God, • • • To believe in Jeu1,.1u means to
bolieve like Jeuuu tha t Cod gt"a?!ts pr,:l.ycr. • • • But our i'eith is
distingu~d f rom Jesuc~' foith, beca use since Easter we have been
told in Jesus' n'-<mc that God !!:l gr~nted. pz·ayor. • • • Faith in
J esus con:fo1,-;se:ti th~t God has sr ti.ntcd_:'lnd will there for0 continue to
do k.O i n the future (,John 16:23ff).l34
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CHAPTl~ IV
A S/LMPLING OF SCHOLARSHIP'S REACTION TO THE Nml QUEST

Although the new quest is only thirteen years old at the time of this
writing, if Kltaomann•s lecture to the Alte Marburger in 1953 is accepted
as the modern birthdate of the quest, the literature which has come out in
this ehort time is vast.

In addition to the original monographs, books

and articles which have appeared there ia a plethora of critiques, reviews, and general reaction to the quest.

Needless to say any hope of

presenting a representative sampling of this literature which is still
coming off t he presses v.t this moment is futile.

This chapter ohall at-

tempt, therefore, to indicate some of the major types of reaction which
the new quest has r eceived, nnd especially to cite the observations of
some scholars who themselves have been either sympathetic to the Bultmann

school or even part of it.
James M. Robinson has been one of the moat articulate and supportive
scholars who has reacted to Klisemann•s invitation to take up the quest

anew.

Robinson is a firm believer in Bultmann's existentialist exegeeis,

and combines tbiG methodology with the conviction that tho historical

Jesus cannot be set aside by korygmatio theology.

In ono of hia early

essays concerning the emerging new quest, Robinson wrote in 195b:
i·Jhat is important is that the kerygma is not talking about a person

who never existed {i.e., it io not completely foreign to Jesus• own
existential thinking), but rather it stanfs in a positive relation
to the viewpoint of the historical Je·s us.

1

Ja111es M. Robinson, ''Tho Historical. Jesus and the Church' a Kerygrna, 11
Religion in Life, XXVI (Winter 1956-5?) 1 49.

,

lo4
Ashia thinking b~gM to solidify concerning the new quest o! the

historical J esus, Robinson wrote two yeara latflr 1n 19~ vhy the old
quest could no .longer be a valid form of inquiry.

lie Gl.lid at that time :

The (olaJ ques t ought not be continued, .f'or th~ ker:,gma · oa lls for
exi atantinl foi t h in the menning or Jc6u.s, not tor an attempt to
avoid t he cc;>1nmitment of faith by supplying objective proot to
l e gi:t i matize t he k eey6(!la.2
'l'urnine his a ttontion t o the now quest which had nlrea,~y p:·o<l.uced a

couoiderubl e body of liter~ture, Robinoon in 1959 produced a monogr aph
Which has bee n r,eoeived i n l\11:oric~ and on the Continent and in Engl and
a.&

the definitive stat ement on tbe D9V quest up to that t ime.
The t itle of t he monogr clph· is ctrn1>l:, A N'ew (tu«iGt of the Historical

J esua ; i n it .Robinson· givos an introduction to the whole otudy

or

the

hiotori cal JP.aus , a chapter on the demise of the old quest, and tllree
full oh.o.pter s on the nov quest and ita development.

Robinson's main

concern i n thi s he.a vily documentep lit.t le book iu to ohov tho validi ty
of the new quc~t in the form it has taken in the Bultmann school.

Try-

ing to hold together both the validity of kory~tic theology and histo-

rical r os~arcb Robinson writes:

0

A

new quest must be widertaken because

the k~qe claims t o mediate an existential encounter with a historical
person, JeGuo, who can al,~o be encounter:-ed through the mediation of

modern historiography."} V.obinoon•s laat sentence in the book says this

2

Jamoo M. Robinson, t'The Quoat
'l'heoloq Toda.z, J..V (February 19.58),

or

the Historical Josue Today,"

185.

3Jamea H. Rob~aon ·The iueat of the Hietorical Jesus, 1D Studiea
1
in Biblical Theology, Xi..V (London& SCf.l Press, 1959), P• §4. The German
edition, revised and enlarged, appeared under the title Kerygma und.
hiatorischer Jesua (ZUrich: Zwingli Verlag, 19(;)0).
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in EUtother way which. h~s oince caused some contusion ~nscng his re~ders
as to wliat he means.

i:e

says:

"The selfhood of Jesus ie equally

available to u6- appurently both !,!! historical reaear,oh and

.!.!!!

the

keryglilfil-•as a possible understanding of our exioteneo. 114 Since pul).
lishin.g the monocraph, ~obinson baG oome under henvy tire from two
~uarters.

Bult~ann himself lu.~ criticized Robinson, and so has Schubert

Ogden of the Perkina School of Theology, Dollao, Texna.
Bul,t rnann, in his addrems to the Heidelbetrg Academy of Sciences in

1959,5 Mower s t be critloiom he has received from hia former pupils and
takeo t his opportunity to reuct to the new qu.e st.

;.!tor t>.myin{S some com-

pli.r:entary thi ngs about Hobinson'e existential approach to New Toatnment
exogesio, Bultmann then accuses Hobinaon of contusing and losing the place

ot the ''Christ..kerygmn"

by his inclusion of the historical Jesua in state-

ments pcrtainine to faith. 6 It is Bultmann's eont~ntion that only the

-

"that" (Dass ) of JooU!:l' hiotoricul existenco ca:n be known or needs to be
known for f c1ith.

Bultc;arm says Hobinoon hac said too much in hia mono-

graph about tho possibi lity of lmowledgo of t he his torical Jeauo.

Robins on re.s.ponda to thia criticiam and defends his scholarship in an
article in 19o2 entitle-d "Tho ~ecent Debate on the Now ., ueat. 117

4

.ll?!!!• , ·p •

In addition

12.5 •

5:Rudolf BultfilaIU!l, "The Primitive Christian Y.orygcin and the Uietorical
Jeaus," in !'he Uistorioal Joaua and the Kcn:ygmatic Christ, i)Ssa,ys on the
tlew Quest of the Historical Je,aua 1 tranelated and edited by ~arl E.
Braaten and Roy r,, Harrisville (New York: Abingdon !..,r~ea, 1964), PP• 15-'•2.
Hereafter thiD volume will be referred to es HrWlt~n-I'arrisville, !~ssays.

6Ibid., P• ,38.
7Jor.:Hte H. Robim,on, 0 The Recent Debate on the New ~uoat, 11 Journal
of Bible and Religion• XXX (Jul1 1962), 1~207•
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to Gwnmarizi ng the developmente of the research in the new quest since
hia book came out in 1959, Robinson makes the following defenae for hie
positive stance in t he new quoat over a~ainst Bultmann•a criticism:

In the situati on in which the synoptic authors found themselves,
one could no longer maintain, as Paul could, the"~•" the
hist orical ness of the worshipped Lord, merely by repeated assertion
of the fact of his historicalness. In their situation--and oura-o.n emphasis upon the "~•'' indisper1mable as it is for the kerygma
and f or Bultmann, could only be made in terms of the Jesua-tradition
and not by i gnor ing thnt tradition through an exclusive proclamation
of t he Bast er gospel. In their aituation, the synoptic writers
could retain the "was," i. e., only by making corrective use or the
J esus t radition, by replacing the un-ChristillJl understanding of
exi stence which has invaded the Jesus~tradition with a Chriatian
understandi ng of existence. 8
The difference between Bultmann and Robinson on this issue is not their
privut e affair but has become one of the major dividing points in the
whole ne\-1 quest .

,faen confronting the new quest, one io i mmediately forced

1

to take a s t ance in r elation to Bultmann's "~," for the "Dass',' ·1s a
fork in t he roo.d which divides those of the new quest from Bultmann and
the strict kerygmatic theologians.
Ogden' s attack on Robinson began with an article in which Ogden is
the co-author with Vnn Harvey entitled "How New Is the 'New Quest of the
Historical J eaus•?.u9 In it Ogden and Harvey criticize Robinaon•o underatanding of Bultmann's position regarding the nev quest.

Ogden and Harvey

claim that Robinson has misunderstood Bultmann when he accuses the latter
of being agninat the new quest and or don,ing the possibility of any knowledge whatsoever of the his torical Jesus.
8

lli2••

Ogden and Harvey maintain that

P• 204.

9van A. Harvey and Schubert M. Ogden• "How New is the ' New Quest of
the Historical Jesus•?, 11 Braaten-Harrisville, Esaa.y:s, PP• 197-2'•2.
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Bultmann•s book of 1926, Jesus, represents Bultmann•o position that some
limited knowledge or the historical Jesus can be ascertained, but that
it is of little ultimate significance for the faith.

The concluding

point in their defense of Bultmann suggests that the new queot is not

new after all because Bultmann was already saying forty yeara ago what
is now being Gaid by Robinson and other new questers.
this ma'cter seems a moot point.

Who is right in

It io imp<>rtant to noto Ogden and

Harvey's challenge to the new queat and Robinson in particular because

it calls into question the very starting point of the new quest.
In another article Ogden seems to support and discount the new quest

in the same pageo.

In an extreme statement which denies the need for

a new quest or any quest ut all Ogden aaya:

fill that is absolutely neceaoary for ChriGtiD.n faith ie already
present in the kerygma of the Church, and, moreover, it is there
with an explicitness and fullness which, as Bultmann rightly points
out, is not to be found in the procla.mation of Jesus.lo

This clearly fiiea in the face of Robinson and others of the new quest.
Yet one page later in the article Ogden supports Robinson and the new
quest for rightly seeing the identity between the hiutorical Jesus and the
kerygrnas

11

We conclude from the apparent contradiction in Ogden's loyal-

ties that no one involved in tho new quest beyond the superficial lev-01
is able to talce a clear-cut stand on all isoues without qualificutione.
The whole fabric of the quest is too intricate for the lin~s to be neatly
drawn once and for all.

~0Schubert M. Ogden, "Bultmann and the 'New Quest,'" Rournal of

Bible and Relision, XXX (July 1962), 21~.
11Ibid., P• .215.
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The new quest has not gone unnoticed by Homan Catholic scholars.
Raymond B. Brown,

s. s., has given an excellent survey of the direction

of New Testament reaoarch in what he calla the present period of the
post-Bultmunniana.

Included in this article is a perceptive summar.y of

the purpose of the new quest.

Brown writes:

If the purpose of the old quest was to get behind the kerygmo.tic
Christ to the hiotorical Jesus, the n~w quest may be characterized
as an attempt to show that the kerygmatli portrait io a faithful
representation of the historical Jesuo.
Althou~ seemingly sympathetic to the goal$ ot the new quest, Brown is
not uncritical of the quest.

He raises objections at three points.

The his tor iography of the new quest is not concerned enough with
facts \.,hich ar c in the Ne\rl Testament and "reflects a too one-sided
existentialist preocoupation."13 Brown ia also unhappy with the method14
ology of the ne~ quest as proposed by KUae~ann regarding authentic
material in the Gospels.

Brown writes:

Since Jesus was proclaiming a message himself, we would expect many
of his words to have a kerygmatic rillg. Since Jesus was a Jew, we
would expect many of hio words to have parallels in Jewish literature.1.5
Brown suggests the scholar should presume that new Testament documents are
authentic unless they are illconaistent with other knovn facts about Jesus
and His ministry.

~mood E. Brown, "After Bultmann What?-An Introduction to the
Post-Bultmannians," The Catholic Biblical Quarterly, XXVI (1964), 8.
1
'Ibid., P• 25.
14

Supra, P•

38.

15Brown, "After Bultmann
XXVI, PP• 26-27.

\IJhat?," The Catholic Biblical Quarterly,
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Finally, Brown i3 criticQl of the new quest•o ~ttitude toward the

Fourth Gospel.

He sayu there iu more tNly historical mtlterio.l. in Joho
than the now qu est i a willing to gr&nt. 16 Brown's criticicm..~ are nQt

tbose ot a ~oman C;.thol1c reactionary and are well tQkcn.
On

tho continent the new quest ha2 mot a ~aricti of reaponocs which

full on a continuum otretching froa e~thusiaotic support to enthuoiaatio
condemnation.

nev quest:

P:duard Lohae is a.mong the supporters.

He '!trites of the

"There!ore the New Testament scienoft in its researoh concern-

ina the hiator:loul Jesus :pcri'onis an o~tstu.ndin~y i mportant and iudiz-

penanble scrvioo for theology o.nd Church. 11
11eter Biehl i s another who is f31.vorabl1 dillpcsocl toward tho now q'lleat.

m,

notes t ha t t he biatorical-cri t1o9.l. method baa creQted for modern schol•

&rohip the pr oble m of dctormini.ng authentic material in the Hew ·r eatament.
Biehl sayo t hic; method c a11not be a bandoned, but fflUSt be u~ d to Mke clenr

how the transition from the preacher to the prctached was made in the New
TestWl!ent.

Cncc thiu question is succeaetully anewered t he theological

queetion concerning the Gignificonce of the hiatorical Josuu can be r~oed.

Biehl cites :r ucha aa one example of a new qucGtor who tried to solve the
problem of continuity between the JeGua

or

history and the Christo! faith

16

Ibid., P• 28.

l?r.:d unrd .Lohse, "Die Frq-e nach det11 historischen Jeeuo in der gegenvartigen neutestamentlichen J:'orschung,n Theolog:iache Uteraturzeituna,

LXXXVII (19b2), 174. The Oers:ian reads as follows: ""Oarwn leistet die
neuteatClllleutlicho rJissenl5ChGtt in ihrer.c t"oraohen nach dem hiatorischen
Josue einen Uberaua vichtigen und unerllaslicbeu Dionet !Ur Theologie

und Kircbo."
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by identifying t he Jeeua of history with the content of the kerygma. 18

Paul Althaus is greatly concerned to hold the Jesuo of hiatory in

an equally importf.111t position beside the Christ of faith.

In his book,

Fact and Faith in the Kerygma Todayl9 Althaus is primarily determined to
show the imbalance which ker.y~natic theology bas brought about in present

d~ New Testament studies.

Hia corrective for this imbalance is to give

a renewed impor tanoe to the historical. Jesus.

It is particularly at

this point tha t Althaus welcomes the contributions o! the new quest.

He

says the historical Jesus shines through the layers of tradition, and

that "The genuine historicity

or

tho picture of Jesus in its fundamental

characteris tics forces itself upon every one who lives with the picture. 1120
As

for the kerygroa, Althaus says quite atrongly that the kerygma without

the historical Jesus is only dogma, and dogma has never compelled anyone
to believei 2l
Nila Dnhl supports the new quest and yet sees the lasting value and

necessity in the contributions of Bultmann and kerygma.tic theology.

Dahl

writes of the new quest that "even without a clear differentiation between

pure history and the Church's theology the Gospel tradition permits ua to

18Peter Biehl, "Zur lrage nach dem historischen Jesus," Theolofu"ische
Rundschau, XXIV (1956-1957), 76.
19Paul Althaus, Faot and Faith 1n the Kerygma Today, translated by
David Cairns from the German Das sopnannto Keqe;ma und der historische
Jesus, Zur Kritik der heuti en Ke
-Theolo e (Philadelphia:
Muhlenberg Prese, 1959.

20

Ibid.., P•

75.

2
1xbid., PP• 45-46.

lll

draw a vory olear picture of what wus typical and characteristic of
022
Jeeus.
According to Dahl the new quest can determine
quite a clear picture of the manner of Jesus• appearance as well as
ot the content of his proclamation and his teaching, imd of the impression which he made on the adherents 6Uld opponent~ among hie
contemporar ies. The sources do not perrdt us to s~ much regarding
his i nner life , since they were not interested in it.23
Dahl sees grea t value in these contributions of the new quest, but
warns the histor ian that his findings can never show that Jesus died tor
our sins t hat

\'te

might be forgiven.

Thie knowledge is in the reaurrection

and that iEi be1ond historica l investigation.

liiatorical research is

valuable , but mus t never lose the corrective tension which is provided
by the kerygr.1a.

Dahl doos r aise one danger aign tor the new quest, which involve s the
quest's exi stent ial presuppositions.

Dahl warns that the new quest, being

oriented t o i te task by existential philosop~, risks becoming so personalistic that t he unity of the earthly Jesus with the church is lost.

This

is a key criticis m which will be treated more fully in the concludin5
chapter of this study.
Bultmann's position in the new quest has already been mentioned i n
a cursory fashion.

Hie evaluation is of prime itnportnnce because Bultmann

is the pivotal point around which the whole debate is presently centered.
We shall return to his more specific evo.luations of the new quest when we
consider Gome current comments directed to the Alte Marburger of our study.

22
Nils A. Dahl, "The Problem of the Historical Jesus," Kegs;ma and
Historz, edited by Carl E. Braaten and Roy A. Harrisville (New Yorki
Abingdon Preas, 1962), P• 153.

23

~ . , P• 15?.
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Ern3t Kllsernann, who really startod the nev quest vith his prograrc•
ma.tic locture o f 195.:>, began to have doubts with.in u few yenrs ao he

obaerved t be J i r e c t ion t ho n~w quest waa talcing.

an

03& ay

In 1957 h<.:> publ ished

entitled 11 ;fow Testalllent l-::u.eations o f Today, ' 1 ( "Neutost~mentliche

Fragen von ho u t e " ). , i.11 wh ich he reaffirmed the po~sibili ty of a new quest
alor.r,; the lin-es wic h h~ lo-1.d out in hio ~seay of 1953.

In this article

KH..Gemaun nlao 1:mr ne<l agai ns t the developments ho aaw in the new quest aa

it was ·beginni nz to take shape.

KUsemann ea.ye th<lt the cla im by some

thut the E~':1at or event •.1ao t ho fom1dation of the Chrietia r. keryB;GJa must be
tem~er ed with an inquiry into the signific~mce of the historical Jesus

faith.

Ha su.ys t ha t ony reconstruction of u. '!life" ( ~ ) of ,Jesus

tor

M

fo:thclbert ::t auft'er aeeks to do ia etill an illegitinu\te :procedure from

the vtew o f r EH;pon::.ible ocholar:ship.

Writing a life of Jesu8 or presenting

Jcsue n~ an cnmmplo f)r foitll will inevit.:bly result in rationalis1?1, mornl-

iom, or myoticiom.

t li:;;eroar.n rcitet·ates his basic premise that it is only

in tho prau.chine; of Je:,us thnt tho historical Jom1a c;.m be found, und
that this roust be the area in wl"ich the new qucGt iG carried out.

Scholar-

ship mu:.;t direct it;:; z:: ttention to fi nding any connection vhich existo bo-

tween the preaching of the hiatcrioal Jesus und the proachin 0 cf the earl:
Chriotiar. community about Him.

Xilse:::a.Dll insists the whole success of the

new quest hingea on the relationohip between the prenchii.g of Jesu2 £ind

the proclamntion about the Crucified w.id Ronurrectcd <me.

2

24

\-;rnst \ Usamonn, "Neutestamentliche !-~rn~en von houto," f:Xegetische
Vereuche und ncsitmun,,en, Zweiter Band (·:: :f :Sttin~n: Vr.md,mhoeck und
Ruprecht, l96Lt·) P• 21.

11}

.~s t ime and :Jcbol.or s hip moved onward, Khem.ui.n became more and more

dieoncl10.ntt1d with t ho frLlit produced by tho new qua.at.

f.e becc!me ao

much a gaiust what ho aai1 happening in t he new quest t !:u t s everal of the

Mto rarbl!'i'E er t,1hc m he lmd px-oviou,;ly supported now c 4,r;e under his critic•
icm.

-~eviewi nG the pr evi ouo ton yoo.r:; of ::;cholur zhip in t il~ ur ea of tho

new qu eut; Xlfoi:,u:;.um in 196L1 wrota rut

east).;/

,,:hioh is titled " ~li nd Alleys

in the Diapute Over t he Historical Jeaua" ("Sackgaesen ia ~tre1t uo den

liiotoriochen J o"ua11 ) .

'l'hc very title shows ~~emu..•m• s disillusioncent

with the ne,..- quest .

Ktiscr.:~n bc,ginc; t hi lil critique o f the quest wi t h the ob::icrvatiou t ht.\t
t he r eaul te of t he now que ot • a find i ng:.1 are in inveri::.o r '1tiO to the p~ts;,r

a i on s.nu oncrgy oxponded . ·-:J

In his evti ::1ation the returns are ueat:,-or

and t ho e;oneral 1·ea ult of tne queat bl\e been nn unprot'i t ablo conf usion
in t he whole s t udy.
l{tlsema,m fir c;t t ake:;. to t us ~c Joachim Jeremias.

Accordiug to l~tlsemnnn,

Jeremias cunnot rightly be oallod n new queatcr but i s in rcnli ty o.
twentieth century old queater.

Jeremias i s not a disciple of Bultmann

nor i s he s yopa t hetic ,11th tbe existen ti!\l approach to the new que:;t.

fact he io one oi the ataunohoat critico of the new quest.

In

Jore;:1ias is

well achool.ed in the hi.otorical ...critical met.hods !lnci believec th:..t the
historic!!l J e sus i a

~

legiti~ te obj ect of New TestoC'.lcn t res earch.

Jer~:r:ias believes that the Je.ouo or hi3tory ie t.ne call to fo.ith anl'.\ the
keeyc;ma is t n.e ea rly church' a respons~ to tb~t call.
should be directed to disco\·er i ,~i; the re3l

2

J <'!:.iUG

Tht:reforc attention

of hi:.. tor.Y , u ne ncumbered

.5Gr nst ':-'..'J seoann, ••.~aolq;assen im .:treit um den hiatorischen Jeaul!S, 11
.:xog;ctische \fersuchc und Boainnunt•:an, II• 31.
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by the faithful additions of the church's tradition.

Ile belioves thia

is poasible through diligent uae of hiatorical-critical tools and the

extra-biblical knowledge we have of tirat century languages, society,
and religions.

Jeremias sees no value in t 'h e ker,ygma other than the fact

thnt it is the historical response ot the e.a rly church to the call

Jesus.

or

Therefore the preaching of the early church is of little value

ror Jeremias' quest for the hiGtorical Jesus.

The call which is articulat-

ed by the his toric~l Jesuo ie the important object of study because it is
26
in the Incarnate Word thnt God has revealed Himselt.
Kltsemann' s r eeponae to Jeremias is unequivocal.
of fulling into liboralisr,] and pietiom.

Be accuses Jeremias

He means by this that Jeremias,

dwelling on the ips issima verba of Jesus nnd the picture of the!!!!!! Jesus,
ia in danger of relegating the Christian faith to a historical curio that
has no life or meaning for preoent day Christians.

tUOting Luther in de-

fense of his position, Elaemann oays that Luther's explanation of the
Third Article of the Apostles Creed clearly shows that belief is not to
reside in the message

or Jesus

but in the preached word about Him. 27

Furthermore, when Jeremias says the locus of interest is in the call of
Jesue and not the community's response, Kttsemann says he has set up a
false dichotomy which does not see the unity of the preaching of Jesus with

26

Much of this summary of Jeremias' position can be found in Kliseam.nn•s
article ''Sackgassen" in Exegetische Versuche 1 PP• 32-41. For Jeremias'
own development see hie "The Present Position in the Controversy Concerning
the Problem or the Historical Jeous," The Expositog Times, LIX (1957-1958),

33.5-339.
27
Kisemann, "Sackgassen im Streit um den historiechen Jesus," P• 38.
The German reads, "Wenn Luther in der Erklllrung des dritten Artikels den
Geist durch das ~'vangelium beruten usv. lasst, versteht er unter Evangelium
ja nicht wie Jeremias die Botschaft Jesu, sondern das Wort der am Sonntag
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the preaching of the early community.
The rest of the nrticle KU.Semann devoted to a discussion of

Bultmann's reactions to the work of hie pupils, of whom Kllscmann is
one.

Roviewing Bultmann's evaluation

or

the new quest, KUsemann defends

his own commi t ment to the quest, although he acknowledges that F'ucbs is
one example of an Alto Marburger en(Saged in the new quest whose thinking
haa developed beyond t he point of acceptability for himself as vell as

Bultmann.
It is Klisemann•s conclusion that the quest tor the hiatorical Jesus

as manif est in t he work of Jeremias is a dead end from which scholarship
must return.

Klisemann is still convinced over against Bultmann's stress

-

on the kerygma and the mere "Dase" ot the: historical Jesus that there
exists a l egiti mate continuity between the preaching of Jesus and tho
preaching o! the early church and this continuity justifies a concern for
the Jesus of history.

K~semann ia opposed to extremes at either end of

the academic spectrum whether they be represented by Jeremias or Fuchs.
One reason why [{llsemann is willing at this point or the discussion to
continue to accept the vtllidity of the new quest is that the theological
relevance of historicity (des Historischen) still remains an acute and
unanswered problem. 28
Hana Conzelmann, like K!lselll8JU1, is a Bultmann pupil who was at
first quite in sympathy with the new quest but has become disenchanted
with its development. Conzelmann agrees vith Kllse111ann and other of the

von 10 bis 11 Uhr gehaltenen Predigt, und wenn er beginnt nich aus eigener
Vernunft no~h Kraft, so veist er damit zweifellos auf Offenb3rUng bin.
Ist doch auch im ganzen Neuen Testament der Geist die Kraft der O.tfenbarung•"

28!2!a•, P• 31.
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new quest that the fundamentul problem (Grundlasenproblem) of the nev
quest ia how the historical. peroon of Jesus of Nazareth can bc,ccme the
content of today's prcaohing. 29 ' Also consistent with the approach of
the new quest is Conzelmann's use

or

the parables as the primary source

of information about the Jesus of hiotory.

Conzelmann contends that

Jesus• oschatologicml statements are indicative of Hio own aelf-awareneso.
Conzelma nn warns against letting historical findings pose as a substitute
for faith.

This point ia clearly made in Conzelrnunn's article "Jesus

Chriatue" in the t hird edition of Die Relisljion in Goschichte und Gegenwart 1
where he writes:

"Doctrineu cannot be the object of faith, but only its

explicc:tion. 1130 For Conzelmann and others of the new quest the revelation of God c un never be a doctrinal syatom, but is always "a historical
and histor ical ly cncount.e!'ed deed,

(!!!'!!

taeschichtliche ~ geschichtlich

begegnendo ~ ) . 1131 This historical deed appears in this day as the ~Jord
( ~ ) of preaching.32
Oscar Cull~ann's criticism of the new queet focuses on its methodology.
lle is concerned over tho ulliance which form criticism has made with existential philosophy.

He says the two are not ne,essuri~y bound together and

he would personally rather eee the exiotentiulist approach dropped from

29Hans Conzelmann, ''Zur Methode dcr Leben-Jesus-Ji'orachung," Zeitschrift
fUr Theologie und Kirche, LVI (Beiheft l 1959), 2-lj.
30uans Conzelmann, ''Jesus Christus," Die .Religion in Ceschichte und
Ge,mnwart, HandwtSrterbµgh Cle Theolo1u und Belid,ooaxhs&en:scbatt, Dritter
Band (Dritte Aufiage; TUbillgen: J. c. B. Mohr, 1959), P• 648.

-

}llbid.

32

~ . , P• 6.50.
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New Teotu111ent r esearch becauoe ita preauppoai tiona color the outcome of
the scholar s hip .

Cul l mann writes:

The us e of f or m cri ticism cannot offer a guarantee of absolute
"objectivity" in our quest !or the hiutorical Jesus. Uowever,
wo must proceed f rom it alone and not from the existentialist
interpretation if we want at least to near the goal.}}
The way t he new quest seeks to establish the connection between the
church' s portrait of Chris t and the histor~cal Jeaus is more the product
of existential presuppositions than it is the legitimate result of careful form critical study, says Cullmann.34 For that reason Cullmann says
the nett quest is no dif f erent from the studies of the nineteenth century
Which were finally discounted because they also traded too heavily on
their o~m philosophical presuppoaitiona. 3j
Turning now t o the !:::n gl.ish-apeaking scholarly world, we find that
the new quest has caused ns great a stir within it as on the continent.
Hany of the same obaervations and criticisms are being made.

apcakin8 world must endure one notable disadvantage.

The English-

Precisely because

they,!!:! Engl ish speaking, America and Oreat Britain find access to ciany
of the intr icacies of the new quest u.nd its continuing debate, within and
outside of t ho Bultmann Bchool, barred by the German lan{5U!\6e•

American

and English scholars are often suspicious o! form criticis~ linked with
enatential philosophy. Thia is not to suggest that American and ?:nglisb
scholars are theologically naive.

or

33oecar Cullmann, "Out

It is to say that the new quest has not

or Season Remarks on the 'Historica.l Jesus'
the Bultmann School," Union Seminary Y,uarterly Review, XV-XVI

(January

1981), 145.

34

~ • • P• 1}5•

-

J5Ibid.
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yet had the extensive coverage in the ~nglish lllllguage t hat it needs it
it is ever t o receive general acceptance.
lnnguago barrier i s that the studies

or

One practical result of the

the hiotorical Jesus which have

been carried out in the .English-speaking scholarly world are for the most
part con tinuations of the old quest of the nineteenth century?6 Thie is
especially true of AmericM scholarahip.
Hugh s~derson ' s book, Jes us and Christian Origins, contains a fine

evaluation of t he new quest.

Among his rnnny favorable comments about

the new quest he i ncludes two important criticiGms.

Anderson first aska

if the quest hns really avoided the nineteenth century error of trying to

write n bios r aphy of Jesus.

He suggesta that perhaps the old quest has

only been dressed up in new existential clothes.

He says of the new quest:

~lith the best will in the, world to avoid speaking objectively e.bout
Jesua or laying a concrete historical ground for faith, are we not
on the verge of reviving the old biographical interest by holding up
Jesus• 11exiatence" as an objectively observable phenomenon the moment
we give the impression that, by a ~omewhat strange amalgam of objective historical analysis and ''existential openness.1" the historia.11
qua his t orian can l ay hold of the selfhood of Jeaus?3~

Anderson's second criticism i1S leveled against the "wedding" of historical
analysis and existential openness.

He says this union is misleading

when it produces the impreaaion that the historian has at long last
overcome the problem ot ker;ygma and historical events by holding
up before our eyes what purports to be a historically well-established
basis for the kerygma in the ministry and mesoa.ge of Jesus. Indeed,
what the historian, in this case the "existentialist historian," is

36Roy A. Harrisville, "Representative American Lives or Jesua,"
Braaten-Harrisville, Essays, PP• 172-196.
31Hugh Anderson, Jesus and Christian Origin& (New York: Oxford

University Press, 1964,, PP• 175-176.
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offering uo is not no auoh a picture of hiatorioal evento in the
lii'e of J e sur; but rathor a "kery&"!13atic" account of the event Jeaue
of Nazareth t hat has moro to do with the responoo of taith fdld
theologizi ng than with the que&tion of facta or past hiotory.'8
Both ot Anderson•a critici~ma thua have tc do with the influence of
exiatentialis~ on t he quest.
Amo~ ifildor ha s t aken just the opposite v1ev of the new quest • . Jte

Writes:
The now quest i nquires into the reality of Jesus in t hiG sense o!
hi s will clnd poreonnl uot, his self•underatanding and not his selfcon~ciousness • • • • Wbnt io n,w here io our recognition that the
irJlOgo of th~ po;rson ao grasped is, indeed, historically valid and

in n t r ue sense

objective•"'9

·

Agreein5 with Kli.scmarm nnd the other new queaters, Wilder

seeG

11

the link

of Jcauo with the early church as "the fundamental life-orientation, self•
unde r standi ng .•md world•understa.nding"'.O ot the Christian community.

Hox-ton j oott Ens lint one of the moGt famous of the Americ.a n scholars
who has wr i tten about tbe hiatori.ea.l. J esua, appears to of fer a mid-tven-

tieth century vertiiou of th.e ninoteentll century quest for the historical
J esus which aouw1t so u.naucceoafull y to extricate Jeuus .from the Chris t of
dog;na.

Enslin, seerningl.7 oblivioWJ to the failure of the old quest,

writes nevertheless:

The real J esus, th&lt i s , what ic. ao commonl1 £;tyled "the historic~
J esus" ie not the

sa,.ie

as the Christ o! faitht and, it appears to

,Sibid., P• 182.
'9Amos N. il'ilder, "The New \t!uest for the llietorical Jeaue,"
Chriatianity and Criaia, llil (1%2•196:5) 1 246-247.
4o
Ibid., P• 2'+7•
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me, all attem1,to to rnuke 9r continue that identification are unwise,
if not actuelly pervcroe.~l

These remarks aro diroeted right at the new quest l11thou6h ~nslin does not
deaignate them s pecifioolly for that purpose.

In ~ wo:., l~nelin cwi be

taken a e one prototype of Amoric~n opinion.

Another Amer ican ncholilr, tJilliam D. D.r.viea, (ori~nolly of :::nsland)
tokos a position the exact opposite of E'.nolin•o when he soys there is "no
4.uconr~rui
ty between the Jesus of Riotory .ind the Ch.r1et

or Faith.tr 42

Do.Vies putc n hi~h premium on extra-biblicGl studies wliich shed light on

the New Teetument world and therefore on the Jeaua ot history.

'l'heref'ore

his Stfmoo in reb.tion to the new queat iG to renew the old queat wnich
he tcela had the r ittht n:pproacb to the au'bjoct o! the Jesus

Davies writes:

or

hietor~.

"I prefer to advocate resumption of the old quest on a new

level, beco.U.60 the recovery

or

the inte·ution o! JeGus and liia Wlderatnnding

of existence • • • io inaepurablu from the recovery of what He did and
43

f).uite obviously this npproaoh ia totally u.na.ccoptable to those

eaid."

in the nov quoGt.
P.ei inald H. Puller is one of those rare exceptions, an Bnglisbaum who
has received a !'a.vorablo comirient from Bultmann althou:~h he is not a dio-

ciple of Bultmann.•a.

Fullar was cited favorably by Bultmann in his

41ttorton

~cott &nslin, "The Meanin~ of thd Historical. Jesuo for
Faith," Journal or Bible and Relision, XXX (July 1962~, 219.

42

'llilliam D. Davies,

0

·

A queet to be l«tsumed in the New 'l'estar.ient

Studiee, 11 Onion ~emiruuz Quarj;erly Review, XV-XVI (JanuW'y 196o),

-

43Ibid.

98.
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Heidelberg address because o! .Fuller's position on the issue o! con44
tinuity betwee.n Jesus and the kerygmn.
In his own book The Hiaaion and

4

.Achievement of Jesua, 5 f uller makes another statement which Bult!Dllnn
would support, und which could be clearly aimed ago.inst the new quest.
Fuller t1ri tes:
The proclamation of Jesus and the kerygma of the Church are by no
means identica l• but neither are they incompatible. The proclama.t ion
of Jesus proclaims that God is about ~o act decisively and eachatologically in him, the Church's kerygma proclaima he baa so acted.46
Yet Fuller' s contention thnt Jesur.' life

\:IO.S

"pre-rnessiaoic47 suggests

that he is not quite a full-blown Bultmannlian.
Pa.ul ,chtemeier has given one of the best summary aud supportive
statements of the new quest to appear to date.

In addition he has raised

a critioiom which warno of a subtle tendency in the new qucat to lap:Je
into the very docetism the quest hopes to disspell.
In fovor of t he new quest and those who have embarked upon it
Achtemeier lists four preauppooitions of the quest which he holda to be
Valid:

L The form-critical method ••• is the only legitimate method on
the basis of which to proceed.
2. There is general agreement that the mo5t frui ttul place to begin
1n an attempt to recover the thrust of the preaching of the

earthly Jeous is the parables.

3. It is possible to demonstrate. within the scholarly presuppositions
accepted• that the kerygma does have its roots in the historical
Jesuo.

44

Bultmann, "The Primitive Chrietian Kerygma and the Historical Jesus,"
Essa.ya, p. 39.
45Reginald H. Fuller, The Nission and Achievement of Jesue (London:
SCM Press, 1954).

46~ . , P• 116.

-

47Ibid.
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4. The r enewed queBt 18 unanimous in the conviction that knowledge
of t he hiat or icnl Jei;!!a cannot, indeed dare not, destroy the
necessity for foith.
On the critical side Achte:noier says that the view of faith which is
prevalent i n tho new quest bordera on docetism bocauee it tends to replace
the tact of Christ with the

!!!!! of

Christ..

Ue writes:

It is clear in Paul tha t our faith is not in the announcement of
the risen Christ, but in the risen Chl'ist himself. !::hat else could
Paul mean when he writea to the Corinthians: "ii' Christ be not risen
from the dead, t hen our preaching is i n vain and your f aith is in
vain," except that faith depends, not on the announcement, but on
t h e ~ t hat Christ rose from the detAd? This idea of f aith, then,
based on the idea t hat God reveals himself in reports, not acta,
contHins within i'tself, aa Joachim Jeremias has observed, the danger
of lapsing into dopetism by emphasizing the idea of Christ rather
than J eauo Christ.'+9

-

So· fa r we have been examining the re11ctiona which scholarship has
mado to t he new quest i n gener al.

What r P.ception baa been given to t he

work of our four _b.lt o t·lar'bur,sc:,r in particular?
extenaivc even i n thiB limited area.

The literature i s quite

The following cove!age is by no

means complete , but only a s amplin~ which will give an indication of the
general r eaction.
Ernst KUaer.iaun as the initiator of the new quest has received both
praise and r e buke.

John

w.

Duddington, who in many respects is criticul

of the new qucGt in its development, is nevertheless laudatory o!
KU.aemann for once agair1 bringing the whole matter to the attention of
scholarship.

He writes approviniµy of Ktl.semann• s stress on the unity of

Jesus of history with the Christ of the church:

KKsemann sees

48
l)aul J. Achtemeier, "Is the New Quest Dooetic? , " Theology Today,
XIX (1962-1963), }61-362.
'+9
.llis•t. P• 364.
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that there ia enough evidence that Jesus acted and taught in "the dayo
of his flesh" in auch a way as to make the Messianic interpretation of
him the only one which is possible and valid. 1150
Bultmann, KUoemann's old teacher, on the other hand, has been quite
critical of K&semanu and all of the new que·s ters.

In his Heidelberg

address Bultmann saya that KU.Semann understands the nature ot existentialist interpretation but fails to use it in his exegeais and study of
the historical Jes~s.

He says that when K!tsemo.nn deacribeo the unique-

ness of the miosion of Josua he does not give "an existential intcrpretation but r a ther describes Jeauo• uniquen~se as a historical phenomenon. "51
Any

effort directed to Jesus as a historioal phenomenon is wasted and

invalid for Bultmann who says we can only know the

".E!!!"

of Jesus•

historical existence• and more knowledge than the"~" is not necessary
tor faith anyway.
GUnther Bornkamm, Duddington says, nepeaka as though a human contact

vith Jeaus in the days o! his nesh did htlve something of the effect which
after the Resurrection waa experienced in an encow1ter with the kerygma..r152
Bultmann criticizes Bornkarnm because he does not seriously ask i ! the
history in the Gospels goes beyond the

"12!!!!"

of the historical Jesus.

UUltm!llln. s ays of Bornkamm•s work that:

. 50John \tJ . Duddington, "The Historic Jesus•" Anglican Theological
Review, XLill (February 1961), 176.
51aultmann, "The Primitive Christian Kerygma and the Historical
Jesus," ~says, P• 35.
52Duddington, P• 177.
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his description is to a certain degree obscure, because he drawo
the picture of n history perceptible to an objectifying view,
which at the same time putting all the emphnsis on interpreting
Jesus• preaching existentially; that is, on making clear
understanding of existence which it containo and demands.

;,e

Criticism ut another level is raised against Bornkamm by Hugh
Anderson and Otto Piper.

1u1deraon says that the picture of Jeaus which

emersee in Bornkamm•s book, Jesus of Nazar~th, is such that Jeaus appears
"only as 'preacher,' only as a sign heralding the coming kingdom of God
that is detached from his person. 1154 Anderson goes on to aDk how then
Jeau& was received by those who first heard Him.

Anderson cannot imagine

they suw J esua only as a preacher or sign of the Kingdom.

Piper shares

lmderaon' s cri tic ism and has titled his review o! Bornkamm' s book, "A
Unitary God t-titb Jesus as His Fir::.t Theologian. u55 Piper has at loa:>t
one kind word f or Bornkamm in an otherwise scathing review.

Re aays that

Bornkamm's atreas on the theooentric elements in the evangelical narratives
is justified anci i a a welcome corrective to the usual heavily Christocentric
interpretation which is given the Gospel.56 Yet Piper is critical of
Bornkamm because he baa not taken into account the po.rt played by revelation in the faith of the church and the writing of the Gospels.

Piper sa:1s

that

53Bultmann, "The Primitive Christian I(e.rygma and the Historical Jesus,"
Easa.ys, P• 34.

54Hugh Anderson, P• 1?}.
55otto Piper, "A Unitary God with Jesus as His :Pirst Theologiml,"
Interpretation, XV (1961) 4?3-484.

56Ibid., P• 4~1.
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the Jeous who emerges from the German theologians• historical
research is a rabbi or prophet who proclai!lla the dawn of God's reign
and who enjoins everybody to accept the new law if they want to
enter into t he divine Kingdom.5?
Pipor is cri tico.l of this picture of Josue when he oaks, " ~ihat significance does J e sus ho.ve for our faith, if He was only the preacher, or

prophet, of t he corning Kingdom?"58 Piper suggests it is extreroely odd

if this i G t he only view Jesus had of llis work and thut He did not know
1ithat He 11as r eally doing .

St ephen Neill.59 has criticized Bornkarnm at two points.
says

First, Neill

Bornkamm has JLllowed hi1:ieelf to be influenced by his pbiloaophicnl

presuppoAJi U ons , and that what Bornkamm has given us in bis Jesus of
Nazareth i s not history but philosophical investigution. 60 i1Bi:li.n on the
historical i~sue Neill says Eornkarmn• s view that the title "Son of Man"
is never used by J esuG of Himself runs counter to the evidence.

He )trites

"it is tho remarkable fact that this title, in all our Gospels as we have
thom, is used by Jesus of ili.-·,self a great many times. 1161 Neill's plea
is for real historians to take over the quest of the historical Jesus that
we might have a report which is untainted by philosophical presuppositions.

Gerhard Ebeling, like the other iUte Harburser, receives a critical
word fror.i Bult:nann.

He says that ~eling "still believes he can establish

.5?Ibid., P• 474.

58~ . ,

P• 481.

59stephen Neill, The Inter retation of the New Testa cent l8ol-l 1
(London: Oxford University Press,
60

.ill!!•, P• 281.

61

Ibid., PP• 2~2-283.

•
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the continuit1 at

o.

docioive point:

lie state£ that this continuity con•

siato in the tact the •witness ot faith'--that io, Jceus--bocnme 'tho
baaia of faith.' 1162

Bultmann challongos tbc.t belief because he says, ''l'tle goopela do not
speak of Jesus• o,m faith, nor docs the .kerysizi111 make refer~noc to it. 1163
Bultmann says that Ebeling, like Bornl<"..ar.im, has contused the existentialist
encounter t,i th on objectifying view of Jeaus.

lie aa.ys !l>eling "deduces

the personal uttitude of the b1otorical Jeouo from an undcratanding of
exiatence present in Elia uc·tivity and becoming audible in His words.n6 '+

J1.J.mes M. Rebinaon explores the. poaQibility C)f seeing Bbeling in the
light of the ninetoonth century liberol theology 0£ Schleiermacher.
focus of this obaorvation is Ebeling's book The Naturo o! Paith.
pointe out that Bbelini buildn on two suggestion.G

or

The

Robinecn

:~cbleiermacber• s:

(1) Segin with cbristology aud then movo to the doctrine of God; and (2)
An understnnding of ex-lstenoe S'Ubaumea s doctrine of Ood under it and

nlao includes a~&renosa of on~'a own subjective feelings about God so tl1:1t
6
aepuratc categorieo for thene matters a~ unneoessary. 5 This obaervation
of $chleiermacher coupled with the observation thnt Ebelin~ bes ina with

the historicu.l. Jeoua leadr. .Robin...on tc draw a connection between nineteenth
century liberalisr.-, and Ebeling' s approach to the new quest.

Hob:lnoon simply

makes tha observation and leaves the reader to mske his ovn value judgt!!ento

62
h'ultcrumra; "Tho i'ri:dtive Ch:ril!ltian ICery~a .nnd the P.iatorical
Jesus," ~acys, P• 33.
63
Ibid., P• 34.
64
Ibid.

-

65Jrutles H. Robinson, "Neo-Liberalism," InternHtation, XV (October
1961), 484-'•85.
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of the matter.
Se.rnuel Laeuchli reviews Zbeling's work Theologie und Verkundiey.ng
nnd at one point concentrates on ::beling's protest against Bultmann's
kerygmatic theology .-rhich only allows the " ~ " of the Jesus of history
and therefore becomes docetic.

Evnluating Ebeling's protest against

Bultmann, Laeuchli says:
But new I<~eling ties this protest to the quest for the historical
Jesus and fails thereby-fails mioeralz,ly, as a matter of fact,
Because the Jesus of this christology has under no circumstances
freed hirnself frorn the problems of the nineteenth century 11Jesusology,0 it iu still the theologians' own wish-construct when it
comes t o any interJlretation. Thia Jesus of Ebeling ia obviously
a t\'lontieth-century exiGtontialiat l.utherllJl who searcheo for securit y • • • • Such a "Jesus" is historically just o.s phony as any other
type of psychological interpretation of Jesus and really throws us
right back into the nineteenth century. Actually, Jesus thus interpreted is again docetic because Ebeling does not dare to go the
historical wa.y to the bitter end by assuming (historically speaking)
that the cer tainty itself is a.s llypothetical and 3ueationable as
the whole explicit kerygr;na of the New Teatarnent.6

It is apparent that one of the major criticisms of the new quest is that

it r~olly has not shaken itself free of the nineteenth century quest and
s o is in the last analysis not nev at all but only more aophisticated.
Ernst I<,u chs, the most enigmatic of the Alte Harbureyr, has drawn
more abusive comments than any of the others engaged in the new quest.
Duddington, however, looks favorably on Fuchs' attempts to see Jesus as
a person \fho was at leaet a,.,are of His own messianic characteristics.

He writes:
Thus Fuchs' historical research is bringing him hearer than the
other kerygmatic theologians to a belief that the eD.l'thly career
of Jesus included a growth both in Messianic consciousness and 1n

66Samuel Laeuchli, "Unsolved Contradictions," Interpretation, XVII

(1963), 325-J26.
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increas ingly conscious decision to fulfill the role of the Suff ering

Serv,mt. o·1

Bultmann says of Fuchs that he has not carried out the existential
interpretation conaistentlyt but has fallen into a historical-psychologi ce.l interpretation because he understands Jesus• own attitude to be n
phenomenon perceptible to an objectifyin6 view.

Bultmann says:

!n tho stat emellts that the kerygma has retained the "self-understandingn of Jesus , that the post-~aater faith has "repeated" Jesus'
decis ion, t he self-understanding and decision of Jesua g§e vieved
as phenomena perceptible to the objectifying historian.
Bultmann accuaes Fuchs of doing the same thing in his quest for the
historical Jesus t hat the nineteenth century liberals were guilty

or

doing, confusing a psychological view with a hiGtorical view.
Albert C. Moore hus written an excellent article on Fuchs in which
he sketchea a picture of Fuchs the man which helps us understand l<"'uchs
t he theologi an.

Moore is favorably disposed toward Fuchs and says that

the disti nctive f ea ture of Fuchs' contribution to the new quest is his
understanding of Jesus.

Fucbo interprets Jesus neither eochatologicD.lly

nor psychologically but linguis tically, claims Moore.

This means that

J esus is understood as the very "language event" of God fJi r.iself.

As

6

such the Jesus of history io continual11 present in the preached word. 9
Hugh Anderson presents yet anothor reaction to Fuchs, and in his
comments dwells on Fuobe• emphasis on the conduct of Jesus and Fuchs'

67Duddington, P• 177•
68Bultmann, "The Primitive Chri3tian Kerygma and the Historical
Jesus," Essays, P• 32.
69Al.bert c. fo!oore, "Ernst Fuchs: A Poetic Approach to New Testa151ent
llermoneutic, 11 'Religion and Life, Winter (1965-19bb), 106-121.
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view that Jesus was a man acting in God's stead.

Although critical of

the new quest und Fuchs, Anderson gives a fair if short summary o! Fuchs
on these two points.70

70
11ugh Anderson, "wcistential HermeneUitics; Feo.tureo
Quest," Interpretation, }..'VI (F'ebruary 1%2), 131-155.

or

the New

f.lUMMAl<'l AND CONCLU:JIONS

Baoauoe the Alte Marburger are 6lll pupils of Rudolf Bultmnnn and
all have been hi ghly influenced by his theology, it is not surprisin6
that they exhibit o grcnt deal of similarity in their approach to the
new quest of the hiatoricul Jesua.

Yet becauoe thay are all independent

and competent theologians, it io not surprising that there alco a.re

pointo lcfhoro their viowa diverge.

It will be the purpose

or

the i'1rst

half of thi~ final chapter to sketch in broad strokes the similaritiea
and differences in the new queot of the hiatorioul Jesua wnong the
Alte ,•ietr buri;,er of audolt 8ultlllilnn.

The theologicul ba8ia vhich all four Alte Marburger have in co~on

ia the kerygir.atic theology of Bultw.ann.

Heaching theological m3turity

under the va.tchfuJ. tutelage Qf .Dult.mann, the Alte Marburger show &ltcann•s
conviction that the korygmn or the early church is the backbone of the

exprosaioo of the Cbriotian £'oith.
confossec:; hor L<>rd and

It 1s in the kery13ma that the church

comes to fa.ith in Him.

Startir.g froo this point,

it is natural for the new quest to approach t he Jesu.s of hiutory with

the expectation of finding information nbout uim embedded in the kerygma
of tho early church.

The new queet looks upon Scripture as the kerygma.tic

preaching of the early church, and does not try to find in Scripture,
~specially the Gospels, an accurate hi•torical and c!lronological portrayal
of the earthly Jesus.
~Jith this view of Scripture's lcerygmatic formulation, the

.ill!

Marburger think it is nevertheleacs possible to learn !rom Scripture

ot
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the historical Jesus.

At this point they all diaogree with BultllllllD.

Yet they agroe with Bultnu:mn that it is 13possible to resume the old

queat.

The bio~raphieu and chronologiee ot Jeauo which th~ old quest

Slroduccd are no longer a legitimate or helpful object of inquiry.
New 'festament does not contain that kind of i1i:tormation.

The

In their re-

j~tion of the old quest, the Alte Marburger echo the aentincnts ot
th<!ir te:'lch.er, but as to the poaaibility of a ne.v quent they etand
against Bult~nn.
Concerning methodolo~,1, the. pupil• of Bultoat,n ar~ united with him.

New Teotament studies -are propei'ly carried out vhec all the tools of the
bistoricflll-cr1tical method are employed vi.th a special priority given

to Form Criticism. Coupling this technical approach With what is generally oo~led existential philoeophy, the nev questers have tQckled the

quest of the hiutoricol Jeaua in a manner vhich 18 oharactoristic of the

Bultmann school.

Form Cr1tic1nm and an exi~tential underst~dine of

life ie the approacl1 to the new quest shared 'by all the tJ.te Marburger
under consideration in this s.t udy •
..u1other similarity vbich· binds the i\lte MarbUl'ger tosetber ia their

common concern to ahov tho undeniable unity and identity which exists
between the historical Jesus and the Christ of the ~•J"18fl'.&•

Because they

all toel that Bultmann's keryg,:natic approach to the faith le8.lls toward
docetic here•1• the Alte Marburl!r ralli•d around KUsetllann•s 195} eseay
and accepted hie invitation to ohow that the Jesus ot histo~y vae more
than juot the

pn&UJ1po&itton•• (Bultmann) of the faith but the indis-

11

penGable author and object ot it.

l>esiring to walk the line between

the errora of th~ nineteenth century and the overeapbaaised kerygma.tic

L
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theolo31 of their toucher, the Alto Marburrn!r aet out :irm in nrra to restore the J~aus of histor1 to His proper place in the church's chriot•
oloto,

The 1Ute ?-larburm,r are w1 ted in at least one more major area and

tha.t deals with tho New Testament sourceB of information which make the

new quest possible.

All agree that the Gospels, particularly the

Synoptic$, provide the brief available information about tho historical
Jeaua.

In itaelf this is not u new obserYation.

£very quest

or

the

historical Jesus has turned to the Gospels for its intormatior. abo~t
JeaU(il.

l:lha t is distinctive a.bout the new quest io its use of the New

Testnt11en·t material.

All the men of the new queot agree that the parables,

acts, and ~ayinsa.of Jeuus are tho specific and only reliable sources
within the Gospola to wh:l ch tbct new quest con turn for help.

Mi,

ve shall

sec below 0 the Alte Mar.burger are not single-ttlinded aa to how the p4r•
ables and Ocl,Yine:o are to be troated.
In genera:l it can be said

ot

tho AltG Marburb...r that they share a

oommon concern to learn as much a~out the Jesus of history as can be
knol-tn frcr.1

the Gospels. They also ahare a common iaethodolcgical approaoh

snd thcoloGical moti.,ation.
What of the differences which exist among the Alte }larburger?
In opite

or

the tactors which unite thOQlogians of the new quest, there

are differences among them at some key pointa which .seem to be undermining the unity with which the new quest started. 'This ie clearly

seen in the case ·of KllaelllllJln who baa become quite erit:i.cal ot the nev
queat ae it baa taken sbo.pe in the work O't 1'..ucha aad to u leaoer degree
in the work of Ebeling.

wbat in eone instances were only ditterencea of
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omphasio now seem to be daveloping into irreconcilable di!terences ot
meaning.

The preoent picture ouggeots that tho new quest is becoaing

fr,"lgmonted even wi thir, the rnnl~s of the Al te Marburfaer.

Tho first point at which an ir:1portant difference is noted ia 1n the
'1pproach to the parables and sayings ct Jesus.

l'{ils~mnw.i is atill con•

cerned to find the authentic sayings of Jeeua as ~uoh as taiu is poo-

Gible, E:i.n<l is greatly concerned to find some poaitivo criterion by wltlch
we cun te2.l wlmt is gonuiue.

At presont he

fll3Y3

the only true teat of

authentic material iG a neg~tive test which rejects anythinB th.at is
Judo.istic or a product

or

the early Christian comr.nmity.

Bornknn1rn shares

"'lfocma.nn • o view ul though he io not no concerned ao Kllsemann to £ind a

criterion for det~roining authentic sayings.

He, like Kliaeroann, accepts

tho foct that the Goopels have boen redacted theologically, but says
th&t enoh parable itself provides a total stut&ment of who Jeaus waG
and what lie did ..
?:bel:S.nf; nnd Fucho approach the matter differently.

They do not

treat th~ parables and eoyin~s as sources which contain in!orm~tion about
th~ hiotorical Jesue or His t .e aching, but see the pnrables Wld sayings

themselves as the language framework in vhich Jeoua is met.

Fuchs even

goes so far as to oo.y it does not really matter whether the parables
are authentic or not boc~uoe what they t~ll about JeGus is not bio-

graphical information.

Rather the p•rablea and sayinGs of Jeous or even

thooe lator attributed to Him all shuw how Jesus couducted Himself, and

it is the tact ot the confrontation with people whioh the parables afforded Je8ua and not their conte~t whi-0h ie 1:.1portant.

At this point

Ebeling and Fuchs understand the use of the New 'l'estament material in a

manner quite different fro1:i Klsemann and Bornka.m.

The second diifere nee which is 111$Difest amonn the t,l te Marbure;er
involvos their respective views about the person ot Jeauo.

Both Kllaer.1LUU1

and BornkaRim dier.lias the suggestionl!J that JP.sue wns either n propbet or
n rabbi.

Kllseman.n sees Josus ao a teacher of wisdom who dealt with the

immodia te presont in such a way ao to be called Messiah by the e.u-ly
cbl.lrCh.

Bornkamm is cautious at thio juncture and we cwi only deduce

his viow of Jesus by noting that tor .Bornkamr.i Jesus is neithor a prophet
nor a rabbi but is si~ply Jesus of Nazareth, a wandering preacher who is
later identified by the church am tho Christ.
Eboling and fuch.e d.o not oven dwell on the biblic,;;.l suggestiono that
JesuG ~as a prophet or a rabbi, but lapse into thoir o~n exiatenti ally

couched dcooriptions of Him.

\lho bccar.ie the bnaio of faith.

E:beling ci•lls Jeeus the vitneas

or

faith

Fuche says J~aua woe the <1xpretU>ion ot

faith., tho man who acted in God's a-teacl.
'l'heGe

differenceo concerning the pers~n of Jesus may not 30ea ai,g-

nifiou.nt in tbema~lves but become so whon taken together with the Alto
Harburgor•o respective views ae to the purpose of Jeaua• minietry.
The third and final point of difference which ve will cite regards
the purpose of Jeous• ministry as seen by the Alte Marburger.

Again

Klseman.n and Bornkamm seeo to be quite similar.

the pur-

Kllsemann

GB:fG

pose ot the earthly Jeews vas to announce that the Xingdor,, of Ood had

broken in among those vho heard liim.

The Kingdo~ was not fully aoco&-

pliebed, but wae in the prcceoa of becoming.

Jesus waa t?:eo one who

announced the Kingdom and in Hie announcing drew near to God the people
who beard.

:SOrnkamm aeea Jeaue aa the aian of the Kingdom but not th•
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Hinedom itself.

It wae J6sua• ministry to announce the imminent will

and rule of God and to call thostt who beud to decision.
EbelinG says Jesus• miac,ion was to give expression to fllith and
to be God• o

t

leng'u6\ge event" 1n the world through which God Rimeelf could

1

net en behalf 0£ His world. Fuchs SfAYG Jeaus' l!lif.in1on was to live in
faith toward God in .auoh

f.l

way tbat His

011111

life tu1d witness to faith

ohallenged those who met J~sus to decide for or aeaiUG't the fi\ith.

The ~ltc Marburger are united in their goals re$arding the ne~ quest,
but disparate in their aaoeesrl:ent of the findings.

'Because the~ do not

agrol?> r egnrdiug the results they find, eaGh of' the i\lte Har-burger in his

.

now quest for the Jeau& ot history baa. gone Ms o-wn w~, leaving behind
the ori5i14~l uolidarity of their quest.

It ie a precarious tandertaking to write o. COtJClueion.

'l'ht!'ro is

always the danger of let\ving the impi-eeeion that tbc study ia over.
Such is not the case with the now quc~t.

The unity of the Jesus of the

Gospels with the Ch~i6t o: fo.ith

.a

faith.

It i ri still

t.\

\ltllB

once

aatter of simple, unquestio~ed

matter of confeaGiOll, but it ia .no lonfer eithor

simple or unquesticnod.
Our conclusion is coe2po3ed of oriticlsc:-1 and at'tirmntion of the new
quest.

Critically we havo two coR111ents to ma.lie of the n~w quest and

two queation.e to address to it.
First, desiring to counterbalance the ke17gmatic theology ot

B\11.tmcmn, the new queot baa given
more than a pious Jew.
By

uo

a ld.storicnl Jooue vho ia little

This 1a especially true ot ~lins and .Fuchs.

talking ot Jeaus as th~ witneaa to faith ftnd the man who acted ill

place of God, Ebeling and Fuchs present tho earthly Josue aa a religious
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eccentric who preached, t&lu~t, and lived the life of a piO\la
hnd

f\

peculiar relationship with liio God.

maA

who

It i s only after tho cruci•

fixitm a nd rosurrectioD that Joauo io uade t,he Christ. at the right hand

or God t he Fatner.

l'hie view of Jooua• earthly lite, together with tho

o.doptioni.ot christology which attendo it

iuto:;1a

inadequate in view of

the witncaa of Scripture and the church.
Klisomwin and Bornkamm aloo have drawn o picture of the earthly
Jeeuo whi ch mrtl{es Him little ir.ore than an itinerant preacher who is
a Oi 611 of the Kingdom of God vhioh iu breal:ing into tir:io and hi.Gtory.

By otroGoing Je~us us a preacher of the vill and rule of Ood and yet
denyi ng Jesu.e• rnessiunic oonociousno&s, KUsemann and Bornka.rr.m present
us wi t h an earthly JeoUG who is W1 extremely peculinr individual.

How

i e i t pooaible that Jesus could preach, teach, heal, and be crucified
vi thout knowing who ifo w~o and vhat lle was doing?

We do no·t wiGh to

i ndulge in psychological speculation on thio ioaue in view of the New
Teet:.u:ient evidence.

Yet we cannot .help raising thia question. !)erhaps

in their zeal for fidelity to the written word as viewed torm critically,
KU.Scmann and Bornk41:lt:1 bavo given us a .Picture of the Jesus of hiotory

which is accurate in vbat it aaya, but inaccurate becauao of what it io
unable to say.

~eoond, if the picture of the person of JesWil aa presented by the
. new quest is inad~quate, the picture of the purpoae of Jeaua• earthly
life and ministry also loaves something to be deaired.

Kllsemunn and

I3orakllm say that Jesus• miaeion in life vas to wmounce the Kin(idoa
of God Wld to cull people to make a decision in face of that announcement.

~beling and Fuchs ea:, that Jeeua was the perfect example of

13?
faith and was a aodol for a.ll to emulate •

.:.a God's "language event"

Jesuo in person and word wae the expression o! t'aith. Elaling and :Fuc.ha
r;ay that Jeauo cannot bo separ.:itecl f,rom Dia work, but Bornkama sayo that

Jeaua was not concerned with Ria o,m person but only llie toachi~.

pito t he difforont ~badea

or •eanint which

!·1E:-1"burge.£ the result io a view

or

Deo-

-

ve find amo~ the Alte

the purpose o! Je8uo• earthly minit>try

which iu fleGhbound and timebound to JeeQa of Nazareth of the first
century.

Is this o.ll that cou be ea1<1 of Jeoua• historicol ministry? i>id
lie come only to be a proocher of the Kingdom or a teacher of wisdom
or

rui

exaople of faith or th~ catalyst for decision.

It mo, then what

doco thia Jesuo tw.ve to do vith Christ? It Jesus was only God's representa tive on earth, then where is the atonetllent? Thia view of Jesus•
o~thly mi-:,itJtry doe3 not talk of Hia pre-existence, His a.toning death,
or Hie earthly Lordship.

It cannot, becuuse these are aiatters o! tuith

and not historical roseurch.

We do not fault th~ now quest !or 6tickini

strictly to tho evidauce available,

Yet, as with our !irst objection,

we cennot help but wonder if the picture ot the historical Jeaua is
faleified booauoe it follows ao clooely the written accounts of !Iim.

The picture is not inaccurate for wbat it says but inaccurate for what
it cannot tJB.Y•

In!ormation not provided by tile Goapela 9 but wl1ich the

faith maintains ia nevertbeleea biGtorically tactual and necoaoary, must
therefore be included if there is to be a oompletel.7 accurate picture
of the hiotoric&l Jesua.

Anything lees tbo.n the tctal historical truth

io a. truncated truth and to that d•6"• falae.

We doub·t that the truth

of Bornkamm's contention tbftt ••ch individual paruble contoins all that

cun be known o r tho hiotoricol. J esus.

'ahon Euobo tel10 us our faith ie

to be the fuith of Jaaus vho wae the faithful one

or

God, wo do not hoar

Gospel but a now law that tells that ue do not bolieve.
'fhc first que~tion we o..ak or the now (!uost concerns itn philosophical
preGuppoaitions.

!a the o~istential approach to th~ now quest and to

history a nriori the only w~ to c,'O .tbout the quest7 There is certainly
oome doubt if' this approach has any greater intornal vorth than other
philosophical or hiotoricul metllodolost.e s that are nvailcablo to echolurohip.

Hill No,1 'l'eato.ment excgetee be aoking e:dohntiol questions of

the hi.atoric:.u Joaus in the year 2000?

Perhapa thnt is an unfair ques-

tion, yet it docs a~ggeot that tbe exiatential approaoh to the quest is

not neceasarily a valid approach for all time11
Th~ aecond question we ask ot the new quest steme from a c~iticism

of the nov quest which h£W boon raised by NilG Dahl. !ie warns that
there i6 danger in the existentialist approach of the new quest becoming
oo r.eraonaliatic that tbe U."lity of the earthly Jesus with the church is

loat.

The question is therefore:

Je.sua with regard to the church'l

vbat is the role of the biatorical
The new quest has not considered this

issue; we feel it must do so if it is to avoid reestablishing a Jesue
of history vho is solely the object ot privatiatie devotion.
Tho atfirmative part of our conclusion restrictu it& attention to
the chief value in tho now queat.

We btlve saved this for last beoause

we !eel tho positive contributions ot the new queGt outweiu}l 1to inadequacies. The major value of the nev quest lios iu vhat it has sot out
to do, nameq, restore the biato.r ical Jeaue aa a proper concern of
scholarship and the church'a preaching and ccnf!c1eaion.

There seems to

I
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be no doubt thQt the old queat'a debunking, along with the rise of form
criticism and the koryb'Wltic theolo131 of Bultmann, serioualy jeopardized
the church OB hiatoric confessions concer:dnc the peroon

or Ghriat.

The

Alto Marburger reco~nizod that the !aitll waa in do.nger of dissolving
into a docatic Christ-idea unleea some stepra were taken to restore the

tension in ,1hich the faith has alw~a lived, tho unavoidable tension
created by the coming o! the God-mun Jesus Christ.

The kerygmatio Christ

t-:ithout the Jesus of history ia o.n icpoaaiblo thousht for the ChristlQn

fuith.

lt is to the overlaoting credit

or

the new quest thilt the Jesus

or history has boen reinota tecl with the Christ of faith, even if some\·1hu

t impe1~fectly.
1'he /llte Flarburi:a8r do not use the language of the Lutheran confee-

aions.

Yet wha t they have, accomplished by renewing the quest ror the

hiotorio.11. Jeous i3 oimilnr to the Fo1~ula

or Concord's

Article VII! on

tho "Person of Christ.n The historical situ_utious are entirely di!fcront
yet the oonce.rn for the unit:, of the person of Christ is the same.

Cn

thia n~rrow point, at leaot, i\rticle VIII, paragraph 6 is a fitting and

accurate statement of tho motivation behind the nev quest and the accomplishments or the work of tho iUte Marbur.;er.
We believe, teach, and con.fess that al.thou~ the Son of God is a
separate, diotinct, and COtDplete di~ine peraon and therefore has
bean i'rom all e-ternity true, esoential, and perfect God with the
Father and the Holy Spirit, yet, when the tl~e bad fully ccmto, he
took tho hu,-nan nature into the unity of hia percon, not in such a
manner that there are now two persons or tvo Chi-isto, but in aucb
a way th3t Christ Jesus is henceforth in 2J'!! peraou si.mulhneouoly
true eternal God, bom of the Father from eternity, and also a
true rr.a.n, born of the moat blesaod virgin Mary, as it is written,
"Ot their race, ncoc•rding to the fieah, is tho Christ, who is Ood
over all, bleosed for over.n (Romana 9:5)1

i 11Formula of Concord," The Book<of Concord, translated and edited
by Theodore G. Tappert (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1959), P• 592.
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